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Offie of the President
Deemer 2009
Dear Family and Friends of UMaine,
I am delighted to present to you the 2008-2009 Campus Master Plan for the University of Maine. 
It is an exeptional doument, representing the ulmination of dozens of hours of rigorous plan-
ning enompassing the many diverse aspets of our eautiful ampus. This plan delineates a 
omprehensive vision for the University’s future planning while full supporting our aademi, 
researh and puli servie mission and promoting our ommitment to soial, eonomi and 
environmental sustainaility. It inspires ampus planners with strategies to further improve am-
pus life, reutilize and protet our histori uildings and landsapes, make more effiient use of 
our property through infill and redevelopment, and engage ollaoratively with our neighoring 
ommunities.
Our Plan, I am pleased to tell you, during its final editing stages, won its first award: the 2009 
National Merit Award for Exellene in Planning for an estalished Campus from the Soiety for 
College and University Planning. The seletion ommittee hose UMaine’s plan out of 200 entries, 
saying that it was ”...refreshing to see... a good environmentally driven plan... first attempt out 
of the ox and is admirale...” Our Plan, we have also een informed, is already eoming well 
known in higher eduation planning irles for its unique fous on sustainaility. It is truly a dou-
ment to e proud of.
I sinerely thank the professionals at Sasaki Assoiates for their assiduous dediation and ex-
emplary vision for our ampus, Ma Collins for all the work he did on the Histori Preservation 
Master Plan whih helped lay the groundwork for this Plan, and Vie President for Administration 
and Finane Janet Waldron and the Campus Planning Committee memers for effetively guiding 
the master  planning proess.
I trust that your reading will e oth enjoyale and informative.
With warmest regards and sinerest appreiation for your ontinued interest in the University 
of Maine.
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Existing Building
Proposed Building 
CAMPUS MASTER PLAN FACILITIES BY DISTRICT
2008 Master Plan: Existing and Proposed Buildings
North Residential Villages
1. HILLTOP
2. SOMERSET HALL
3. OxFORD HALL
4. KNOx HALL
5. STEWART COMMONS / ARTS BUILDING
6. ANDROSCOGGIN HALL
7. CUMBERLAND HALL
8. GANNETT HALL
9. DORIS TWITCHELL ALLEN VILLAGE (DTAV)
10. EDITH PATCH HALL
11. DTAV COMMUNITY CENTER
North Athletic and Black Bear Village
12. STUDENT RECREATION AND FITNESS CENTER
13. BRIDGE TENNIS COURTS
14. NORTH ATHLETIC FIELDS 
15. KESSOCK FIELD
16. MAHANEY DIAMOND
17. MAHANEY DOME
18. MORSE FIELD / BECKETT FAMILY  TRACK 
19. MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM
20. HAROLD ALFOND STADIUM
21. HAROLD ALFOND SPORTS ARENA
22. BLACK BEAR VILLAGE
Academic Core
23. BION AND DORAIN FOSTER STUDENT INNOVATION CENTER
24. JENNESS HALL
25. ADVANCED ENGINEERED WOOD COMPOSITES (AEWC)
26. MURRAY HALL
27. CUTLER HEALTH CENTER
28. BARROWS HALL / ENGINEERING     
      AND SCIENCE RESEARCH BUILDING (ESRB)
29. NEVILLE HALL AND ExPANSION
30. DONALD P. CORBETT BUSINESS BUILDING
31. SHIBLES HALL REPLACEMENT
32. BENNETT HALL
33. MACHINE TOOL LAB
34. CROSBY HALL
35. ADVANCED MANUFACTURING CENTER (AMC)
36. BOARDMAN HALL
37. LITTLE HALL
38. STEVENS HALL
39. COLLINS CENTER FOR THE ARTS
40. MEMORIAL UNION
41. RAYMOND H. FOGLER LIBRARY
42. FOGLER LIBRARY ADDITION
43. CORBETT HALL
44. DUNN HALL
45. HART HALL
46. WELLS CONFERENCE CENTER
47. HANNIBAL HAMLIN HALL
48. OAK HALL
49. AUBERT HALL 
50. LORD HALL
51. ALUMNI HALL AND ADDITION
52. HOLMES HALL
53. WINSLOW HALL 
54. EDGAR ALAN CYRUS PAVILION THEATER
55. THE MAPLES
56. MERRILL HALL
57. COLVIN HALL
58. ROGER CLAPP GREENHOUSES
59. DEERING HALL
60. ESTABROOKE HALL
61. KENNEBEC HALL
62. AROOSTOOK HALL
63. YORK HALL AND COMMONS
64. SAWYER ENVIRONMENTAL       
     CHEMISTRY RESEARCH LABORATORY
65. LIBRARY STORAGE
66. OCEANOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS BUILDING
67. BRYAND GLOBAL SCIENCES CENTER
68. USDA LAB
69. NUTTING HALL
70. HITCHNER HALL
71. ROGERS HALL
72. NORMAN SMITH HALL
73. AqUACULTURE RESEARCH BUILDING
74. PERKINS HALL
75. PAGE FARM AND HOME MUSEUM
76. USDA AqUACULTURE LAB
Front Lawn and River Front
77. NAVY ROTC
78. HANCOCK HALL
79. WINGATE HALL
80. FERNALD HALL
81. COBURN HALL
82. PRESIDENT’S HOUSE
83. CARNEGIE HALL
84. BALENTINE HALL
85. PENOBSCOT HALL
86. STODDER HALL
87. CHADBOURNE HALL
88. LENGYEL HALL
89. BUCHANAN ALUMNI HOUSE
90. CANADIAN-AMERICAN CENTER
91. UMAINE PRESS
92. GREEK ORGANIzATIONS
93. SIGMA CHI HERITAGE HOUSE
94. FAY HYLAND BOTANICAL GARDEN
95. CHILDREN’S CENTER
96. STEAM PLANT
97. DOCK AND BOAT LAUNCH
East Campus Facilities
98. UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
99. KEYO PUBLIC AFFAIRS BUILDING
100. SERVICE BUILDING
101. UNIVERSITY GARAGE
102. PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING
103. TALMAR WOOD APARTMENTS (PRIVATE)
104. LYLE E. LITTLEFIELD ORNAMENTAL GARDEN
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INTRODUCTION 
The 2008 University of Maine Master Plan provides a vision rooted in the 
unique history and traditions of the University land grant, aademi, researh 
and puli servie missions, the goals and aspirations of the ampus om-
munity, and opportunities for the future. It simultaneously looks to the past, 
addresses the present, and promotes a philosophy of stewardship and sus-
tainaility. The Master Plan is ased on four strategi opportunities:
1. Adopt an Ethic of Sustainability
The Master Plan emraes the three pillars of sustainaility at the road-
est level: soial, eonomi and environmental with the intent of making 
“Stewardship and Sustainaility” the guiding priniples of the University. It 
speifially fouses on sustainale environmental and physial design prin-
iples while identifying opportunities for ommunity, loal government and 
usiness partnerships. The partnership opportunities are intended to stimu-
late soial and eonomi development in Maine.
2. Enhancing the Cultural and Land Grant Legacy 
The Master Plan looks to the rih planning history of the ampus with the 
aim of proteting ultural and land resoures. UMaine is distinguished y 
the involvement of Frederik Law Olmsted, Sr. and the Olmsted Brothers in 
the early design and development of the ampus. This involvement provides 
the University with a rih array of arhitetural and landsape resoures, 
the future of whih has een thoughtfully onsidered in the 2007 Histori 
Preservation Master Plan for the ampus. The key reommendations of that 
plan are reinfored in the Master Plan. 
WINTER VIEW OF GROVE WALK, LOOKING NORTH TOWARDS HITCHNER HALL, ILLUSTRATING THE PROPOSED 
SOCIAL SPACES, GROUP LEARNING AREAS AND INTERIOR ‘STREETS’ FOR WINTER CIRCULATION. 
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UNIVERSITY MALL AND FOGLER LIBRARY
The land grant legay provides the University with tremendous natural re-
soures and stewardship opportunities. The Master Plan estalishes a physi-
al design and poliy framework to ensure that this legay is proteted for 
future generations as well as the urrent teahing and researh mission.
3. Improving the Collegiate Environment
The Master Plan plaes partiular emphasis on improving the overall envi-
ronment and amenities of the ampus. This emphasis will result in a stron-
ger sense of ollegiality and ommunity and assist in attrating a larger and 
more diverse population of students, faulty and staff. To that end, improve-
ments to the ampus fous on the soial and learning environment, the resi-
dential experiene, pedestrian onnetivity, and design onsiderations in a 
northern limate.
4. Fostering Community Outreach
The Master Plan identifies opportunities for soial and eonomi develop-
ment eyond the ampus oundaries. The opportunities are ased on on-
sultation with the loal ommunities of Orono and Old Town and represent 
the first steps toward etter ommunity/ampus integration and future plan-
ning proesses. The emerging planning and eonomi development initia-
tives of oth ommunities are addressed in the Master Plan.
Within the ampus oundaries, the Master Plan enhanes the eduational, 
ultural, athleti and rereational amenities that serve the ampus as well as 
roader ommunities. 
DEMERITT FOREST
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COBURN HALLCARNEGIE HALL
SUGAR MAPLE TREES IN AUTUMN
PAVILION THEATER WITH WINSLOW HALL IN BACKGROUNDEARLY VIEW OF THE CAMPUS  WITH ROGER CLAPP GREENHOUSES IN  THE FOREGROUND (1836)
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The Master Plan is ased on a rigorous and defensile analysis and 
alternatives exploration proess. This setion provides an overview of the 
regional ontext, history, planning proess and the key drivers ehind the 
Master Plan.
PLANNING CONTEXT
The University of Maine ampus is loated 30 miles from the oast, 
approximately 200 miles from the New Hampshire order and 185 miles 
from the Canadian (quee) order. There are approximately 82,500 people 
within a 30-minute drive time radius of the UMaine ampus. Ten miles to 
the south, Bangor is the largest neary population enter with just over 
31,500 people.1
The 1,598 are ampus straddles the town line etween Orono and Old Town, 
though the majority of the developed ampus is loated in Orono. In 2007, the 
University drew almost 16 perent of  the 12,000 students from outside the state. 
Potential growth for the University is expeted to ome from areas eyond 
Maine, a major onsideration in terms of marketing and planning for the future 
of the ampus. 
1. 2002 Census 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE REGIONAL CONTExT 
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Regional Context
The oastal zone of Maine is the most developed region of the state, with 
over half of the state’s population and muh of its eonomi ativity. The ma-
jority of the population and eonomi ativity are onentrated in the south-
ern half of the state.
As the University looks to partner with usinesses and other institutions and 
draw from a wider student population, opportunities to the north should e 
onsidered. The University of Maine is as lose to Boston, Massahusetts as 
it is to quee City (oth are 242 miles away via shortest roadway travel 
routes). In addition to quee City and Montréal, several other Canadian 
maritime ities are as lose to the ampus as are omparale ities in the 
northeastern United States. This proximity to Canadian enters of eonomi 
ativity may present opportunities for the University, and, in partiular, the 
Canadian-Amerian Center. 
State of Maine
Within the State of Maine, the University is loated near a variety of outdoor 
rereation amenities. Maine oasts some of the est ski and hiking trails in 
the northeast region of the United States. Along the Appalahian Trail are 
several state parks and ski resorts, suh as Sunday River and Sugarloaf. To 
the southeast, Bar Haror, Aadia National Park, Old Orhard Beah and the 
rest of the oast of Maine routinely attrat people for their natural eauty 
and history. Marketing the University in this ontext is important in attrating 
faulty, staff and students from areas outside Maine. 
The ampus is also entrally positioned etween the numerous experimental 
forests, researh farms and other University failities throughout the State. It 
serves as a hu for these various researh initiatives.
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Economic/Cultural Context
The eonomi and ultural ontext of the University are reviewed with the 
aim of highlighting key issues onsidered in the Master Plan and to egin the 
proess of positioning the University in a roader ontext of eonomi and 
ultural resoures. Given the fous on sustainaility, the intent is to assist the 
University with the goal of ontriuting to eonomi and soial development. 
While this is not the primary fous of the physial Master Plan, opportunities 
are highlighted as the asis for this and future planning proesses. 
Eonomi spill-overs from University researh enefit the University, loal 
ommunities and the entire State of Maine. The University plays a signifiant 
role in reating attrative jos within the state and the Orono region. For ev-
ery dollar the State of Maine invests in its university system, eight dollars are 
generated, whih results in $1.5 illion of eonomi impat in the State.1
Orono and Old Town
The University is loated in two muniipalities: Orono to the south with a 
population of 9,100 and Old Town to the north with 8,100 residents. The town/
ity line rosses through the southern portion of Demeritt Forest, dividing the 
forest on the north side from the developed ampus on the south. As suh, 
the main entrane to ampus from College Avenue is loated in Orono ut 
the loal ultural amenities of eah muniipality are still a short drive away. 
Both downtown Orono and Old Town are uffered from the ampus y natu-
ral features: Old Town residents pass the Demeritt Forest and Orono itizens 
ross the Stillwater River. Both ommunities would like to “ridge” the gap 
that physially separates their respetive downtowns from the ampus. Old 
Town offiials would like to develop along Stillwater Avenue to onnet the 
downtown to College Avenue and the front door of ampus. City planners 
would also like to estalish an R&D park adjaent to the east side of ampus 
along Penny Road. 
1.  University of Maine System. Eonomi Impat on the State of Maine (University of Maine System: Orono, ME, 
Septemer 2007).
Orono town planners have developed a strategy to link their downtown 
with the ampus through a series of “stepping stone” development sites. 
Positioned on either side of the Stillwater River Bridge, at the southern ap-
proah to the ampus, these potential development sites are within walking 
distane of downtown Orono and the University. Some of the development 
opportunities are envisioned as adaptive re-use of existing uildings while 
others involve new onstrution. A variety of different uses are also imagined 
for these sites, inluding; offie, residential, hotel/inn, housing for gradu-
ate students or faulty/staff, University ak-offie spae, gallery/exhiition 
spae, ultural amenities, and extension/outreah programs. Retirement 
ommunities for individuals that would appreiate the ultural and edua-
tional enefits of living in lose proximity to the University are also a poten-
tial market.
In addition to the stepping stone sites, Orono has identified development 
opportunities that apitalize on the proximity to ampus, downtown Orono 
and I-95. One of these development projets is the Maine Tehnology Center, 
a researh and development park. Loated diretly aross the Stillwater River 
from ampus, the enter is the loation for University-related researh and 
usiness ativities. Orono is onsidering additional development off of I-95 at 
exit 191 on approximately 150 ares, known as the Kelley Road planning area. 
The mix of uses proposed for this site is urrently under review. 
The initiatives of oth muniipalities are aknowledged in the Master Plan 
and will form the asis for University/ommunity partnerships. Appendix B 
summarizes potential opportunities. 
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MASTER PLANNING hISTORy
The University of Maine was founded in 1865 under the Morrill At as a land grant 
university. It is the flagship institution of the University System of Maine and host 
to nearly 12,000 students. In 1980, the University reeived federal designation as 
a Sea Grant College, therey expanding its mission.
The University has a rih aademi and physial planning history. Fredrik Law 
Olmsted, designer of ioni landsapes suh as Central Park, developed the 
first Master Plan for the ampus in 1867. Although never offiially adopted, the 
Olmsted influene is evident today in the Front Lawn, a pituresque landsape 
setting along the Stillwater River enompassing many of the histori uildings 
of the ampus. 
EARLY VIEW OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FROM 
ACROSS THE STILLWATER RIVER 
The University of Maine was founded in 1865 under the Morrill 
Act as a land grant university. It is the flagship institution of 
the University System of Maine and host to nearly 12,000 stu-
dents. In 1980, the University received federal designation as 
a sea grant college, thereby expanding its mission.
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UNIVERSITY FARM HOUSE (1905)
EARLY VIEW OF THE FRONT LAWN AREA 
In 1932, the master plan for the ampus was updated y the Olmsted Brothers 
firm, the suessor firm to Olmsted Sr. Rather than expanding the pitur-
esque landsape, the Olmsted Brothers reated a plan more harateristi of 
the City Beautiful movement and in keeping with other lassi ampus plans. 
The 1932 master plan is haraterized y the University Mall, a north-south 
oriented open spae loated on a plateau of former agriultural land. The 
University Mall served as the organizing priniple for growth and expansion 
that ourred from 1932 well into the 1950s. Although the plan alled for two 
malls iseted y a student enter (in the loation of the urrent lirary), the 
southern mall was never fully defined. 
In the early 1970’s, Perry Dean ompleted a master plan that proposed ex-
pansion east and south of the University Mall. The south mall was reintro-
dued as an organizing feature, as was a new east-west mall, housing towers 
and various road realignments. Although never fully realized, the plan influ-
ened the plaement of the Collins Center for the Arts, the assoiated parking 
on Belgrade Road, the Belgrade Spur roadway and loated the Somerset, 
Oxford, and Knox residene Halls.
The 2008 Master Plan is distinguished y eing the first omprehensive effort 
to define and address the University’s land and failities needs for the 21st 
Century. The Plan addresses umulative hanges in the ampus environment 
and sets forth a vision for the ampus over the next 20 to 25 years. 
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1922 OLMSTED SENIOR MASTER PLAN 
FRONT LAWN
PARADE GROUNDS
STILLWATER RIVER
COLLEGE AVENUE
1932 OLMSTED BROTHERS MASTER PLAN SHOWING THE UNIVERSITY MALL AND SOUTH MALL
UNIVERSITY MALL SOUTH MALL
FRONT LAWN
STILLWATER RIVER
1948 MASTER PLAN UPDATE BY THE OLMSTED BROTHERS
UNIVERSITY MALL SOUTH MALL
STILLWATER RIVER
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PLANNING PROCESS
The Master Planning proess ommened in June of 2007 with represen-
tation from the University and roader ommunities. It ontinued over the 
ourse of one year inluding several site reonnaissane visits and seven 
multi-day work sessions with a variety of University and ommunity repre-
sentatives. The aknowledgement setion at the end of this doument pro-
vides a omplete list of partiipants in the planning proess.
The master planning proess onsisted of three phases strutured around 
the seven work sessions. The produts of eah phase are reorded in de-
tailed and extensive PowerPoint presentations whih were provided to the 
University in digital format. 
The 2008 Master Plan inorporates the reommendations and findings of 
several previous studies ompleted in reent years. These studies addressed 
a numer of ampus environment and operational issues. The 2008 Master 
Plan omprehensively evaluates the previous studies and adopts many of 
the reommendations, highlighting new opportunities as well as onflits. 
A omplete list of the studies reviewed is provided in the Biliography of 
this doument. 
PRELIMINARY MASTER PLAN CONCEPT
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STORMWATER ANALYSIS SHOWING WATERSHEDS, UTILITY LINES, FLOOD zONES AND WETLANDS
Phase One: Inventory and Analysis
Phase One inluded interviews with University stakeholders to asertain the 
desired outomes, priniples, goals and ojetives for the Master Plan. A pre-
liminary investigation of existing onditions was also onduted of the am-
pus and surrounding ommunity ontext. These initial efforts were followed 
y an in-depth analysis of ampus onditions, addressing suh elements as 
program organization, open spae struture, irulation patterns, utilities and 
stormwater management, energy use, aron emissions and overall ampus 
integration. As noted, the analysis inorporated the findings of several previ-
ous studies.
The findings of the Phase One analysis were presented during an on-am-
pus work session involving presentations and meetings with the Campus 
Planning Committee and other University stakeholders.
Phase Two: Concept Alternatives
The onept alternatives phase of work examined the most favorale and 
aeptale options for near-term and long-term ampus development. The 
onept alternatives addressed options for land use, uilding use, reuse and 
program aommodation, irulation and parking, open spae, and over-
all ampus integration. The intent of this phase was to identify a preferred 
onept alternative or a hyrid of the alternatives. The proess inluded a 
omparative assessment of the onept alternatives in assoiation with the 
Campus Planning Committee and other University stakeholders. The Phase 
Two proess resulted in the seletion of a preferred diretion for the future 
of the ampus.
Phase Three: Master Plan Documentation
Phase Three foused on the detailed development and doumentation of 
the Master Plan. The final doumentation reords the findings of the proess 
and will guide deision-making and the inremental implementation of the 
Master Plan over the next twenty years. The Master Plan provides a vision 
for the future and illustrates the long-term uild-out potential of the ampus. 
It prioritizes immediate and long-term strategies, identifying speifi target 
projets for implementation. The Master Plan also provides a foundation do-
ument for development opportunities.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPT ALTERNATIVES
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Master Plan Drivers 
The Master Plan was initiated in response to several important issues and 
onsiderations identified y the University:
The University of Maine Strategi Plan 2006-2011
The Aademi, Researh and Puli Servie missions of the University
Sustainaility, the three pillars; environmental, finanial and soial
The Amerian College and University Presidents Climate Commitment 
Projeted enrollment growth
Physial and finanial onditions
Stormwater and regulatory issues 
2006 Strategic Plan
The 2008 Master Plan reognizes and inorporates previous strategi plan-
ning goals artiulated in the University of Maine Strategi Plan 2006-2011 
(dated May 15, 2006). The Strategi Plan estalishes a theme of Leadership, 
Engagement and Disovery fousing on eight goals. The goals are listed e-
low along with ations or outomes onsidered in the Master Plan.
 Be a first hoie institution for highly qualified and diverse students, em-
ployees, and faulty. The campus environment should be memorable 
and facilities should improve the quality of life. The University message 
should emphasize the opportunities associated with UMaine’s economic 
and cultural context.
 Sustain an engaged and supportive learning ommunity through poliies 
and organizational ulture. The learning and social nodes of the campus 
environment should be an important consideration and should be en-
hanced throughout the campus.
 Strengthen essential partnerships with, and aountaility to, the om-
munities and people of Maine y ensuring that UMaine is an institution 
that meets their eduational, eonomi, soial, and ultural needs and 
aspirations. Collaboration with Orono, Old Town, the State of Maine and 
potential private sector partners is important. The University should make 
accessible the major public venues and resources of the campus.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.
2.
3.
 Inrease ritial role in the eonomy and well-eing of the State of Maine. 
The University should explore options for integrating University technol-
ogy transfer and creativity into local partnerships or business endeavors.
 Expand the University’s role in the reation of new knowledge through 
researh, sholarship, and the arts. The University should provide a forum 
for information exchange, encourage publications and encourage public 
access to University events and activities.
 Inrease puli and private support for the institution. The Master Plan 
and vision should be used to capture the attention of University alumni, 
state government and potential private sector partners with the aim of 
increasing donations and identifying funding sources.
 Develop omprehensive informational and promotional strategies to pu-
liize the exellene of the institution. The Master Plan should result in doc-
umentation that can be utilized to highlight development opportunities.
 Exel among peer institutions in quality of life measures. Facilities and 
campus environmental improvements that contribute to the overall qual-
ity of life must be a high priority. Housing, amenities and social space will 
be important for recruiting faculty, staff and students. 
Academic, Research and Public Service Missions
The University of Maine is the premier researh and graduate institution 
among the seven puli universities in the State of Maine. The aademi 
study and researh onduted at UMaine generate new tehnologies, patents 
and jo reation. The reah of UMaine’s puli servie extends well eyond 
its ampus and state, enrihing the lives of numerous itizens.
Eonomi spill-overs from University researh enefit the University, loal 
ommunities and the entire State of Maine. The University plays a signifiant 
role in reating attrative jos within the state and the Orono region. For ev-
ery dollar the State of Maine invests in its university system, eight dollars are 
generated, whih results in $1.5 illion of eonomi impat in the State.1
The University Researh Counil, a 26 memer interdisiplinary group of fa-
ulty and staff, has identified sustained Researh and Development investment 
as a key to a vital, sustainale Maine eonomy. The Counil estalished the 
goal of raising researh at UMaine to a leadership position among ompara-
1.  University of Maine System. Eonomi Impat on the State of Maine (University of Maine System: Orono, ME, 
Septemer 2007).
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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le land and sea grant researh universities within five years.1 To aomplish 
this goal, University offiials proposed that the State inrease investment 
in R&D, sholarship and reative ativity from the 2005 rate of $16 million/
year to $60 million in 2010. By fousing this investment on existing aademi 
strengths and emerging opportunities for interdisiplinary ollaoration, of-
fiials hope to engage loal ommunities and serve as an eonomi engine 
for Maine.
To aommodate the researh vision, additional University faulty and faili-
ties will e required. To that end, the Master Plan proposes a flexile frame-
work for aommodating researh yet to e defined and aademi spae on 
ampus over the next 20 to 25 years. 
Sustainability
The University of Maine is ommitted to soial, eonomi and environmental 
sustainaility. Synergies etween these “three pillars” are enouraged in the 
Master Plan. 
Environmental Sustainability
The University of Maine possesses vast intat natural resoures and a on-
stitueny ommitted to environmental sustainaility. The aademi and re-
searh programs at UMaine reflet this ommitment through departments 
suh as the Climate Change Institute, an interdisiplinary researh unit of 
international signifiane. The speial history and mission of UMaine as oth 
a land-grant and sea-grant university is in line with an attitude of stewardship 
and sustainaility and supports efforts to utilize the ampus environment as 
a la for sustainale praties and researh.
The University of Maine leads other universities in environmental sustain-
aility with the ommitment to ahieve aron neutrality under the Amerian 
College and Universitiy Presidents Climate Commitment (ACUPCC). Under 
this program, the University will egin to implement a Climate Ation Plan. 
The Master Plan examines, in further detail, the steps the University must 
take to omply with the ACUPCC and provides a gloal view of the major is-
sues the University faes with regard to environmental sustainaility.
1.  University Researh Counil. Strategi Implementation Plan for Enhanement of Researh, Sholarship and 
Creative Ativity, (The University of Maine: Orono, ME, Deemer 9, 2005).
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Economic Sustainability
Through a variety of aademi and researh endeavors, UMaine makes sig-
nifiant ontriutions to loal and statewide eonomi sustainaility. The 
University is ommitted to inreasing its researh ativity in line with its spe-
ial mission and role within the University System of Maine and the State as a 
whole. The Master Plan examines how this expansion an e aommodated 
on ampus.
Social Sustainability
The University is dediated to puli outreah, engagement and interation. 
Existing programs and failities, suh as the Collins Center for the Arts, pro-
mote soial interation and ultural enrihment. Through the master plan-
ning proess, University offiials engaged the loal ommunity to identify 
synergies and opportunities. As a result, the Master Plan estalishes the a-
sis for ontinued puli involvement. The Master Plan itself will e a living 
doument, providing a framework and vision for growth ut adjusting to as 
yet unforeseen issues and needs. 
American College and University Presidents  
Climate Commitment
As a signatory of the Amerian College and University Presidents Climate 
Commitment (ACUPCC), the University of Maine has ommitted to the 
goal of limate neutrality.1 The University was a harter signatory of the 
Committment in 2007. ACUPCC leaders elieve that eduators have a soietal 
responsiility to prepare students with the skills and mindset neessary to 
ahieve limate neutrality. By modeling est praties, hanging urriulum 
and through general eduation, students will e immersed in sustainaility 
preepts.
Ahieving limate neutrality will neessitate signifiant hanges to University 
operations. The Master Plan alanes this ojetive within the ontext of oth-
er goals and onsiderations. It provides preliminary, overarhing guidane 
to help the University egin the transition toward limate neutrality and to 
assist with the development of a Climate Ation Plan. 
1. www.presidentslimateommitment.org/ (June 11, 2008).
The ACUPCC not only signals the eginning of a foused effort to redue 
aron emissions on the ampus ut also a ommitment to sustainaility in 
the roadest sense—a ommitment not only to transform the UMaine am-
pus, ut to ontinue with the transformation of the mission, urriulum, re-
searh and operations of the University. This ommitment is onsistent with 
the University’s original land grant values: stewardship, eduation, researh 
and outreah. 
Enrollment projections
The following enrollment assumptions were determined through disussions 
with memers of the Master Planning Committee, the President and Senior 
Administrators and guided the development of the Master Plan:
 The ampus will aommodate an additional 2,000 students within the 
next five to seven years.
 1,300 of these students will e loated on the Orono ampus.
 The perentage of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) students housed on ampus 
will e 40% for undergraduates and 20% for graduate students.
Facilities and Resources
The University faes a future of dereased puli funding and a onsiderale 
deferred maintenane aklog. A oordinated approah to existing resoure 
management is ruial. The Master Plan doument estalishes a framework 
for rational investment in the ampus.
Despite finanial onstraints, the University has grown at an average rate 
of 75,000 assignale square feet (asf) per year sine World War II, or aout 
110,000 gross square feet (gsf) per year. Based on this histori trend, the 
ampus ould expet to grow y over 2 million GSF over the next 20 to 25 
years. The Master Plan identifies potential uilding and redevelopment sites 
to aommodate the potential spae needs.
Deferred maintenane is an important issue at the University. The Master 
Plan suggests priority uildings for investment and identifies uildings that 
may e etter suited to demolition and replaement ased on several riteria: 
historial signifiane, deferred maintenane osts, ontriution to ampus 
harater, utilization of land and aility to est provide for aademi needs or 
other program.
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Stormwater Regulatory Issues1
Muh of the ampus rainwater runoff flows diretly into the Stillwater River. 
As suh, stormwater management and water quality issues will e a key on-
ern for future ampus development. The University has oth the legal o-
ligation to mitigate the impats of development and strong tradition of land 
stewardship to responsily manage natural resoures. The State Department 
of Environmental Protetion, through the Bureau of Land and Water quality, 
provides site standards designed to mitigate runoff flow, prevent erosion 
and maintain water quality. The state also enourages the use of Low Impat 
Development measures, whih are disussed in greater detail in the Water 
Resoures setion of this doument.
1.  Maine Bureau of Land and Water quality, Stormwater Management: http://www.maine.gov/dep/lwq/dostand/
stormwater/storm.htm
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ThE MASTER PLAN VISION
The Master Plan estalishes a vision for a virant and attrative ampus set-
ting. The vision is rooted in the unique history and traditions of the University, 
the aademi and researh mission, the goals and aspirations of the ampus 
ommunity, and opportunities for the future. The vision is further informed 
y the goals set forth for the 2008 Master Plan. 
The Master Plan promotes sustainale and responsile development that en-
rihes oth the natural environment and ampus life. To this end, the Plan es-
talishes a Campus Growth Boundary that onentrates aademi, researh 
and support failities in the entral ampus area, limits impats on natural 
haitat, effiiently utilizes existing infrastruture and promotes a ollegiate, 
pedestrian-sale environment.
The sustainale design strategies of the Master Plan respond to the natural 
systems and speak to the relationship etween the quality of life, the loal 
limate and resoure onsumption patterns. The Master Plan addresses envi-
ronmental sustainaility in four key areas: 1) natural systems and haitats; 2) 
water resoures; 3) energy and atmosphere; and 4) aess and irulation
The Master Plan onsists of several funtional and design frameworks whih 
olletively form a omprehensive and oordinated vision for guiding inre-
mental hange on the ampus over the next 20 - 25 years. The vision is ased 
on the priniples and goals estalished at the outset of the planning proess 
in onjuntion with the University. It should e noted that the Vision illustrates 
the full uild-out of the Master Plan and a development apaity in exess of 
known spae needs. While the form and extent of future failities will evolve 
over time in response to program, logistial and finanial onsiderations, it 
is the open spae, landsape and irulation improvements identified in the 
Plan that will provide the lasting organizational struture for the ampus. 
BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
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Principles and Goals
Through a road onsultation and review proess, the following goals were 
developed to guide the planning proess:
Academic and Research
The Plan should define the terms y whih the University’s strategi aademi 
and researh vision an e physially aommodated to est effet—through 
integration of asi and applied researh in the ampus learning environ-
ment and tehnology transfer initiatives loated to enefit the ommunity.
Sustainability & Stewardship
The Plan should advane the philosophy of sustainaility, quality of life and 
human etterment as a 21st entury expression of the land and sea grant 
mission of UMaine. It should promote prudent stewardship and sound man-
agement of physial resoures and make the ampus a working model of 
sustainaility and smart growth. It should enhane the onnetions etween 
the developed areas of the ampus and the surrounding natural systems to 
reinfore UMaine’s origins as a land grant institution. 
Collegiality and Community
The Plan should reate an environment that failitates ommunity and an 
aademi setting that fosters roust, innovative and ollaorative researh, 
sholarship and reative ativity, inluding strong onnetions etween 
graduate and undergraduate programs.
Compact Land Use Pattern
The Plan should maintain a ompat land-use pattern in order to reinfore 
the pedestrian qualities of the ampus; maintain operational and infrastru-
ture effiienies; preserve natural systems; and enhane ampus vitality y 
plaing a variety of ativities in lose proximity to one another.
Campus Access
The Plan should promote the pedestrianization of the entral ampus, taking 
into onsideration issues of limate, seurity, omfort and onveniene, 
inluding interior/exterior pedestrian irulation onnetivity. In onjuntion 
with this goal, the Master Plan should enourage alternative modes of trans-
portation in line with sustainaility and aron emissions redution goals.
Landscape
The Plan should restore, enhane and extend the quality and harater of 
the histori ampus ore landsape y means of a well-defined framework 
of open spaes and linkages as well as sustainale implementation guide-
lines. It should adopt, as appropriate, reommendations of the 2007 Histori 
Preservation Plan.
Architectural Design
The Plan should inform guidelines for histori and future uildings taking 
into aount the materials, uilding forms, massing and uilding-to-site ra-
tios of existing uildings while addressing energy effiieny, modern pro-
gram requirements, and aessiility.
Partnerships and Community Interface
The Plan should maintain the existing ompatile land use relationships 
with the surrounding usiness and residential distrits of Orono and Old 
Town in order to enhane partnership opportunities with the loal ommu-
nity. New partnerships should e arefully weighed as potential eonomi 
and ommunity revitalization generators for oth the University and the 
roader ommunity. Cultural, eduational and rereational partnerships 
should e failitated.
CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
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Master Plan Frameworks and Elements
The Master Plan onsists of several funtional and design frameworks whih 
olletively form a omprehensive and oordinated vision for guiding inre-
mental hange on the ampus. 
1. Land Use Framework
The Land Use Framework provides onnetions etween the natural features 
and the existing landsape spaes of the ore ampus. The Framework, y 
proteting and extending the natural systems and woodlands, defines the 
development and spatial pattern of the Master Plan. It sets in plae poliies 
suh as the Campus Growth Boundary to protet outlying land uses inlud-
ing the Demeritt Forest, the Forest Preserve, and the Stillwater Riverfront. 
Aademi, researh and support failities are onentrated inside the Growth 
Boundary to promote a pedestrian sale, and maintain a ompat land 
use pattern.
2. Landscape Framework
The Landsape Framework links the “frame” of natural systems that surround 
the developed ampus with the formal landsapes within the Growth 
Boundary. New pathways onnet ampus distrits; new formal spaes orga-
nize future development; a series of east/west windreaks shelter uildings 
and pathways from northern winter winds; and south-faing quadrangles 
provide sheltered miro-limates. The Landsape Framework maximizes the 
value of landsape elements to promote human omfort and apitalize on 
solar energy. 
3. Circulation Framework
The Cirulation Framework enhanes the pedestrian, iyle, and transit net-
works of the ampus with the aim of providing a numer of aess options. 
It eliminates redundant roads, simplifies vehiular irulation and removes 
traffi from the entral ampus to improve the pedestrian experiene. The 
reation of a Loop Road is proposed to rationalize traffi flow around the pe-
rimeter of the ampus. The Loop Road is defined, in general, y existing road-
ways inluding Long Road, Flagstaff Road, Munson Road and new roadway 
segments in the south ampus area. Future development is onentrated in 
the ore ampus area within a ten minute walk of the Fogler Lirary. The 
ompat ampus development is ahieved y the reloation of existing park-
ing from the ampus interior to onsolidated garages and peripheral parking 
loations. The garages are linked with the enhaned pedestrian network to 
enourage ampus users to “park one and walk.”
4. Cultural Resources
The Cultural Resoure Framework preserves and enhanes the unique his-
tory and traditions of the UMaine ampus. It adopts the reommendations of 
the 2007 Histori Preservation Master Plan inluding the arhitetural guid-
ane for “ontriuting” uildings and the Landsape Reommendations for 
the ioni landsapes of the Front Lawn, the Riverfront and the University 
Mall. The proposed expansion of the existing Histori Distrit is also adopted 
in the Master Plan with minor modifiations. 
5. Community Resources
The Community Resoues Plan highlights the amenities, ivi nodes and res-
idential ommunities that ontriute to the quality of ampus life. The Master 
Plan supports a sense of ommunity y reating and enhaning ivi meet-
ing points and y providing onnetivity etween these nodes. Community 
is addressed at the following levels: 1) ampus-wide gathering and meeting 
spaes suh as the expanded Lirary; 2) learning nodes; 3) residential om-
munities; 4) dining and food servies; 5) ultural amenities and 6) athletis 
and rereation failities. 
6. Development Capacity
The Master Plan provides ample apaity to aommodate future aademi, 
researh and ampus life failities. An estimated net 1.7 million gsf of new 
aademi spae an e aommodated in the Master Plan. Based on growth 
trends sine 1945, this represents 25 years of expansion. The Master Plan 
proposes loations for known program elements inluding the Fogler Lirary 
Expansion, the Jordan Planetarium and the Aquati Researh Center.
Campus District Design Guidelines 
This setion provides guidane for uilding plaement and plaemaking 
within the Master Plan. Reommendations are provided for infill develop-
ment and redevelopment in areas of the ampus that are underutilized or 
that may enefit from regeneration. Guidane is provided for the following 
ampus distrits:
 Front Lawn—the original ampus landsape and uildings set out in the 
1867 Olmsted Master Plan are maintained in the Master Plan in general 
aordane with the reommendations of the Histori Preservation Master 
Plan.
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UNIVERSITY MALL AND ENGINEERING qUADRANGLE—PROPOSED VIEW
GROVE WALK AND SOUTH MALL—PROPOSED VIEW
 River Front—the Stillwater riverfront landsape is transformed in the Master 
Plan y the removal of surfae parking, replaing it with the Parade Ground 
as proposed in the 1867 Olmsted plan. A riverfront trail whih pays hom-
age to the Waanki people, provides rereational aess to the riparian 
landsape. The existing Greek Houses along the riverfront remain in the 
Master Plan.
 University Mall (North Mall)—the ioni open spae of the UMaine ampus, 
the University Mall landsape is improved in the Master Plan y new trees, 
diagonal pathways and limited infill development. Improvements and ad-
ditions are proposed in aordane with the 2007 Histori Preservation 
Master Plan.
 Core Campus Infill—infill development and redevelopment is proposed in 
areas east of the University Mall to provide opportunities for growth in 
onjuntion with new pedestrian walkways and plazas. Speifi proposals 
inlude the Diagonal Walk, Beddington Walk, Martin Luther King, Jr. Walk 
and Plaza and Cloke Plaza.
 South Campus—the South Campus Distrit omines the longstanding plan-
ning goal of reating a South Mall with the need to aommodate new 
aademi, researh and support failities. The South Distrit provides the 
opportunity to address future faility needs in onjuntion with major new 
improvements to the landsape and pedestrian irulation frameworks. 
 Black Bear Village—loated at the intersetion of Long Road and College 
Avenue and extending eastward to the Memorial Gym, Blak Bear Village 
is envisioned as a major development opportunity site on the ampus. 
Sujet to future study, the area is reserved for potential puli / private 
partnerships that would failitate the onstrution of new housing, parking 
and potentially retail and restaurant failities. 
 North Residential Villages—the landsape struture surrounding the residene 
halls of the Hilltop area, the Stewart quadrangle and the Doris Twithell Allen 
Village are enhaned in the Master Plan in general aordane with the 2006 
Residene Hall Landsape Guidelines. The intent is to transform the land-
sape to promote more outdoor gathering and passive rereation spaes.
 North Athletic District—Improvements to the Athleti Distrit are proposed in 
aordane with urrent program needs inluding a new field hokey fail-
ity. The distrit is linked in the Master Plan via Blak Bear Way, an east/west 
windreak and pedestrian orridor linking the Alfond Sports Arena with the 
Student Rereation and Fitness Center. 
•
•
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LAND USE FRAMEwORk
The University of Maine ampus is loated on Marsh Island—an island defined 
y the Penosot River on the east and the Stillwater River on the west. The 
1,598 are ampus inludes 775 ares of woodland, 197 ares of farmland and 
a sustantial area of waterfront along the Stillwater River. The developed area 
oupies approximately 380 ares in the southwest area of the ampus. 
Natural Environments “Frame”
Campus Forests
The Plan aknowledges the value of the Demeritt Forest, the Forest Preserve, 
the Stillwater River Front, the Witter Researh Farm and the Dairy Farm.
Demeritt Forest
The Demeritt Forest south of Stillwater Avenue oupies approximately 685 
ares of the ontiguous 1,598 are ampus or 43 perent of the land area. 
The Forest serves as a rereational amenity with numerous walking and ike 
trails. It is reognized for the funtions it performs in terms of haitat, storm-
water management, air quality and aron sequestration. It is also aknowl-
edged for the researh and passive rereational opportunities it presents. The 
Forest ontains a range of speies as reorded in a 1968 inventory:
White Pine 27%
Sprue 29%
Red Maple 18%
Balsam Fir 14%
Hemlok 12%
Birh 10%1
1. University of Maine. College of Forest Resoures (1968)
•
•
•
•
•
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CAMPUS GROWTH BOUNDARY,  
LAND USE AND NATURAL FEATURES
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HABITAT VALUE (FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 2003)
FOREST 
PRESERVE
PENOBSCOT RIVER
DEMERITT 
FOREST
Forest Preserve
The Forest Preserve is a 30 are wooded area loated on the south end of 
ampus. The Preserve lies in a wetland area that extends from Long Road to 
Park Street. The Preserve is disonneted from other forest areas suh as the 
Demeritt Forest as a result of previous agriulture and development projets 
suh as Belgrade Road and the Collins Center for the Arts parking lot.
Carbon Sequestration of Campus Forests
CityGreen, software developed y Amerian Forests and the USDA Forest 
Servie, was utilized to alulate the aron sequestration potential of the 
Demeritt and other ampus woodland. By asoring aron dioxide, the 
ampus woodlands perform a vital environmental servie in removing CO2 
from the atmosphere. Aording to the CityGreen analysis, the ampus for-
ests sequester 10.73 metri tonnes of CO2 annually. An estimated 868 tonnes 
of CO2 are stored in the existing iomass. 
It is reommended that the Forest e managed in a sustainale manner and 
that the overall ampus land area dediated to woodland e maintained at no 
less than the existing 775 ares. Opportunities should e explored for utiliz-
ing the ampus forests for aademi and researh purposes y the College 
of Natural Sienes, Forestry and Agriulture. It should e noted that per the 
guidane of the ACUPCC, existing forests are not onsidered as aron off-
sets. Reforested areas, however, may e ounted.
While the University owns and operates a numer of other forested areas in 
the state, only those lands ontiguous to the ore ampus area were inluded 
in the sequestration alulations.
Campus wetlands  
The ampus has an estimated 254 ares of wetland whih are known haitats 
for waterfowl and wading irds ontriuting to Marsh Island’s designation as a 
ird santuary. Wetlands are present on the ampus in three general areas:
 A major system of wetlands traverses the ampus from the northwest or-
ner to the southeast orner of the landholdings. This system enompasses 
the Witter Researh Farm, passes through the Demeritt Forest in the area 
north of the Student Rereation Center, and ontinues toward Park Street on 
the southeast;
 A seond system is loated to the south of University Park fl owing toward 
the Stillwater River, and;
1.
2.
Campus woodlands and wetlands are important habitats 
in the context of Marsh Island.
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 The third is loated within the developed area of the ampus, extend-
ing from Long Road southward toward Park Street. This system is reom-
mended for restoration in areas where it has een ompromised, notaly, 
in the area of the Collins Center for the Arts parking lot. This area of the 
wetland was filled for the parking lots in the 1970s. 
habitats
While it is generally agreed that the woodlands and wetlands are important 
haitats in the ontext of Marsh Island, no haitat inventories have een 
onduted. It is reommended that the University onsider an inventory in 
onjuntion with appropriate departments and expertise on the ampus and 
distinguishing etween interior versus peripheral haitats. 
3.
CAMPUS WOODLANDS STORE 868 TONNES OF CO2 AND SEqUESTER AN ADDITIONAL 10.73 
TONNES ANNUALLY. 
THERE ARE 254 ACRES OF WETLANDS ON THE CAMPUS.
Campus Agriculture
The ampus inludes two farm areas. The Dairy Farm Fields and Witter Farm 
loated on the north side of ampus lie within a wetland area and are utilized 
for hay prodution and for researh. The seond area lies on the east side of 
ampus off of Park Street and is utilized for hay and orn prodution. 
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Proposed Land Use Framework
The Land Use Framework of the Master Plan provides onnetions etween 
the natural features and the existing landsape spaes of the ore ampus. 
The Framework, y proteting and extending the natural systems and wood-
lands, defines the development and spatial pattern of the ampus. 
Growth Boundary
A Growth Boundary is designated around the developed aademi ore of 
the ampus ased on existing land use patterns and the extent and apa-
ity of the infrastruture systems. The purpose of the Growth Boundary is to 
maintain a ompat land use pattern; failitate a pedestrian-sale pattern of 
development; enourage walking; limit the need to extend ampus infra-
struture; and protet the outlying forested and agriultural areas from de-
velopment pressure. 
Growth Boundary Policies
Development outside the Growth Boundary is disouraged unless neessary 
for agriultural and forest-related researh failities. University Park is the ex-
eption, as redevelopment of this area is enouraged for replaement hous-
ing, remote parking or other failities that may not e appropriate inside the 
Growth Boundary. Buildings proposed outside the Growth Boundary should 
e sujet to deate and areful onsideration and should only e approved 
if no other viale alternative an e identified. Similarly, the onstrution of 
new roads that divide or segment the existing wooded areas or agriultural 
land should not e permitted. All major aademi, researh and support fa-
ilities are to e loated within the Growth Boundary.
ExISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
PEDESTRIAN REALM
5 m 10 m
20 MIN WALK
DEMERITT 
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PROPOSED GROWTH BOUNDARY
Land Use within the Growth Boundary
The proposed Land Use Framework within the Growth Boundary reinfores 
the existing patterns of development. The land use distrits are as follows:
 Central Aademi Core—The Front Lawn and expanded Histori Distrit 
define the aademi ore of the ampus, whih is enhaned for ontinued 
ore mission-related purposes. 
 Aademi and Researh Expansion—The South end of ampus is the 
fous of future infill aademi and researh spae with an emphasis on 
the sienes. 
 Housing and Student Life—The existing residential ommunities 
are enhaned and expanded to aommodate existing and future 
housing needs.
 Athletis and Rereation—The north area of the ampus is designated for 
ontinued athletis and rereation purposes. 
Development Outside of the Core Campus
Outside the developed aademi ore there are two residential areas: 
University Park and Rangely Road Apartments. University Park is a 22 are 
area with 48 one-edroom, 46 two-edroom and 22 three-edroom apart-
ments onstruted in the 1950s. Rangely Road Apartments are loated east of 
the ampus ore area, along Rangely Road. The development ontains units 
developed y the private setor on land leased from the University. 
•
•
•
•
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1. Wetland Restoration
2. Reforestation
3. Stillwater River Flood Plain
4. Front Lawn
5. University Mall
6 South Mall
7. South Academic Quadrangle 
8. Beddington Walk 
9. Grove Walk
10. Windbreaks/Connectors 
11. MLK Plaza 
12. Cloke Plaza 
13. Athletic Fields
14. Lengyel Fields
15. Bike Paths
16. Wabanaki Trail 
17. Fay Hyland Botanical Garden
18. Littlefi eld Ornamental Garden
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LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE FRAMEwORk
The existing ampus landsape inludes several signifiant landsapes, no-
taly: the university forests and wetlands; the Stillwater Riverfront; the Front 
Lawn and the University Mall. 
Several landsape onnetors and new spaes are proposed to extend and 
repair natural systems and provide linkages etween those systems and 
landsape spaes of the aademi ore. These natural areas provide a land-
sape “frame” for the developed area of the ampus. The frame onsists of 
the Demeritt Forest and the Forest Preserve on the north and east and the 
Stillwater riverfront on the west. This “frame” is proteted and enhaned 
in the Master Plan y means of the Growth Boundary. Within the Growth 
Boundary, a numer of landsape linkages are proposed to onnet the natu-
ral “frame” landsape with the formal open spaes of the ampus. 
The proposed Landsape Framework onsists of the following elements: 
Natural Forest and Wetlands Landsapes
Formal Campus Open Spaes
Connetor Landsapes 
Campus Plazas
Detailed landsape design guidane is provided in Appendix A.
•
•
•
•
MASTER PLAN LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK
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OPEN SPACE AT THE UNIVERSITY MALL
Natural Landscapes “Frame”
A key ojetive of the Master Plan is to protet the landsape frame and 
repair areas where it has een ompromised. To that end, reommendations 
are provided for restoring wetland and forest onditions in the parking areas 
east of the Collins Center for the Arts. Restoring the former wetland in this 
area will address some of the stormwater management issues of adjaent 
su-watersheds and provide a more positive entry into the ampus. 
Forest Preserve
The Forest Preserve is a 30 are wooded area loated on the south end of 
ampus. The Preserve lies in a wetland area that extends from Long Road to 
Park Street. The Preserve is disonneted from other forest areas suh as the 
Demeritt Forest as a result of previous agriulture and development projets 
suh as the Collins Center for the Arts parking lots. 
Belgrade Road wetlands
The wetlands along Belgrade Road are urrently fragmented y parking 
areas and piped drainage systems. The Master Plan envisions this area as a 
relaimed wetland system that reonnets the Forest Preserve and Demeritt 
Forest to enhane oth haitat and stormwater treatment.
STILLWATER RIVER ALONG THE WESTERN BORDER OF THE CAMPUS
The existing campus landscape includes several important 
open spaces: the natural system “frame”; the Stillwater 
Riverfront; the Front Lawn and the University Mall. 
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1922 OLMSTED SENIOR MASTER PLAN 
FRONT LAWN
PARADE GROUNDS
STILLWATER RIVER
COLLEGE AVENUE
Stillwater Riverfront
The riverfront parade grounds are restored per the original intent of the 1867 
Olmsted master plan vision. The Steam Plant Lot and other parking areas are 
removed in order to restore a more natural ondition in the 100 year fl ood-
plain of the river. The area will provide aess for riverfront rereation and 
the University oat launh. A trail ommemorating the Waanaki people will 
run parallel to the river; it will e linked with the roader trail system of the 
ampus. The Fay Hyland Botanial Garden is maintained in the Master Plan.
Campus Open Spaces
The Master Plan maintains and enhanes the ioni open spaes of the am-
pus and inludes new open spaes ased on the Olmsted Legay as well as 
priniples for reating sheltered miro-limates. 
Front Lawn and the Olmsted Landscape Legacy
The University of Maine ampus is distinguished as one of the few ampuses 
to have een planned y the preeminent landsape arhitet, Frederik Law 
Olmsted Sr. This legay is largely intat with a majority of the uildings on-
struted during this planning phase remaining. The Olmsted planning infl u-
ene extends from the late 1800s to master plans designed y the Olmsted 
Brothers, the offi e operated y Olmsead Jr., in 1932 and 1948.
The Olmsted infl uene is evident in the Front Lawn area along College Avenue 
and in the University Mall. The former represents the work of Olmsted Sr. and 
is designed in the pituresque style. It ontains a numer of small arhitetur-
ally signifi ant uildings inluding Wingate, Fernald, Courn, and Carnegie. 
The Front Lawn, defi ned as the area west and north of Munson Road, is re-
ognized as a key ultural landsape of the ampus. The Front Lawn and the 
assoiated uildings are preserved in the Master Plan. No major new devel-
opment is proposed for the Front Lawn. Landsape improvements reom-
mended in the 2007 Histori Preservation Master Plan will guide hanges to 
the Front Lawn. 
The Histori Preservation Master Plan should e referened for general land-
sape improvements in the Front Lawn area. A summary of the major reom-
mendations is as follows:
Street tree planting along Munson Road 
Street tree planting on College Avenue from Long Road to Hanok Hall 
 and from Munson Road to See Road
•
•
Seletive pruning of trees to open up views of the river
Seletive removal of shruery that ostruts views
Sreen planting from Munson Road to See Road to sreen Stodder Hall
 and the surfae parking areas
One notale departure from the Histori Preservation Master Plan reommenda-
tions for the Front Lawn area is the reommended losure of See Road. This 
Master Plan reommends onsolidating vehiular entrane traffi  onto Shoodi 
and Munson Roads, transforming See into a pedestrian arriage road.
Lengyel Recreation Fields
The Lengyel Rereation Fields are maintained in the Master Plan for the on-
tinued passive and organized rereational needs of the ampus ommunity, 
a land use well suited for this low lying area.
•
•
•
North
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women’s Quadrangle
Landsape improvements to the former Women’s quad defined y 
Penosot, Balentine, Stodder and Chadourne Halls are proposed in 
aordane with the Histori Preservation Master Plan. Speifi  improvements 
inlude new walkways and rosswalks.
Athletic Fields
The athleti fi elds on the north side of the ampus remain with the addition 
of a fi eld hokey fi eld adjaent to the softall area. 
The University Mall
The University Mall is the ioni open spae on the UMaine ampus, estalish-
ing a memorale image and plae. Improvements to the Mall are guided y 
the reommendations of the Histori Preservation Master Plan, whih should 
e referened for more detail. Notale improvements inlude the replaement 
of the trees defi ning the edges of the Mall and the seletive removal of shru-
ery ostruting views of uildings. Departing somewhat from the reom-
mendations of the Histori Preservation Master Plan, diagonal walkways are 
proposed to failitate pedestrian movement aross the Mall. 
The South Mall
The Master Plan proposes the reation of the South Mall, a design onept 
in line with the Olmsted Brothers plans of 1932 and 1948. The South Mall will 
estalish a sense of plae etween the Fogler Lirary and Deering Hall to the 
south. In keeping with the design of the University Mall, the South Mall will 
feature lawn areas and an edge framed y trees. Creation of the Mall requires 
the removal of parking and a redesign of Seago Road etween Munson 
Road and Grove Walk to inlude traffi  alming elements.
South Mall Quadrangles
The proposed redevelopment of the South Campus inludes several new 
quadrangles defi ned y new uildings. The quadrangles are loated on the 
south side of the proposed uildings with the intent of reating miro-li-
mates that extend the outdoor season for ampus ativities. 
1932 OLMSTED BROTHERS MASTER PLAN SHOWING THE UNIVERSITY MALL AND SOUTH MALL
UNIVERSITY MALL SOUTH MALL
FRONT LAWN
SOUTH MALL
GROVE WALK
VIEW OF THE PROPOSED SOUTH MALL FROM THE EDGE 
OF THE LIBRARY LOOKING SOUTH ALONG GROVE WALK
North
KEY PLAN
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PROPOSED VIEW NORTH ALONG GROVE WALK
Connectors
Several landsape and pedestrian irulation onnetors are proposed in the 
Master Plan.
Grove walk 
Grove Walk is envisioned as the key north / south pedestrian route linking the 
redeveloped sites of the South Campus to the University Mall and aademi 
failities to the north. It will run along the western edge of the South Mall 
and will have onsistent tree planting, new lighting, enhes and paving. The 
walk will e aessile to servie vehiles. 
Beddington walk
Beddington Walk is envisioned as a omined pedestrian and servie route in 
the engineering su-distrit. The walkway will feature a narrowed ross se-
tion, trees, lighting and new paving. Cloke Plaza will form a node for gather-
ing and events along this route. 
PROPOSED VIEW OF GROVE WALK IN WINTER, LOOKING NORTH 
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VIEW EAST ALONG PROPOSED EAST-WEST CORRIDOR, SHOWING RE-ESTABLISHED  
WOODLANDS NORTH OF THE ExISTING PRESERVE
VIEW OF ExISTING CONDITIONS, SHOWING SURFACE PARKING LOTS SCATTERED 
THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH CAMPUS LANDSCAPE
North Campus Connectors
Windreak/Connetors are proposed in the North Campus area as follows:
 Belgrade Road—improving the gateway into ampus with a windreak along 
the northern edge
 Martin Luther king Plaza Gateway—providing a pedestrian walkway north of 
the Collins Center for the Arts and Memorial Union
 The Diagonal walk—linking the University Mall with Barrows/Neville and 
ultimately the Stewart quadrangle and Student Rereation and Fitness 
Center. Cloke Plaza is loated along this route
 North of D.P. Corbett Business Building—linking the Advaned Manufaturing 
Center with the Doris Twithell Allen Village to the east
 Long Road—improving streetsape with new trees, a ike lane and paving
 hilltop Road / walk—extending to the west to provide a windreak and 
improved pedestrian route etween the Student Rereation and Fitness 
Center and the Alfond Sports Arena
South Campus Connectors
Several windreak onnetors are proposed in the south ampus area, link-
ing Grove Walk and the South Mall with the Forest Preserve to the east:
 North of Sawyer Center—onneting to parking areas and future researh 
uildings
 North of Bryand Center—providing a pedestrian onnetion to a future 
garage
 South of Nutting hall—onneting to the Forest Preserve and ike trail, this-
wooded orridor integrates the forest haitat into the ampus
 Sebago Road—providing new street trees and pedestrian walkway improve-
ments are on Seago Road so that it funtions as a windreak/onnetor 
for the South Mall and the northern façade of Hithner Hall
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
FOREST PRESERVE
FOREST PRESERVE
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NORTH CAMPUS WIND CONDITIONS AND HISTORIC BUILDING ORIENTATION 
WITH ExTENSIVE WESTERN ExPOSURE
Sheltered Area
Wind Break Connector
Southern Façade
Summer Wind
Winter Wind
UNIVERSITY 
MALL
GYM
UNION
LIBRARY
East / west Connectors and windbreaks
A series of East / West onnetor landsapes are proposed to link the natural 
frame of the ampus to the formal and pituresque landsapes that defi ne the 
entral aademi ore. The onnetors are envisioned as landsape orridors / 
windreaks that address a numer of aestheti and funtional needs. The or-
ridors will feature evergreen tree planting to mitigate winter winds and will 
e oordinated with new pedestrian irulation routes and potential storm-
water detention swales, depending on site onditions. The onnetors are also 
aligned with future uilding plaement to provide additional wind protetion 
and reate sunny miro-limates on the south side of those uildings. 
N
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H
SOUTH CAMPUS WIND BREAKS AND OPTIMAL BUILDING ORIENTATION
GROVE       WALK
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SECTION OF OPTIMAL BUILDING ORIENTATION SHARING WINDBREAK AND SHELTERED SOUTHERN OUTDOOR SPACE
BUILDING FAçADE IS 
PROTECTED FROM WIND 
ExPOSURE 
PINE OR SPRUCE TREES 
BLOCK NORTHERN WINDS
LIGHT WELL
SOLAR ADAPTABLE ROOF
LEEWARD SIDE OF TREES  
AND BUILDING PROVIDES  
WARM AND SUNNY  
OUTDOOR SPACES
CALM AIR
TURBULENT 
AIR
SHELTERED AREA IS EqUAL TO  APPROxIMATELY FOUR 
TIMES  THE HEIGHT OF THE WIND ROW
DECIDUOUS BRANCH 
STRUCTURE BLOCKS  
50% − 80% OF SUNLIGHT IN WINTER
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BUILDING
PLAzA
WINTER  SUN ANGLE
2PM DEC 21ST
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RENDERING OF CLOKE PLAzA DESIGN BY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS COPLON ASSOCIATES AND 
ARTIST BUSTER SIMPSON
Plazas
Two new plazas as proposed in the landsape and open spae framework to 
estalish new gathering and ommemorative spaes:
Martin Luther and Coretta Scott king Plaza (MLk)
Loated along a major student throughway to the north Memorial Union en-
trane, the MLK plaza was reently ompleted. The plaza estalishes a refl e-
tive area that is part of the daily pedestrian movements. The Plaza loation 
takes advantage of an existing wind lok formed y mature sprue trees and 
reates a warm, south faing outdoor spae. 
The plaza is part of a larger improvement plan linking the north Union en-
trane to the Collins Center for the Arts parking area. Future onstrution will 
inlude a redesign of the adjaent outdoor seating / dining areas north of the 
Memorial Union, pedestrian walkway improvements east of Stevens and the 
potential redesign of the north Union entrane.
Cloke Plaza
A ommemorative plaza for Professor Paul Cloke, founding dean of the 
College of Engineering, is under onstrution in the area of Crosy and 
Barrows Halls. The Plaza is envisioned as a gathering spae featuring art om-
missioned through Maine’s Perent for Art program.
BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF THE CLOKE PLAzA AND MLK PLAzA AREAS
CLOKE
PLAzA
MLK
 PLAzA
FOGLER
LIBRARY
UNION
CCA
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MLK PLAzA
WALKWAY PRIOR TO THE PLAzA CONSTRUCTION
A ROW OF SPRUCE TREES PROTECTS THE MARTIN LUTHER AND CORETTA SCOTT KING PLAzA AND  WALKWAY FROM 
NORTHERN WINTER WINDS, CREATING A SHELTERED AND SUNNY OUTDOOR SPACE
WINDBREAKS / CONNECTORS CREATE  SHELTERED PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENTS
TURBULENT AREA  SHELTERED AREA
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CAMPUS ACCESS AND  
CIRCULATION FRAMEwORk
Existing Conditions
Aess to the ampus is urrently dominated y the single oupany 
vehile with several notale areas of pedestrian/vehiular onflit inlud-
ing Seago Road at Grove Street, Long Road at the North Mall, the inter-
setion of Flagstaff and Long Road and the intersetion of Flagstaff and 
Belgrade Road at the Collins Center for the Arts. Parking is distriuted 
throughout the ampus ore, ontriuting to the large impervious surfae 
area of the ampus and stormwater runoff. There are several areas of parking 
loated diretly on roadways whih have een identified for removal in previ-
ous studies. Parking also oupies key sites within the pedestrian ore that 
are etter suited to aademi and support related purposes. Areas of on-
ern with regard to traffi volume inlude the intersetion of College Avenue 
and Long Road, and the intersetion of Rangeley Road and Park Street. 
Long Road at College is noted to e of partiular onern in winter iing 
onditions given the slope of Long Road. Several redundant roads have een 
identified for removal inluding the Belgrade Spur, Beddington Road, and 
See Road.
PROPOSED VIEW LOOKING NORTH  ALONG GROVE WALK, 
WITH SOUTH CAMPUS IN THE FOREGROUND
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COLLEGE AVENUE
MUNSON ROAD
RANGELEY ROAD
FLAGSTAFF ROAD
HIL
LT
OP
 RO
AD
BE
LG
RA
DE
 RD
LO
NG
 RO
AD
LOOP ROAD
WALKWAY TO 
NEIGHBORHOOD
S T I L L W A T E R  R I V E R
TO OLD TOWN (2.5 miles)
BIKE ROUTE TO 
UNIVERSITY PARK 
AND OLD TOWN
Roads
Surface Parking/Driveways
Pedestrian Routes
Trails
Pedestrian Priority Zone
Main Entrances
NORTH
PROPOSED VIEW ALONG GROVE WALK
TO ORONO (0.5 mile)
AND BANGOR (10 miles)
PEDESTRIAN 
PRIORITY ZONE
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The overall layout of the ampus is onduive to pedestrian movement with 
most destinations within a 10 minute walk of the Fogler Lirary. Improvements 
are required to enhane the pedestrian experiene and to reate a more 
omprehensive and oordinated network of routes. The existing rereation 
trails eyond the ore offer onnetivity to the surrounding ontext and 
are well mapped. Biyle use in the ore ould e failitated y the Green 
Bike program ut dediated routes need to e identified within the ore. 
Transit servies are limited at present ut opportunities exist to oordinate 
additional servies with Bangor Area Transit (BAT) and to introdue ampus 
shuttle servies. 
Parking is dispersed throughout the ore ampus with several large periph-
eral parking lots. The total spae ount exeeds 7,200 and is deemed to e 
adequate to serve existing demand. 
Transportation Related Green house Gas Emissions
The green house gas inventory onduted for the master planning proess 
indiates that transportation soures ontriute in the range of 12 perent 
of the University’s total aron dioxide equivalent (eCO2) emissions. A more 
detailed green house gas inventory will likely yield a higher transportation 
related ontriution to total emissions as more data on student addresses, 
ommuting distanes and vehile types are olleted. 
Proposed Access and Circulation Framework
The Master Plan plaes priority on pedestrian, iyle and transit op-
tions. To failitate pedestrian movement, the Master Plan estalishes a 
perimeter Loop Road with the aim of reduing the volume of traffi entering 
the ore ampus. 
The Master Plan provides an integrated approah to irulation to transition 
the modal split to inlude etter utilization of pedestrian, iyle and transit 
networks. This transition is intended to redue vehiular traffi and to assist 
the University in reduing greenhouse gas emissions.
As the single oupany vehile will ontinue to e the primary mode of a-
ess, vehiular aess and parking are reorganized to provide onveniene 
while reduing pedestrian vehiular onflits. 
The speifi aess and irulation reommendations are as follows:
Pedestrian Network
A goal of the Plan is to reate a pedestrianized ore or Pedestrian Priority 
zone within the proposed perimeter Loop Road. Emphasis is plaed on reat-
ing a safe, sheltered pedestrian environment taking into aount winter on-
ditions. To that end, interior and exterior pedestrian networks are oordinated 
to enale movement through uildings during inlement weather. Providing 
onnetions to the extensive system of walking and ike trails that extend 
from the ampus ore through the Demeritt Forest and to the surrounding 
ommunity is also a priority. 
Speifi improvements to the pedestrian network inlude:
 Grove walk—the existing alignment of Grove Street is losed to vehiular 
traffi to reate a new north / south pedestrian route. Grove Walk forms the 
eastern oundary of the South Mall. The walk will e framed y a formal 
allee of trees, a symoli ontinuation of the North Mall plantings.
 west walk—the west side of the South Mall is defined y an undulating walk 
leading from the Lirary southward linking with Square Road.
 Interior Connectivity—the South Mall and Grove Walk serve as the arma-
ture for organizing redevelopment on the south end of ampus. To fa-
ilitate interior / exterior onnetivity, the major irulation spines of the 
proposed uildings are oneived as interior streets. The interior streets 
are positioned on the periphery of the uildings and are designed to link 
with exterior routes, thus enaling pedestrians to logially move through 
and etween uildings during the winter months. The interior streets will 
inorporate lounges, study spaes and food servies. They will feature 
glass faades, ontriuting to the transpareny of the uildings, therey 
helping "ativate" the south ampus y plaing ativity so that it is visile 
from the exterior. 
 East/west Pedestrian Routes—The south ampus area also features a series 
of east/west pedestrian routes oordinated with the proposed windreaks. 
East/West routes and windreaks are loated south of Nutting, north of 
Bryand and north of the Sawyer Environmental Researh Center. Seago 
Road is also improved as an East West pedestrian route. 
•
•
•
•
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CAMPUS TRAIL NETWORK
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ExISTING CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY TRAIL NETWORK
 Martin Luther king walk—improvements are planned to the existing walk-
ways north of the Memorial Union in onjuntion with the proposed Martin 
Luther King Plaza. This new walk is envisioned as a pedestrian gateway into 
ampus from the parking failities loated east of the Collins Center for 
the Arts.
 The Diagonal—improvements are proposed to the existing diagonal pedes-
trian route leading from the Advaned Manufaturing Center northeast to-
ward Barrows and Neville. The Diagonal will pass through the proposed 
Cloke Plaza, loated east of Crosy. The route ontinues to the northeast 
through the Cumerland-Gannett-Androsoggin quadrangle to the Student 
Rereation and Fitness Center.
 Beddington Road—the losure of Beddington Road is proposed to reate a 
north/south pedestrian route and limit vehiular traffi in the proposed 
Pedestrian Priority zone of the ampus.
 University Mall—pedestrian improvements on the University Mall inlude 
new trees defining the east and west sides of the Mall. Diagonal walkways 
are proposed to failitate ross Mall movement. 
 Trail network—the proposed improvements within the ampus ore are o-
ordinated with the existing trail systems extending into the Demeritt Forest 
and to the surround ommunity. Additions to the system inlude a new trail 
along the Stillwater River ommemorating the Waanaki Trie that utilized 
these grounds for fishing. 
•
•
•
•
•
Bicycle Network 
The ampus iyle network is extended and oordinated with existing om-
munity routes. Bike paths and iking lanes will provide aess throughout 
the ore ampus. The ore ampus ike network utilizes roads transitioning 
to off road systems outside the Campus Growth Boundary.
In general, iyle use within the Pedestrian Prioritization zone is not enour-
aged, with the exeption of the following routes:
 East/West routes south of Estarooke, Deering and Nutting Halls linking 
Square Road to the Forest Preserve and Rangeley Road
Seago Road
Beddington Road
East/West route linking Munson Road to Beddington Road
•
•
•
•
PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION FRAMEWORK
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RECOMMENDED ROAD SYSTEM CHANGES
Transit Network 
The Bangor Area Transit System (BAT) servies are integrated with the am-
pus transit hu loated at the Memorial Union. The Master Plan identifies 
roadways for transit servies when suh options eome a greater fous 
of the ampus aess strategy. Potential shuttle servies and other routes 
will utilize the proposed Loop Road. Bus stops are oordinated with ativity 
nodes and major destinations, the intent of whih is to utilize interior loy 
spaes for waiting areas during the winter. 
Vehicular Circulation
Several improvements are proposed to the ampus road network to reate 
a Pedestrian Priority zone, to resolve pedestrian/vehiular onflits and to 
provide aess to parking. Improvements inlude:
 Closure of Grove Street to extend the pedestrian network to the south 
(open to servie and emergeny vehiles).
 Removal of the Belgrade Spur—this road segment is removed to resolve 
irulation onfusion and provide a more memorale gateway to the Collins 
Center for the Arts. Additionally the removal enales the restoration of the 
wetland that extends in a north/south diretion through what is now the 
Collins Center Lot and the Belgrade Lot. 
 Closure of See Road—this original ampus road is losed to vehiular 
traffi ut maintained as a pedestrian/ike route.
 Campus Loop Road—the Loop Road utilizes existing roadways linked y 
new roadway segments. It is generally formed y: Long Road on the north, 
Flagstaff on the east, Allagash Road on the south, and Square Road and 
Munson Road on the west. The new segments of the Loop Road are as 
follows:
 Connetion from Munson Road to Square Road (west of Estarooke Hall)
 Connetion from Square Road eastward to Allagash Road through the 
existing York Village area and the York Village parking lot.
 Connetion from Allagash Road northward to Seago Road through ex-
isting parking areas. A new road is required east of the Lirary Storage 
faility to onnet with existing parking areas east of Nutting Hall.
 Reonfiguration of the Flagstaff Road/ Belgrade Road / Seago Road in-
tersetion. The Flagstaff Road alignment is ontinued due south to on-
net with Seago Road, therey eliminating the existing urve.
•
•
•
•
»
»
»
»
 Reonfiguration of the Flagstaff Road / Gannett Road intersetion at Long 
Road
 Formalization of Long Road as a “street” through the parking areas west 
of the Memorial Gymnasium.
Traffic Calming
Several traffi alming strategies are proposed to provide safer pedestrian 
rossings. Potential strategies inlude differentiation in pavement material, 
narrowed road setions at rossing points, and raised rosswalks or speed 
tales. While speifi design details will e the sujet of future study, the 
proposed traffi alming loations are identified as follows:
 Gannett Road / Flagstaff Road / Long Road intersetion – this intersetion 
is reonfigured to align Gannett and Flagstaff Roads and simplify vehiular 
irulation and rossing points.
Long Road at North Mall 
Long Road at Munson Road 
Seago Road—etween Grove Walk and West Walk
Grove Walk—at the south end of the Loop Road
Kennee and Aroostook Halls on Square Road (a segment of Loop Road)
»
»
•
•
•
•
•
•
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION AND 
CAMPUS TRANSIT FRAMEWORK
Existing Roads
New Road Segments
Removed / Pedestrianized 
Roads
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Parking Displacement
As noted, some entral ore parking failities may e removed over time as 
land eomes more valuale for aademi, researh and support purposes. 
Other surfae parking areas are removed in the plan to address stormwater 
management and design quality onsiderations. These lots inlude:
 Removal of the steam plant lot—to remove parking from the Stillwater 
River Floodplain and return this land to the Parade Grounds as intended in 
the original Olmsted Master Plans.
 Removal of the eastern portions of the Collins Center for the Arts parking 
lot to reestalish the former wetland and woodland system in this area.
•
•
Parking
Reognizing the value of ore ampus land for aademi, researh and sup-
port uses, the Master Plan minimizes surfae parking. The intent is to reate a 
pedestrian oriented environment, onentrating all major ampus aa-
demi and student support failities within a 10 minute walking irle of the 
Fogler Lirary. It is therefore neessary to transition the parking supply into 
peripheral loations and garages over the long term. A transition to parking 
garages over the next twenty years or more offers the added enefits of 
reduing the total impervious area of the ampus and reduing the snow 
plowing requirements.
The distriution of parking, in onjuntion with the improved pedes-
trian network, is intended to enourage the ampus population to “park 
one and walk”. The aim is to redue vehiular traffi on ampus and 
the assoiated emissions. Parking is loated on the proposed Loop Road 
system and oordinated with the pedestrian network. 
The Master Plan maintains a supply of approximately 7,400 spaes in a om-
ination of surfae and strutured spaes, a numer onsistent with the es-
timated supply to support the proposed development and future enrollment 
of the University. Three potential parking garage sites are reserved in the 
Master Plan to e onstruted only as required as a result of the proposed 
infill development / redevelopment of land within the ore ampus. Prior to 
onstruting any of the garages, it is reommended that the University ex-
plore parking demand management and alloation strategies to make the 
est use of existing parking resoures.
The following parking loations are reserved:
The South Garage:  this garage will e required to implement the proposed 
infill development for future aademi and researh uildings and to imple-
ment the proposed landsape improvements.
Long Road Garage:  this garage will e required to remove parking from 
the Riverfront as per the Master Plan reommendation to re-estalish the 
Olmsted Parade Grounds. It will also e neessary to implement the pro-
posed Blak Bear Village development at the orner of College Avenue and 
Long Road.
The Collins Center for the Arts Garage:  this garage will e required to imple-
ment the proposed wetland restoration and ampus gateway projet east of 
the Collins Center.
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PARKING FRAMEWORK
The key access and circulation 
recommendations of the Master Plan  
include:
 Redue vehiular traffi and pedestrian / vehiular onflits in the 
ore y reating a perimeter Loop Road
 Enhane and extend the pedestrian network to failitate pedes-
trian movement, provide etter onnetivity, and ensure safety 
and shelter. Coordinate interior movement patterns with external 
walks to provide sheltered routes during winter months
Utilize traffi alming measures to failitate pedestrian movement
 Designate streets for transit servies and oordinate us stops 
with major destinations
 Minimize the use of valuale ampus land for parking and transi-
tion to a peripheral and potentially strutured parking model over 
the long term
 Explore demand management strategies to minimize the need 
for parking
•
•
•
•
•
•
Roads
Surface Parking
Structured Parking
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
The University of Maine ampus has a unique planning legay distinguished 
y the involvement of Frederik Law Olmsted Sr. and the Olmsted Brothers 
over a period of almost 85 years. Olmsted Sr. was the nineteenth-entury 
landsape arhitet responsile for the design of Central Park in New York. 
The first plan for the ampus was designed y Olmsted Sr. in 1867 (not of-
fiially adopted) and two susequent plans were developed y the Olmsted 
firm in 1932 and 1948. The uildings and grounds today reflet the Olmsted 
influene. 
The Histori Preservation Master Plan ompleted in Marh 2007 provides a 
detailed history of the ampus landsape and uildings. The key reommen-
dations of the Preservation Plan should e referened for all matters related 
to the histori landsape and uildings. 
MID 19TH CENTURY PHOTO OF THE FRONT LAWN AREA
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PROPOSED HISTORIC 
DISTRICT ExPANSION 
(MASTER PLAN 
RECOMMENDATION)
CURRENT NATIONAL REGISTER
HISTORIC DISTRICT (EST. 1978)      
POTENTIAL INCLUSION IN 
HISTORIC DISTRICT
(GETTY GRANT 2007)
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION MASTER PLAN ON ExISTING CAMPUS PLAN
(SOURCE: GETTY GRANT 2007)
Tier 1–heritage Period (1865-1910) 
1. PAGE BARN (1833)
2. FERNALD HALL (1870)
3. PRESIDENT’S HOUSE (1873)
4. THE MAPLES (1877)
5. COBURN HALL (1888)
6. HOLMES HALL (1888)
7. WINGATE HALL (1892)
8. ALUMNI HALL (1901)
9. LORD HALL (1904)
10. CARNEGIE HALL (1907)
11. EDGAR ALLEN CYRUS PAVILION THEATRE (1908)
12. WINSLOW HALL (1909)
Tier 2–Growth Period (1911-1945)
13. HANNIBAL HAMLIN HALL (1911)
14. AUBERT HALL (1914)
15. BALENTINE HALL (1914)
16. STEVENS HALL – CENTER (1923)
17. MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM (1926)
18. ROGERS HALL (1928)
19. COLVIN HALL (1930)
20. NORMAN SMITH HALL (1930)
21. ROGER CLAPP GREENHOUSE (1930)
22. STEVENS HALL – NORTH & SOUTH (1930)
23. MERRILL HALL (1931)
24. MACHINE TOOL LABORATORY (1935)
25. OAK HALL (1937)
26. CROSBY HALL (1938)
27. ESTABROOKE HALL (1940)
28. RAYMOND H. FOGLER LIBRARY (1947, BEGUN IN 1941 AND DELAYED BY WWII) 
Tier One Building
Tier Two Building
Tier Three Building
Tier 3–Modern Era (1945-present) 
29. CHADBOURNE HALL (1947)
30. CORBETT HALL (1947)
31. DUNN HALL (1947)
32. BOARDMAN HALL (1949)
33. DEERING HALL (1949)
34. HEATING PLANT (1910) 
35. HITCHNER HALL (1949)
36. MAYNARD F. JORDAN OBSERVATORY (1930)
37. MEMORIAL UNION (1953)
38. HART HALL (1955)
39. LITTLE HALL (1965)
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STEVENS HALL (1923)  NORTH AND SOUTH ADDITIONS (1930)
CHADBOURNE HALL (1947)
PAVILION THEATRE (1908) WITH WINSLOW 
HALL (1909) IN BACKGROUND
HOLMES HALL (1888)
The Preservation Plan identifies three periods of growth eah haraterized y a 
unique organizing priniple for the ampus.
University of Maine at Orono National  
Register historic District
The National Register Histori Distrit at the University of Maine was nom-
inated to the National Register of Histori Plaes in 1978. Colletively, the 
Olmsted landsape and uildings of the Distrit are one of the most intat 
on a land grant ampus.
The 1978 Distrit oundaries inlude the Tier One uildings. The Histori 
Preservation Master Plan ontains reommendations for expanding the 
Histori Distrit to inlude the Tier Two and Three uildings. The proposed 
land area to e inluded in the expanded Histori Distrit as shown on the 
previous page.
Master Plan Proposals for Cultural Resources
The Master Plan inorporates the findings and adopts the landsape and 
arhitetural design reommendations of the Histori Preservation Master 
Plan. The 2008 Master Plan, however, reommends adjusting the northern 
oundary of the Distrit Expansion to exlude the Alfond Sports Arena / Walsh 
Center area and the Crossland, Sigma Nu and Beta Theata Pi area.
In order to provide land for a potential puli / private development known 
as the Blak Bear Village, it is proposed that the Crossland Hall (formerly 
the Frost farmhouse), Sigma Nu and Beta Theata Pi houses e reloated, po-
tentially along the riverfront. This proposal will require further study given 
that Crossland Hall is identified as one of the University’s Tier 1 uildings. 
Crossland, however, has not een added to the National Register due to ex-
tensive interior and exterior alteration. 
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CARNEGIE HALL (1906)COBURN HILL (1888)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CAMPUS
historic Buildings
Tier 1—heritage Period (1865-1910)
The Heritage Period oriented ampus uildings on the slopes toward the river 
in a pituresque landsape setting to form the Front Lawn. It was during this 
period that the ten designated uildings of the University of Maine at Orono 
National Register Histori Distrit were onstruted. 
Additional uildings were added to the National Register after 1978 inluding 
the Maine Experiment Station Barn (Page Farm Barn—1833) in 1990 and the 
Edith Marion Path House (1840) in 2001.
Tier 2—Growth Period (1911–1945) 
The Growth Period uildings were onstruted along the University Mall 
as well as other small open spaes. The Mall design was influened y the 
Beaux-Arts movement, “with its grand axes, lassial faades, and long al-
leys”. Aording to the Histori Preservation Master Plan, the reation of the 
Mall was “a delierate at to provide a new organizing spae for all future 
growth at the University”. 
Tier 3— Modern Era (1945-present) 
The Modern Era is haraterized y uildings oriented toward the ampus 
roadways. A majority of the uildings onstruted during this period were 
loated on the periphery of the University Mall. 
Although the area extending from Long Road to Hanok Hall is not proposed 
for inlusion in the expanded Histori Distrit, it is reommended that the 
landsape treatment along the College Avenue puli edge e designed in a 
manner omplementary to the riverfront and Front Lawn landsape reom-
mendations of the Histori Preservation Master Plan.
The Master Plan also departs from the Histori Preservation Master Plan on 
two irulation reommendations. First, See Road is losed to vehiular 
traffi in the Master Plan rather than Shoodi Road. See will remain open 
to pedestrian and iyle irulation. Shoodi will remain open to vehiular 
traffi. Seond, Munson Road is intended to funtion as part of a proposed 
Loop Road around the ampus ore. For that reason, it will remain open to 
two-way traffi. The Histori Preservation Plan proposed that Munson Road 
etween See and Long e limited to one way traffi to redue the pave-
ment width in front of Wingate and Fernald Halls.
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COMMUNITy RESOURCES
The Community Framework highlights the amenities, ivi nodes and resi-
dential ommunities that ontriute to the quality of life on the UMaine am-
pus. The Community Framework enompasses the uildings, fields and land-
sape spaes that foster ollegial interation. This setion fouses primarily 
on the uilding failities; landsape elements are desried in more detail in 
the Landsape and Open Spae Framework. 
The Master Plan supports a sense of ommunity y reating and enhan-
ing ivi meeting points and y providing onnetivity etween these nodes. 
Community is addressed at the following levels: 1) ampus-wide gathering 
and meeting spaes; 2) learning nodes; 3) residential ommunities; 4) dining 
and food servies; 5) ultural amenities and athletis and rereation failities. 
The nodes are intended to serve the various population groups that utilize 
the ampus and address varying needs. The population groups inlude am-
pus residents, ommuter students, faulty, staff and the roader ommuni-
ties onsisting of alumni, loal residents and visitors. 
Residential
1. HILLTOP qUADRANGLE
2. DORIS TWITCHELL ALLEN VILLAGE (DTAV)
3. STEWART qUADRANGLE
4. TALMAR WOOD APARTMENTS (PRIVATE)
5. NORTHWEST RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY 
 AND BLACKBEAR VILLAGE
6. WEST RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY
7. SOUTH RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY
8. GREEK HOUSING
Student Life and 
Cultural Facilities
9. COLLINS CENTER FOR THE ARTS
10. MEMORIAL UNION
11. RAYMOND H. FOLGER LIBRARY
12. BUCHANAN ALUMNI HOUSE
13. CANADIAN AMERICAN CENTER
14. SIGMA CHI HERITAGE HOUSE
15. CHILDREN’S CENTER
16. WELLS CONFERENCE CENTER
17. PAGE FARM AND HOME MUSEUM
Recreation
18. STUDENT REC AND FITNESS CENTER
19. MAHANEY DOME (TENNIS)
20. MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM
21. ATHLETIC FIELDS
22. HAROLD ALFOND STADIUM
23. HAROLD ALFOND SPORTS ARENA
24. LENGYEL HALL
25. BIKE TRAILS
26. WABANAKI TRAIL
27. BOAT LAUNCH
Residential
Campus Community / Student Life Facilities
Exterior Main Pedestrian Route
Interior Main Pedestrian Route
Bike Routes / Trails
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STUDENTS GATHER OUTSIDE OF MEMORIAL UNION
Campus Community 
The Olmsted plans for the ampus alled for the reation of a village 
enter that inluded “a lirary, museum, leture hall and a hapel.”1 The Fogler 
Lirary remains an important element of the village enter envisioned y 
Olmsted. A more modern evolution of the onept is represented in the adja-
ent Memorial Union. Together, the Fogler Lirary and Memorial Union fun-
tion as the entral gathering plae for students, faulty, and staff, providing 
lounge spaes, meeting rooms, dining and food servies, and the University 
ookstore.
Other failities that serve the ampus and roader ommunities inlude 
the Wells Conferene Center, Buhanan Alumni House, and Canadian-
Amerian Center. 
Learning Nodes
The proposed Lirary expansion provides the opportunity to introdue ad-
ditional soial learning spaes, group study areas and tehnology aess 
points at the ore of the ampus. Coupled with the proposed South Mall, the 
Lirary expansion is envisioned as a major new learning enter for resident 
and ommuter students. Other learning nodes inlude the numerous las 
and study spaes loated throughout the aademi ore. 
1. 2007 Histori Preservation Master Plan
Residential Communities
Currently, UMaine provides on-ampus housing for nearly 39% of all full-time 
equivalent students. With the goal of reduing transportation related aron 
emissions and reating a more pedestrian friendly ampus, the numer of 
students living on ampus is likely to inrease in the future.
The Master Plan enhanes the four existing residential ommunities of 
the ampus y means of landsape and ommunity faility improve-
ments. Additional housing failities are reommended within the ontext of 
two of the ommunities to provide options for inreasing the overall 
resident population. 
The four residential ommunities are as follows: 1) the North Residential 
Villages (Hilltop, Stewart quadrangle and Doris Twithell Allen Village; 
2) the Northwest Residential Community onsisting of Oak Hall, Hanok 
Hall, Hart Hall and potential residential in Blak Bear Village; 3) the West 
Community (former Women’s quad) onsisting of Balentine, Penosot and 
Stodder Halls and 4) the south ommunity onsisting of York, Estarooke, 
Kennee and Aroostook Halls, and the potential redevelopment of York 
Village over the long-term.
During the aademi year 2007/2008, a total of 3,660 students lived on the 
UMaine ampus inluding 1,470 freshmen, 1,042 sophomores, and 420 ju-
niors. Upper division students are housed in Oak, DTAV, Estarooke (graduate 
and non-traditional) and Honor’s College students in Balentine and Colvin.
The First Year Residene Experiene (FYRE) program utilizes the following fa-
ilities: Androsoggin, Gannett, Cumerland, Knox, Oxford, Somerset, Colvin 
(Honors), and Penosot (4th floor honors).
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Traditional Housing is provided for upper division students in Aroostook, 
Kennee, Estarooke, Hanok, Hart, York, Balentine (Honors), Penosot 
(Honors), Doris Twithell Allen Village (suite-style), Path (suite-style) and 
Oak (all-singles). Graduate housing is provided in Stodder.
North Residential Community
The largest onentration of on-ampus housing is the North Residential 
Community, whih provides housing for 1,650 full time students. The Hilltop 
and Stewart quadrangle residene halls are utilized for the freshmen popula-
tion. These residential ommunities are served y the dining hall at Hilltop 
Commons and the DTAV Community Center. The North Community residents 
enefit from the adjaeny of the Student Rereation and Fitness Center.
Northwest Residential Community
The Northwest Community enompasses the existing Hart, Oak and Hanok 
Halls and provides housing for 429 students. Potentially, new residential fa-
ilities ould e loated in the Blak Bear Village. This mixed use develop-
ment may aommodate retail and other ommunity support failities. Soial 
and dining failities in this area are urrently housed in the Wells Conferene 
Center. 
west Residential Community
The west residenes along the Front Lawn aommodate 400 students and 
inlude the Honor’s College at Colvin and Balentime. Colletively, Balentine, 
Stodder, and Penosot aommodate 600 students. Dining and soial faili-
ties are provided on the ground floor of Stodder. 
South Residential Community
The South Community inludes York, Estarooke, Kennee and Aroostook 
Halls aommodating a population of 700. Dining servies are provided in 
York Hall. The Master Plan alls for the redevelopment of York Village, whih 
is in poor ondition, to reate a new residential area to form the southern 
terminus of Grove Walk. Approximately 400 eds ould e aommodated 
in the new omplex. Additional soial, lounge and limited food servies are 
proposed for the ommon uilding on the south end of Grove Walk (interim 
surfae parking). 
University Park Community
University Park loated north of the ampus is utilized for graduates and tem-
porary housing for faulty and staff. The omplex is identified in the Master 
Plan for redevelopment either for housing or remote parking. Replaement of 
this housing offers potential opportunities with the private setor. 
Greek housing
Greek housing is provided in several uildings along the College Avenue 
orridor, some of whih are historially and arhiteturally signifiant. The 
Master Plan leaves these failities intat with the exeption of Beta Theta Pi 
and Kappa Sigma, whih may e reloated to make etter use of the land and 
for redevelopment opportunities. 
Dining and Food Services
Dining and Food Servies are provided at the following loations: 1) the 
Memorial Union; 2) York Commons; 3) Stodder; 4) Wells Conferene Center; 
5) Hilltop Commons; 6) Fogler Lirary (Oak Room). New failities are pro-
posed in a ommons uilding at the south end of Grove Walk and a new fail-
ity in a uilding addition or new uilding at Cloke Plaza. 
Cultural Facilities
Cultural failities are provided in the Collins Center for the Arts, the Pavilion 
Theatre, the Page Farm Museum, the Minsky Reital Hall, and the Children’s 
Center. A new planetarium to serve the shool and regional ommunities 
is also proposed. 
Sports and Recreation Facilities
Sports failities serving the ampus and roader ommunity inlude the 
Alfond Sports Arena, Morse Field, Mahaney Dome, north playing fields, ten-
nis ourts, the Memorial Gym, Lengyl Gym, and the Student Rereation and 
Fitness Center. The ommunity is also served y the roader trail system 
and network. 
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DEVELOPMENT CAPACITy
Future aademi, researh and support faility development is loated 
within the proposed Growth Boundary, the extent of whih is loosely 
defined y urrent infrastruture and a 10-minute walk from the enter 
of ampus (Fogler Lirary). The Master Plan provides ample apaity to 
aommodate future failities. 
The following priniples and strategies informed the estimated Development 
Capaity of the Master Plan: 
 Forest and wetland resoures should e preserved y ontaining sprawl 
within the Growth Boundary
 Important histori uildings should e renovated in aordane with the 
Histori Preservation Master Plan
Buildings should e phased out that:
do not ontriute to the roader ampus harater
are temporary in nature
do not represent the highest and est utilization of land resoures 
Infill development / redevelopment should e a priority.
Compat and pedestrian-sale development should e failitated.
•
•
•
»
»
»
•
•
DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY
South Campus District
1.  South Residence Hall (24,415 gsf)
2.  South Residence Hall (30,437 gsf)
3.  South Residence Hall (47,067 gsf)
4.  South Residence Hall (28,000 gsf)
5.  South Residence Hall (63,469 gsf)
             Total: 129,919 gsf
6.  South Mall Student Life (52,843 gsf)
7.  South Academic (74,400 gsf)
8.  South Academic (52,800 gsf)
9.  South Academic (108,677 gsf)
10. South Academic (12,600 gsf)
11. South Academic (50,402 gsf)
12. South Academic (107,924 gsf)
13. South Academic (63,000 gsf)
14. South Academic (93,600 gsf)
   Total:  563,403 gsf
15. South Parking (563 spaces)
16. USDA Aquaculture Research (40,500 gsf)
17. Central South Academic (37,458 gsf)
Core Campus Infill District
18. Central South Academic (19,843 gsf)
19. Central South Academic (51,750 gsf)
20. Central South Academic (57,000 gsf)
                 Total:  128,593 gsf
21. Collins Center Parking (1,071 spaces)
22. Collins Center for the Arts Addition (13,142 gsf)
23. Memorial Union North Entrance (2,191 gsf)
24. Shibles / East Annex Replacement (80,001)
25. Shibles / East Annex Replacement (93,996 gsf)
26. Neville Expansion (9,030 gsf)
27. Core Campus Academic (41,848 gsf)
University Mall District 
28. Alumni Hall Expansion (8,001 gsf)
29. East Mall Academic  (13,500 gsf)
30. Fogler Library Expansion  (103,009 gsf) 
Black Bear Village
31. Structured Parking North (831 spaces)
32. Black Bear Village (46,760 gsf)
33. Black Bear Village (54,614 gsf)
34. Black Bear Village (64,600 gsf)
35. Black Bear Village (26,935 gsf)
36. Black Bear Village (96,129 gsf)
37. Black Bear Village (50,980 gsf)
      Total:  341,019 gsf
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Flexibility
The Master Plan provides a flexile framework to aommodate known fail-
ity needs as well as unforeseen opportunities. Adaptaility is guided y the 
following preepts:
Preserve the Overall Vision while Serving Unique Academic Needs
The Master Plan provides a framework for aommodating urrent spae 
needs and allows flexiility as the University grows and develops. It illus-
trates how potential uilding sites ontriute to a larger design vision that 
uilds ommunity, fosters ollaoration and preserves valuale natural re-
soures. Within this vision, the Master Plan allows deision makers to hoose 
future uilding loations that not only ontriute to the overall vision ut 
also est serve partiular needs. The openspae and irulation frameworks 
provide the ontext for future development. 
Illustrate Additional Growth Capacity
The University has averaged a growth of 74,000 asf per year sine World War 
II.
1 
 Projeting this average growth rate forward another 20 to 25 years, su-
stantial growth may our, the purpose of whih is not urrently known. The 
Master Plan provides ample apaity to aommodate future spae needs as 
well as a framework for uilding plaement. The total estimated additional 
apaity illustrated in the Master Plan is 1.7 million gsf.
Phase Uses as Needs Arise
The Master Plan provides the flexiility to phase in projets inrementally 
over time. For instane, it identifies parking struture loations, whih will e 
onstruted as surfae parking is displaed to onstrut new mission related 
aademi, researh and support failities.
1. University of Maine
Building Demolition and Replacement
Several uildings are identified in the Master Plan as andidates for demoli-
tion/replaement. These uildings represent a onsiderale finanial invest-
ment to address lagging deferred maintenane. Also, many of the smaller 
uildings, although not in poor ondition, represent poor use of availale 
land and do not ontriute to a ollegial environment. The following faili-
ties (173,300 asf) are identified for possile demolition over the long-term to 
make etter use of ampus land and infrastruture:
Agriulture Researh Servie Greenhouse (5,100 asf)
Child Study Center (2,500 asf)
East Annex (20,800 asf)
Entomology Greenhouse (2,300 asf)
Environmental Sienes La (7,200 asf)
Forestry Greenhouse (3,500 asf)
Liy Hall (24,200 asf)
MaKay Arhaeologial La (4,350 asf)
Sulpture Studio (6,650 asf)
Shiles Hall (41,300 asf)
Small Animal Researh (4,300 asf)
Soial Work Building (4,100 asf)
South Annexes (11,300 asf)
York Village (35,700 asf)
Instrutional Tehnology (IT) & Computer Repair
Safety and Environmental Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Building Relocation 
The following uildings are proposed for reloation in order to the respetive 
uilding sites for more appropriate  uilding program. 
Crossland Hall (15,973 asf) 
Sigma Nu (7,371 asf)
Beta Theta Pi (8,076 asf)
Deferred Maintenance and Building Replacement or Renovation
The deferred maintenane study for the ampus onduted y Sightlines 
reveals a need for signifiant investment in the histori and existing am-
pus uildings. The reommendations of the Sightlines study should e refer-
ened for more detail. 
•
•
•

campus district
design guidelines
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CAMPUS DISTRICT 
DESIGN GUIDELINES
This setion desries the overall uran design vision of the Master Plan 
and offers more detailed guidane with regard to uilding and landsape 
treatment. 
Within the ampus Growth Boundary, the Campus Distrits provide guid-
ane for uilding plaement and plaemaking. The distrit plans estalish a 
vision for full uild-out with the open spae and irulation proposed in the 
Master Plan.
The uran design vision and design guidane reommendations are divided 
into eight ampus distrits to more speifially address the partiular ondi-
tions. They are intended to assist future designers as projets are implement-
ed in eah distrit. These distrits are: 
Front Lawn 
River Front 
University Mall
South Campus 
Core Campus Infill 
Blak Bear Village
North Athleti 
North Residential 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
CAMPUS DISTRICTS
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Front Lawn District
The Front Lawn Distrit is haraterized y sloping topography oriented to-
ward the Stillwater River. It extends from the eastern edge of the University 
Mall to College Avenue. The distrit is ounded y Munson Road and Long 
Road to the north and south. 
The Front Lawn enompasses the original uildings of the ampus on-
struted from 1865 through 1910, generally in aordane with the Olmsted 
Master Plan of 1867. As a result of this distintion, a portion of the Front Lawn 
distrit and the assoiated uildings are inluded in the National Registrer 
Histori Distrit designation. Per the reommendations of the 1867 master 
plan, uildings are oriented westward to provide views the Stillwater River. 
The landsape is pituresque in harater, with informal plantings and ma-
ture trees in a park-like setting. In addition to the aademi uildings, the 
residential failities inlude Oak, Hart, Colvin, Balentine and Hanok Halls 
and a dining hall at Wells Conferene Center. 
Front Lawn Design Guidance
The Master Plan respets the histori harater of the Front Lawn Distrit, 
adopting many of the reommendations set forth in the Histori Preservation 
Master Plan (2007). The Master Plan alls for the expansion of the Histori 
Distrit persuant to the Histori Preservation Master Plan with modifi a-
tions to the north oundary, the details of whih are explained in the Cultural 
Resoures Framework setion of this report.
Given the histori and ultural relevane of the Front Lawn, no new develop-
ment is proposed in the Distrit; rather, landsape improvements are pro-
posed in aordane with the reommendations of the Histori Preservation 
Master Plan.
The landsape harater of the Front Lawn is enhaned in the Master Plan. 
The park-like setting of the Lawn is preserved along with the large trees 
whih estalish a unity of spae. Mature evergreen trees in the area may e 
seletively limed to open up views to the Stillwater River.
In order to simplify irulation, the Master Plan reommends onsolidating 
the vehiular traffi  on Munson Road. This entrane road takes advantage of 
the Front Lawn landsape as an ioni fi rst view of the ampus and provides a 
more graious arrival route for ampus visitors than See Road. The Master 
Plan identifi es See Road as a redundant road, and reommends losing 
the street to vehiular traffi . The road surfae may e restored to a perme-
FRONT LAwN DISTRICT 
RECOMMENDATIONS
Remove vehiular traffi  from See Road
 Simplify treatment of pituresque landsape with 
large trees, lawn and pedestrian pathways
 Plant trees along the Munson Road Entrane Drive
 Construt sidewalks along south edge of Munson 
Road
 Shorten distane of pedestrian rossing at Munson 
and Shoodi Road
Loate walkways further from uilding faes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
1922 CAMPUS MASTER PLAN BY THE OLMSTED BROTHERS
PARADE GROUNDS
STILLWATER RIVER
COLLEGE AVENUE
FRONT LAWN DISTRICT
FRONT LAWN
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OLMSTED SENIOR DRAWING SHOWING PARADE GROUND ALONG THE RIVER
ale material more typial of the original ondition. See Road will remain 
open to servie vehiles, pedestrian and ike traffi . Pedestrian walkways are 
proposed along oth sides of Munson Road. Other improvements inlude 
the reonfi guration of the extraordinarily long rosswalk at the intersetion 
at Shoodi and Moosehead Roads to improve pedestrian safety. 
Riverfront District
Closely assoiated with the Front Lawn, the Riverfront Distrit inludes the 
land etween College Avenue and the Stillwater River. The northern, low 
lying portion of the Distrit is loated in the 100 year fl ood plain of the river. 
The southern setion, situated on higher ground, is oupied y several 
fraternity houses, some of whih are loated on University land. A oat 
launh is loated near the University Steam Plant and the expansive parking 
lot now loated along the riverfront. In the 1867 Olmsted Master Plan, the 
Riverfront is illustrated as a Parade Ground, noting that the piee of land 
“slightly fl ooded in times of high freshet.” Despite the river front loation, 
the area has low haitat values, likely due to the large parking area and 
adjaent roadway.1
River District Design Guidance
In keeping with the stewardship goals estalished y the University, the 
Master Plan reommends removing or drastially reduing the Steam Plant 
and College Avenue North parking lots. The intent is to reintrodue the Parade 
Ground in onjuntion with the existing Riverside Rereation Area. In sup-
port of this onept, the tree anopy will e extended along the riverfront to 
link with the Fay Hyland Botanial Garden. This will serve not only to restore 
histori relationship of the ampus to the river, ut also to inrease haitat 
onnetivity along the river. Removal of the existing parking will also redue 
the need for pedestrian rossings along College Avenue.
The relamation of natural areas along the river provides the opportunity for 
a river trail honoring the Waanaki Trie, who likely used the area as a fi sh-
ing ground. The Waanaki River Trail will e linked to the Demeritt Forest trail 
network and onnet to the adjaent neighorhoods to the south, providing 
inreased aess to a major ampus asset and unique ommunity amenity. 
1.  United States Fish and Wildlife Resoures: Forest 97 GIS Haitat Value Map (1999)
RIVERFRONT DISTRICT
RECOMMENDATIONS
 Conentrate pedestrian rossings along College 
Avenue in one area
Remove Steam Plant parking lot
 Create a river walk trail honoring the Waanaki Trie
 Reonstrut the wetland area along the riverfront for 
water retention and treatment
Re-vegetate river edge environment
•
•
•
•
•
RIVERFRONT DISTRICT
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Along the southern setion of the Riverfront Distrit, the Master Plan reom-
mends inreased maintenane standards for the fraternities etween See 
Road and Munson Road due to the highly visile loation. No major hanges 
are proposed to the Greek Housing area other than general improvements to 
the landsape and the proposed improvement in maintenane standards. 
University Mall North District 
The University Mall is the ioni heart of the UMaine ampus. The spae is 
framed y notale aademi uildings inluding Stevens Hall and Auert 
Hall. The Fogler Lirary defines the south end of the Mall; the Memorial Gym 
defines the north end. A majority of the uildings along the Mall were on-
struted etween 1911 and 1945, generally in aordane with the 1932 and 
1948 Olmsted Brothers Master Plans. 
The Master Plan aknowledges the histori and ultural importane of the 
University Mall y adopting the guidane of the Histori Preservation Master 
Plan with regard to uilding renovation and new onstrution as well as im-
provements to the landsape.
Design Guidance and Building Recommendations
The Histori Preservation Master Plan estalishes General Arhitetural 
Guidelines for “existing histori uildings, additions to histori uildings, new 
uildings onstruted within histori ontexts and site issues”. The Guidelines 
are ased on The Seretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment 
of Histori Properties With Guidelines for Preserving, Rehailitating, 
Restoring and Reonstruting Histori Buildings and The Seretary of the 
Interior Standards for the Treatment of Histori Properties with Guidelines 
for the Treatment of Cultural Landsapes.
Based on a rehailitation philosophy, the Guidelines are intended  “to pro-
tet the arhitetural integrity of the ampus and promote the goal of his-
tori preservation, while aommodating the diversity of site onditions and 
arhitetural styles”. 1 The General Arhitetural Guidelines of the Histori 
Preservation Master Plan are adopted in the Master Plan. They should e 
referened when renovating or altering any designated histori uilding or 
when proposing new uildings in the expanded histori distrit as delineated 
in the Master Plan. 
1 P. IV.E-1. Histori Preservation Master Plan
UNIVERSITy MALL DISTRICT GUIDELINES
 Preserve Histori Tier I and II uildings in aordane 
with the reommendations of the Histori Preservation 
Master Plan
 Infill selet sites on the southwestern edge of mall 
with appropriate new uildings
 Replae existing Ash Trees with doule rows of ma-
ples along the north-south pathways
•
•
•
UNIVERSITY MALL DISTRICT
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INFORMAL PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS DEMONSTRATE NEED FOR 
DIAGONAL WALKWAYS ACROSS THE MALL
The arhitetural guidelines enourage the preservation of the ore ampus 
Heritage Period Buildings. Detailed reommendations are provided for the 
Tier One Buildings (1865-1910) and the Tier Two Buildings (1911-1945) in the 
Histori Preservation Master Plan. The guidelines should e referened prior 
to any alternation of these uildings or their surrounding landsape ontext. 
Design guidane is also provided for new onstrution in the Histori Distrit 
or adjaent to a histori uilding and is inluded in the Master Plan for ease 
of referene (See setion IV.E. General Arhitetural Guidelines of the 2007 
Histori Preservation Master Plan for more details):
 A new uilding eing onstruted in the Histori Distrit or adjaent to a his-
tori uilding should adhere to the following Guidelines:
 The new uilding's sale and massing should not overwhelm the sale and 
massing of its neighors.
 The new uilding should inorporate at least some of the materials used in 
the onstrution of the uildings that surround it.
 The new uilding should respet the ontext of the site and its histori 
neighors.
 Textures and details of the new uildings should omplement those of the 
histori uildings neary. 
 New uildings should e representative of their own time, differentiated 
from ut respetful of histori ontext. 
 New additions and adjaent or related new onstrution should e under-
taken in suh a manner that if the new work were removed in the future, 
the essential form and integrity of the histori property and its environ-
ment would exist unimpaired. 
 Site planning for new development projets should inorporate appropri-
ate plant materials, sensitive plaement of utilities, and aessiility.
 New onstrution should e situated in areas where it will have a mini-
mal impat on the histori setting of the ampus. New onstrution should 
sensitively inorporate histori omponents suh as irulation patterns, 
vegetation, and the views and vistas to preserve the histori integrity of 
oth the landsape and the uilt resoures of the ampus. 
 New onstrution or additions should maintain existing spatial onfigura-
tions and layouts within the ampus, espeially if histori landsape fea-
tures are present. Development projets should e designed to improve and 
reapture onnetions to adjaent landsapes suh as views to the river. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Master Plan identifies one potential development site on the University 
Mall, etween Lord and Alumni Hall. An appropriate uilding in this loation 
ould serve to strengthen and define the western perimeter of the Mall and 
should e designed in aordane with the aove noted guidelines. 
Landscape Design Guidance
The University Mall landsape intent is maintained in the Master Plan. The 
existing ash trees along the north south walkways are in aeptale ondition 
ut will need to e replaed at some point in the future. At this time, it is re-
ommended that a seond row of trees e added on the outside of eah walk-
way to etter frame the spae. Replaement trees should e planted loser to 
the walkways in aordane with the Histori Preservation Master Plan. 
The Master Plan also reommends reating additional diagonal pathways 
rossing the Mall to enhane pedestrian irulation. The proposed pathways 
reflet existing desire lines and reate more diret irulation routes for the 
winter months. 
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South Campus District
The South Campus Distrit is defi ned as the area south of the Fogler Lirary, 
etween Lengyel Fields on the west and the University Forest Preserve on 
the east. Given the existing low density development of the South Campus, 
this area provides signifi ant opportunities for aommodating the growth 
needs of the University over the next 20 to 30 years, espeially in the sien-
es and researh. At present, the South Distrit land use pattern signifi antly 
underutilizes the land resoure. A numer of temporary and one-story faili-
ties and surfae parking lots oupy valuale land. 
The South Campus Distrit is strutured y the oneptual ontinuation of 
the University Mall via two major north south pedestrian routes and a series 
of east-west walkways that onnet aross the ampus.
South Mall Design Guidance
The South Mall is envisioned as a new ampus gathering spae framed y 
a proposed expansion of the Fogler Lirary. This framework realls the idea 
of the South Mall as illustrated in the 1932 and 1948 master plans y the 
Olmsted Brothers. The South Mall is framed on the north y the Lirary ad-
dition, on the south y Deering Hall and on the east and west y Grove Walk 
and West Walk. 
The South Mall is envisioned as an unluttered expanse of lawn, with in-
formal tree planting and detention areas for storm events. The South Mall 
area is well proteted from north winter winds y a proposed addition to 
the Fogler Lirary uilding. The segment of Seago Road whih isets the 
South Mall will feature pavement and edge features distinguishing this area 
as part of the Pedestrian Priority zone.
The Fogler Lirary addition should inlude puli spae at the ground level 
to take advantage of low winter sun and ativate the spae during older 
months. The Histori Preservation Guidelines apply to the Lirary addition 
and to a new uilding proposed diretly to the south of Rogers Hall. The 
Roger Clapp Greenhouse will remain in the Mall. 
SOUTh CAMPUS DISTRICT GUIDELINES
 Transform Grove Street into Grove Walk, a pedestrian 
orridor extending from the University Mall 
 Create new ampus gathering spae framed y the 
Lirary addition to the North, Grove Walk to the east, 
and to the west, Winslow Hall, Maple Hall and Merrill 
Hall
 Artiulate the western edge of the mall with a urving 
walkway shaded y maple trees (West Walk)
 Form east-west windreaks to shelter pedestrian ar-
eas and uildings
 Orient uildings along the east-west axis to maximize 
solar gain 
 Aommodate future growth of aademi, researh 
and ore support failities
•
•
•
•
•
•
SOUTH CAMPUS DISTRICT
1948 MASTER PLAN UPDATE SHOWS SOUTH MALL AS ORGANIzING ELEMENT
SOUTH       MALL
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Grove walk Design Guidance
Grove Walk extends from the Lirary addition southward to link with the 
proposed Loop Road and provide pedestrian onnetivity with the neighor-
hoods south of ampus. The walk will e defined y formal allee of trees and 
new paving materials. It will serve to link the major aademi failities of 
the University Mall to potential new aademi failities on the south. It will 
serve as the armature for major new aademi failities proposed on existing 
surfae parking lots. 
The pedestrianization of Grove Street requires the ompletion of the pro-
posed Loop Road loated on the periphery of the South Campus. Parking 
aess is provided from the Loop Road inluding a new parking garage and 
surfae parking. 
Proposed South Campus Failities inlude:
Fogler Lirary addition (100,000 gsf), 
 USDA / UMaine Aquaulture La (40,500 gsf), loated east of Nutting Hall 
on the Loop Road)
New housing omplex south of the Loop Road (595 eds)
Parking garage on the east Loop Road (563 spaes)
The following failities are displaed from the South Campus:
Liy Hall
ARS and Forestry Greenhouses
Temporary failities east of Byrand Gloal Sienes Center 
York Village 
Surfae parking
west walk Design Guidance
West Walk forms an undulating path linking the Lirary addition to the south-
ern terminus of the South Mall. It provides a pedestrian link etween the 
resident halls and the aademi ore.
Pedestrian onnetivity is enhaned in the South Campus y a series of east 
west pedestrian routes oordinated with a series of windreaks. The east west 
routes are loated north of the Sawyer Environmental Researh Center, to the 
north of Byrand Gloal Sienes Center, and to the south of Nutting Hall. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
East / west Corridors  Design Guidance
The development pattern of the South Campus orients a majority of the 
proposed uildings on an east/west axis in onjuntion with the landsape 
windreaks. The uildings and windreaks together are intended to mitigate 
northern winter winds and reate sheltered areas on the south side of the 
uildings. The uildings, whih define south faing quadrangles, are limited 
to three-to-four stories in height to ensure maximum solar aess to adjaent 
uildings. The proposed uilding orientation is optimal for passive solar and 
potentially for ative solar tehnologies. 
Within the South Campus Distrit, a total of 1.1 million gsf an e aommo-
dated on identified infill and redevelopment sites. The majority of the sites 
are reserved for future aademi, researh and ore support failities, though 
preise uilding programs have not een identified at this time. The uildings 
and plaza spae at the southern terminus of Grove Walk are envisioned as a 
student ommunity area inorporating food or other student servies. 
Guidelines for New Buildings in the South District
New onstrution to the south of Deering Hall is viewed as the opportunity to 
reate a ontemporary arhitetural expression—an expression that will per-
mit high-performane aademi, researh and support failities. The intent is 
to loate uildings with solar aess and wind protetion as key drivers. This 
represents a departure for the University of Maine ampus whih has een 
previously organized on formal landsape priniples whih, for the most part, 
ignore the limate onditions in Orono. For example, the north / south orien-
tation of the University Mall funnels winter winds, reating unpleasant ondi-
tions for pedestrians. Further, the north / south orientation of uildings along 
the Mall is not optimal for passive solar gain. The South Distrit provides 
the opportunity to reate high-performane green uildings. To that end, the 
guidane provided promotes solar aess and wind protetion. With regard 
to style, the south ampus provides an exellent opportunity to enourage 
ontemporary arhitetural expression without having a negative impat on 
the Histori Distrit of the ampus. 
The following guidelines apply to new onstrution south of Deering Hall:
East / west Orientation—uildings, where possile, are to e elongated on the 
east / west axis to failitate passive solar aess and, potentially, ative solar 
systems. (Note: while it may not e eonomial to inlude ative photovoltai 
or thermal storage systems presently, future uildings should e oriented 
to ensure that suh systems an e inorporated when osts are favorale). 
quadrangles are loated on the south side of the uildings to estalish shel-
tered mirolimates and extend the outdoor season for ampus ativities. 
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PROPOSED VIEW OF GROVE WALK THROUGH THE SOUTH CAMPUS DISTRICT
PROPOSED VIEW OF SOUTH MALL
North / South Orientation—Façades of uildings elongated on the north / 
south axis in response to uran design onsiderations should e designed 
to minimize summer heat gain and glare. External shading devies will 
e required.
Building heights—Buildings in the South Distrit are to e a maximum of 3-4 
stories in height provided they do not hinder solar aess for adjaent uild-
ings. All future uildings should e modeled to determine the shadow impat 
on adjaent uildings and spaes. 
Building Placement—The plaement and height of proposed uildings should 
e studied relative to solar aess to adjaent uildings. 
Façades—All façades are to e designed in response to orientation with day-
lighting of interior spaes as a key onsideration. Atrium-like irulation 
spaes may provide opportunities to promote passive solar gain (on east/
west oriented uildings), inorporate soial and informal learning spae, and 
plae irulation on the periphery of uildings with the aim of “ativating” 
exterior spaes. 
Interior / Exterior Pedestrian Connectivity—The plaement of interior irulation 
routes through proposed uildings should e oordinated with exterior ir-
ulation etween uildings. The intent is to provide onditioned spae for 
pedestrians to irulate around the south ampus during the winter months. 
The Master Plan inludes a notional onept for how suh a system ould e 
developed.
Parking Garage—The proposed parking garage in the South Distrit is oriented 
on the north/south axis. The ramp should e loated on the east side in order 
that a horizontal expression an e designed on the west façade.
PROPOSED VIEW OF GROVE WALK THROUGH THE SOUTH CAMPUS DISTRICT
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Core Campus Infill District
The Core Campus Infill Distrit is defined as the developed area east of the 
University Mall, south of Long Road and north of Seago Road. Within the 
distrit there are three distint areas; the engineering su-distrit north of the 
Memorial Union, the uildings along Flagstaff Road, and the area south of 
the Memorial Union.
Engineering Sub-District Design Guidance
The Engineering Su-Distrit is haraterized y a mixture of histori uild-
ings, reently onstruted aademi uildings and older deteriorating faili-
ties. The Master Plan identifies Shiles Hall and the East Annex sites as op-
portunities for redevelopment, potentially as an expansion of the usiness 
shool. The proposed uildings should inlude internal irulation along the 
western façade to provide opportunities for sheltered winter irulation. 
The Su-Distrit lies along one of the major ampus irulation routes for 
students moving from the north residential area to the main aademi area. 
This route, known as Diagonal Walk, and the Beddington Road alignment, are 
reonfigured in the Master Plan as a pedestrian walkways. 
Between Crosy Hall and Barrows Hall, Cloke Plaza will feature art work 
sponsored y the Maine Perent for Art program. The potential for inluding 
a new food servie / offee shop is indiated in onjuntion with the walkway. 
Cloke Plaza, named after the founding dean of Engineering, will funtion as 
an informal meeting spae for students walking along the Diagonal as well as 
an outdoor gathering plae speifially for the Engineering ommunity.
A seond pedestrian route runs north of the Memorial Union to the proposed 
garage and parking lots east of Flagstaff Road. This is a major pedestrian or-
ridor for ommuter students who will park in the garage east of the Union 
and for students walking west from the DTAV Village. The orridor is anhored 
y a Plaza area just north of the Union, dediated to Martin Luther King Jr. 
and Coretta Sott King. 
CORE CAMPUS INFILL DISTRICT
CORE CAMPUS INFILL 
DISTRICT GUIDELINES
Redevelop at the Shiles Hall and East Annex sites
 Design replaement uildings to provide legile in-
terior puli irulation that will serve as winter-time 
alternatives to exterior walkways
 Transform Cloke Plaza into an ioni meeting and 
gathering spae for the Engineering ommunity
 Consolidate surfae parking lots along Belgrade Road 
into a parking struture to onserve ore ampus land 
and serve the Collins Center for the Arts
 Extend eastward the pedestrian walk anhored y 
the MLK plaza to aommodate foot traffi from 
parking areas
 Reonfigure the intersetion of Flagstaff and Seago 
Roads to reate an additional development site
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Flagstaff Road Design Guidance
The Master Plan proposes the removal of the large surfae parking lots along 
Flagstaff and Belgrade Roads over the long-term. A parking struture in this 
loation will onsolidate parking and provide a more effiient use of ampus 
land. The proposed restoration of the wetland aross Belgrade Road is em-
lemati of the University’s goals to promote environmental stewardship. 
Flagstaff Road is planted with street trees to provide haitat and promote a 
unified ampus identity. One new uilding is identified at the northern edge 
of Flagstaff Road.
Sebago Road Design Guidance
South of the Memorial Union, and along Seago Road, the Master Plan iden-
tifies infill sites to the east of Smith Hall. The reonfiguration of the inter-
setion of Flagstaff and Seago Roads reates a larger parel for redevelop-
ment. In general, this site provides the opportunity for ontemporary design 
expression.
East/west Orientation—the proposed uildings are to e elongated on the east/
west axis to failitate passive solar aess and, potentially, ative solar sys-
tems. A quadrangle is also proposed inorporating the Maine Bound Barn.
Belgrade/Flagstaff corner—the orner at Belgrade and Flagstaff should e de-
signed as an entry and landmark feature of the uilding. This entry should 
take into onsideration the entry to the Collins Center for the Arts loated 
diretly to the north. 
Parking Garage—the garage is proposed east of the Collins Center for the 
Arts (CCA) as part of a parking onsolidation plan and strategy to improve 
the Belgrade Road gateway to the ampus. Given the proximity, the garage 
should not exeed the height of the CCA and should feature a rik façade. 
The ramps for the garage should not e expressed on the faades. 
BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF UNIVERSITY MALL 
AND PROPOSED CAMPUS INFILL
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BIRDS EYE VIEW OF PROPOSED BLACK BEAR VILLAGE FROM THE STILLWATER RIVER
Black Bear Village District
The Master Plan identifies a new mixed-use distrit at the Long Road entrane 
to the ampus. While the program elements have not een determined, the 
goal is to reate a puli / private partnership development opportunity that 
will potentially inlude retail spae and amenities for the University and 
roader ommunities. It ould e developed as a mixed-use faility inor-
porating ground floor retail, restaurants, and servies with housing on the 
upper levels. A parking garage is also proposed. The exat program elements 
will e the sujet of further study. 
Given that the program elements are yet to e determined, general design 
guidane is provided for this important gateway to the ampus:
River Views—the site offers exellent views of the Stillwater River whih should 
e aknowledged in uilding plaement and in the layout of quadrangles, ter-
raes or other landsape spaes. The river views will e enhaned with the 
removal of the riverfront parking lot (the Steam Lot). 
Slope Conditions—the steep slopes in the area will require uildings that 
arhiteturally transition the slopes without rowding the College Avenue 
orridor. 
historic District—although the site is outside the proposed Histori Distrit, 
the uildings should e designed with materials and proportions that are 
omplementary to the adjaent Front Lawn uildings. Buildings should not 
exeed three stories in height and should feature the red rik and sloped 
roof details that distinguish the Front Lawn uildings. 
Gateway—the proposed uildings will frame an important puli gateway to 
the ampus and should e designed to estalish a sense of arrival. The inter-
setion of Long and Munson Roads should e designed as a gateway node. 
Puli uses inluding potential retail and amenities should e onentrated 
at the intersetion of Long Road and Munson Road. 
Parking Garage—a parking garage is proposed diretly north of Dunn and 
Corett Halls. The garage will help “formalize” the harater of Long Road y 
defining the edge ondition. The garage will need to e designed with on-
sideration to the height and arhitetural features of the adjaent uildings. 
To that end, it should inorporate rik detailing with no ramps expressed on 
the faades and should e no more than 4 levels (3 floors plus the roof).
BLACk BEAR VILLAGE DISRICT GUIDELINES
 Create a mixed-use distrit to servie oth the University 
and the loal ommunity
Capitalize on river views 
 Artiulate uildings to respet the adjaent historial 
distrit, maintain a similar sale and material palette
 Define the distrit edge and onsolidate surfae park-
ing in a garage struture along Long Road
•
•
•
•
BLACK BEAR VILLAGE DISTRICT
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North Athletic District
The North Athleti Distrit enompasses the main varsity athletis failities 
of the ampus inluding:
Alfond Sports Arena (Hokey and Basketall)
The Shawn Walsh Center 
Alfond Stadium and Morse /Bekett Trak and Field 
Mahaney Diamond and luhouse (aseall)
Memorial Gym (Field House and Wallae Pool)
Kessok Stadium (softall)
Mahaney Dome (indoor fi eld turf)
Tennis ourts (former Stewart Parking Lot)
North Athleti Fields
Bike and walking trails link the North Athleti Distrit with the roader rere-
ational opportunities of the Demeritt Forest, to University Park, to the Witter 
Researh Farm and to Old Town. The trails provide opportunities for walking / 
running, horseak riding, yling and ross ountry skiing. 
North Athletic District Design Guidance
The Master Plan maintains and links the existing failities of the North Athleti 
Distrit. The Master Plan reinfores the improvement plans under onsider-
ation y the Athletis Diretor and links the proposals with the roader am-
pus-wide onepts. 
The Master Plan links the failities of the North Athleti Distrit y means of 
a new pedestrian walkway. Known as Blak Bear Way, the new route on-
nets the Alfond Arena to the Student Rereation and Fitness Center. Blak 
Bear Way is limited to pedestrian traffi  and servie vehiles from Gannett 
Road westward to the Alfond Arena. It is envisioned as a omination walk-
way and windreak featuring onifer trees on the north side. Blak Bear Way 
is the northernmost of ten (10) windreaks planned from north to south on 
the ampus. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Programmatic Need
The following program needs were identifi ed in the planning proess and 
have een inorporated in the Master Plan:
 Memorial Gym—the Gym is sheduled for upgrades to the offi es, lokers 
and training areas. In the future, the “pit” will e modernized and reno-
vated for asketall.
 Alfond Football Stadium—aestheti improvements are under onsideration in-
luding an infi ll struture under the stands. 
Morse Field—new turf was installed in the summer of 2008.
 Field hockey Field—new artifi ial turf fi eld was reated north of Kessok 
Stadium (softall fi eld) during the summer of 2008.
•
•
•
•
NORTH ATHLETIC DISTRICT
NORTh AThLETIC DISTRICT GUIDELINES
Simplify pedestrian irulation routes
 Inorporate anopy trees and open lawn areas, avoid 
exessive shruery or hortiultural plantings
 Failitate diagonal movement aross Stewart 
Commons, reate a simple and elegant landsape
 Shelter pedestrian pathways and gathering areas 
with evergreen plantings to uffer outdoor spaes 
from winter winds
 Utilize seleted groupings of evergreens to provide 
additional wind reaks
 Create a paved plaza gathering spae adjaent to 
Hilltop Commons
 Extend ike paths northward to Gannett Road and 
Hilltop Lot
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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North Residential District
Design Guidance Framework 
The design framework for the North Villages enhanes and improves the 
landsape struture to provide gathering spaes, shade, and wind protetion. 
The proposed enhanements draw from the Guidelines for Residene Hall 
Landsape. Speifially, the following goals estalished in Guidelines are ref-
erened in the Master Plan:
 Clarity—distintion etween pedestrian and vehiular ways; easy identifia-
tion of entry
Simplicity—appliation of a simple palette of lawn, trees and paved areas
 Safe—minimization of pedestrian / vehiular onflits; provision of separate 
pedestrian ways
 Community-Supportive—reation of spaes that help orhestrate and support 
soial interation
 Unified—appliation of standard elements and treatments to strengthen 
ampus image
 Lower Maintenance—simplifiation of the landsape elements to redue 
osts for routine are.
In aordane with the Guidelines, the landsape is simplified in the Master 
Plan to inorporate anopy trees, lawn areas and a pedestrian walkway net-
work ased on desire lines. 
Evergreen trees are proposed to provide winter olor and windreaks on 
Hilltop Road and Long Road. Interstitial forest areas will further mitigate the 
northern winds. The wetland/reforestation projet proposed on the east side 
of ampus extends from the existing wooded area west of the DTAV where 
the Foster Student Innovation Center is loated. When ompleted, this wood-
land and wetland orridor will provide onnetivity etween the Demeritt 
Forest and the Forest Preserve to the south. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
Speifi improvements are proposed for the following areas:
hilltop Commons Design Guidance
Proposed improvements to the Hilltop area inlude the reation of a gath-
ering spae south of the Commons dining hall. The gathering spae is en-
visioned as a paved plaza with a anopy of trees planted in a grid pattern. 
The plaza will inlude outdoor dining and seating. Gathering spaes are also 
proposed at the entranes to eah of the residene halls. 
Stewart Commons Design Guidance
The Stewart Commons quadrangle is redesigned in the Master Plan to fa-
ilitate a diagonal pattern of pedestrian movement etween the Student 
Rereation and Fitness Center and the intersetion of Long Road and Gannett 
Road. This pedestrian route emerged as a desire line following the omple-
tion of the Rereation Center as more students from the ore ampus sought 
aess to the new faility. Parking is removed from the quadrangle to en-
hane the pedestrian experiene and improve the overall appearane of the 
area. Landsaped gathering spaes are proposed at the entranes to eah of 
the existing residene halls.
DTAV Design Guidance
The DTAV open spae is linked with the aademi ore via a new irulation / 
windreak orridor extending westward from the ommunity enter to Cloke 
Plaza. No major hanges are proposed in the DTAV Area.
Connectivity 
The North Residential Villages are onneted to the roader ontext via sev-
eral existing and proposed pedestrian / iyle routes. These inlude:
 hilltop walk—linking the Student Rereation and Fitness Center with the 
athleti failities to the west.
Long Road—envisioned to inlude walkway and planting improvements
 Stewart Quadrangle Diagonal—linking the Student Rereation and Fitness 
Center to the ore ampus via the Long Road / Gannett intersetion
Bike Paths— extending northward from Gannett Road and the Hilltop Lot. 
•
•
•
•
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The Master Plan is ased on a numer of sustainale design priniples. This 
setion provides an overview of the “performane” of the Master Plan rela-
tive to the following sustainale indiators: 1) natural systems and haitats; 
2) water resoures; and 3) energy and emissions. 
NATURAL SySTEMS AND hABITATS
Predevelopment Conditions
Prior to European settlement Marsh Island was a northern hardwood forest. 
Given the onfluene of rivers whih provided exellent fishing, it was likely 
home to a high onentration of Native Amerian sites. 
Europeans first settled the Bangor region in the 1770s. The river and sur-
rounding forests provided important resoures. Settlements and logging 
operations expanded rapidly. By the 1850s white pine and sprue had een 
heavily logged. Susequently, through the late 19th and early 20th entu-
ries, the northeast was dominated y young forest stands, a legay of ex-
tensive logging, land learing, fuel wood utilization and widespread farm 
aandonment.1
1.  Wilson, J.S. 2005. Nineteenth entury lumer surveys for Bangor, Maine; Impliations for pre-European settle-
ment forest harateristis in Northern and Eastern Maine, USA. Journal of Forestry. 103(5):218-223.
DEMERITT FOREST IN WINTER
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In the 1920s and 1930s the University Forestry Department egan to uti-
lize a portion of the ampus land for researh and demonstration. At this 
time the forest onsisted of mature pine with mixed undergrowth. The 
University planted 70 ares for forest development.1 Sine the 1930s, the 
University Forest has een managed through uttings, plantings, and rush 
removal. While not ‘natural’ per se, the forest and remaining fields funtion 
to provide haitat and retain stormwater in ways that losely approximate 
natural onditions.
Natural Systems and habitats: Existing Conditions 
Although 90 perent of Maine is forested, long term ommitments to preserve 
haitat areas will e progressively more important in the oming deades. 
Aording to the USDA Forest Servie, sustantial inreases in high-density 
housing development are projeted in muh of the western and entral por-
tion of the Lower Penosot watershed. The Maine Auduon Soiety reom-
mends prioritizing the protetion of large land parels, suh as the Demeritt 
Forests.
2 
Today, the University of Maine has approximately 775 ares of forested land 
surrounding the ore ampus area. The land ontinues to e utilized as a field 
laoratory, a demonstration forest and for rereational enjoyment of the 
University and surrounding ommunities. 
The ore developed area of ampus lies south of the Demeritt Forest and 
enompass 521 ares. This landsape is haraterized y maintained lawns, 
roads, walkways, ampus uildings, hardsape plazas and surfae parking. 
Throughout the ampus there are a numer of mature trees, espeially along 
the western slope whih overlooks the river. The southern most portion of the 
ore ampus is dominated y a haphazard olletion of uildings and large 
parking lots that provide little haitat value. 
The eastern edge of the ampus is uffered y the Forest Preserve, a 28 are 
area that provides a small amount of interior haitat. At the eastern entrane 
to ampus, two large parking lots flanking Belgrade Road iset a wetland 
area that flows into the Forest Preserve. 
1.  Lorimer, Craig G. and Alan S. White. 2003. Sale and frequeny of natural disturanes in the northeastern US: 
impliations for early suessional forest haitats and regional age distriutions. Journal of Forest Eology and 
Management. 185 (1-2): 41-64.
2.  Demeritt, Dwight. 1972. Bakground and History of the University of Maine Forest. Life Sienes and Agriulture 
Experiment Station Bulletin. Orono, Maine: University of Maine, Bulletin 696.
3.  Charry, Barara. 2000. Conserving Wildlife in Maine’s Developing Landsape. Maine Auduon Soiety Fat 
Sheet. http://www.maineauduon.org/resoure/douments/MAS.ConservingWildlife.pdf
Along the western property oundary the ampus has over a mile of riv-
er front property along the Stillwater River. The river front area has a low 
haitat value lassifiation ompared to the land on the opposite ank. This 
is likely due to the river side parking and haitat disturane in the area. 
The Stillwater River is lassified y the Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife as “signifiant wildlife haitat for water fowl and wading irds.” The 
area is sujet to regulations that aim to “minimize the adverse impats of 
development,” administered y the Town of Orono and State Department of 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Campus Land Use:
685 acres    Demeritt Forest 
380 acres    Developed 
254 acres    wetland
197 acres    Farmland
30 acres      Forest Preserve
HABITAT VALUES (1)
Low Habitat Value
High Habitat Value
Demeritt 
Forest
Forest 
Preserve
Penosot River
Stil
lwa
ter 
Riv
er
Demeritt Forest Tree 
Species Composition(2):
29% Spruce
27% white Pine
18% Red Maple
14% Balsam Fir
10% hemlock
11% Aspen
7% Paper Birch
6% Other
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Stillwater River
Entire Campus
FOREST 
PRESERVE
DEMERITT 
FOREST
Deciduous Trees
Coniferous Trees
Open Fields
Interior Habitat
(more than 250’ from edge)
Parking Lot
Road
DEMERITT 
FOREST
FRAGMENTED CONDITION 
OF  THE FOREST PRESERVE
NATURAL SySTEMS AND hABITATS
EXISTING CONDITIONS Core Campus
SURFACE 
PARKING
SURFACE PARKING
ATHLETIC FIELDS 
CORE CAMPUS IS DISCONNECTED 
FROM THE FORESTS
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PROPOSED GROWTH BOUNDARY.
VIEW OF THE SOUTH CAMPUS DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTING THE SOUTH MALL AND EAST/WEST 
CONNECTORS WHICH LINK THE FOREST AND CAMPUS LANDSCAPES
Natural Systems and habitats: Proposed Conditions
The Master Plan links future development to previously distured areas to 
avoid further loss of wooded areas, reonnets natural systems, and devel-
ops multi-faeted haitat orridors that engage the uilt ampus landsape. 
Speifi  proposals inlude:
1. Growth Boundary
The Growth Boundary is a ritial ommitment y the University to preserve 
existing ampus forest and to inrease density within the existing ore aa-
demi area. The oundary plaes a moratorium on new roads and develop-
ment in the forested areas, with the exeption of researh-related projets. 
The ompat development plan for the ore area is ahieved through strate-
gi infi ll and onsolidation of surfae parking lots in garages.
2. Reconnecting the Forest Preserve
The forest pathes surrounding the ore ampus are reonneted to esta-
lish a nearly ontinuous orridor that runs from the southeastern edge of 
the Demeritt Forest to the Forest Preserve, along the southern edge of the 
ampus, aross College Avenue, along the edge of the Stillwater River, re-
turning to the southwestern edge of the Demeritt Forest. The framework re-
estalishes oth vegetation and hydrologial onnetion aross Belgrade 
Road. The forested onnetor orridors provide wildlife with inreased op-
portunities to move etween existing forest pathes. The proposed onne-
tions also reate the opportunity for an expanded trail network and inreased 
rereational aess to the forests, an amenity enjoyed y oth students and 
the ommunity.
3. Campus Tree Corridors / windbreaks
A goal of the Master Plan is to enhane the onnetions etween the devel-
oped areas of ampus and the surrounding natural systems. The Master Plan 
ahieves this through a series of tree orridors / windreaks. These east west 
onnetions extend from the natural “frame” to the ore. 
4. River Corridor
The Master Plan envisions a restored riparian uffer that removes parking 
from the fl ood plain area to restore Olmsted’s Parade Ground and reestalish 
natural vegetation along the Stillwater River. The Orono Town regulations re-
quire set-aks of 75 feet from the shoreline and removal of invasive vegeta-
tion. Rereation aess to the river is preserved in the Master Plan.
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Demeritt Forest
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RECONNECT WETLANDS AND 
FORESTED AREAS ACROSS 
BELGRADE ROAD
PROVIDE TRAIL ACCESS 
ALONG RIVERFRONT
REMOVE PARKING LOTS FROM 
RIVERFRONT PARADE GROUNDS
PROTECT INTERIOR HABITATS 
(200 FEET FROM FOREST EDGE)
NORTH
Goals:
Preserve existing natural areas 
for habitat and recreation
Create habitat corridors that link 
campus to surrounding natural 
framework
Improve river corridor
Provide access to natural areas
Acknowledge value of natural 
lands for education, research, 
habitat, water quality, air quality 
and carbon sequestration
Strategies:
Establish Growth Boundary to 
densify core campus and preserve 
habitat and recreation areas
Restore natural area framework 
connections by linking wetlands 
and forested areas
Restore riparian environment 
along riverfront, link to natural 
framework
Create habitat corridors that link 
campus core to natural frame-
work
ENHANCE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 
DEVELOPED CORE CAMPUS AND  THE SUR-
ROUNDING NATURAL LANDSCAPES
NATURAL SySTEMS AND hABITATS
PROPOSED CONDITIONS
FOREST PRESERVE
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wATER RESOURCES
Campus watershed Context
The University of Maine at Orono is loated in the Lower Penosot River 
Basin, the seond largest river asin in New England. The Penosot is the 
largest river in Maine and the seond largest in New England (after the 
Connetiut). The river drains an 8,592 square-mile (22,252 km2) watershed, 
roughly one-quarter of the state’s land area.
The main stem of the Penosot River egins at the onfluene of the East 
and West Branhes at Medway. It follows a southerly ourse to Bangor, a 
distane of 74 miles and ontinues on to Stokton Springs/Castine, where 
it opens up into Penosot Bay. The West Branh originates on the Maine-
quee order near Sandy Bay Township and Penosot Lake, in mountain-
ous terrain 1,700-1,800 feet aove sea level. The East Branh egins at East 
Branh Pond, northwest of Baxter State Park, in a lake-filled region 980 feet 
aove sea level. The Penosot drains most of the slopes of massive Mount 
Katahdin, the northern end of the 2100-mile Appalahian Trail.
With a surfae area of over 23,000 ares, the Penosot River estuary is the 
largest in Maine and part of one of the largest emayments on the East Coast. 
The Penosot is also a signifiant freshwater inflow to the Gulf of Maine, 
disharging 10 illion gallons per day.1 
1. Hasrouk, 1995 
UMAINE CAMPUS ALONG THE STILLWATER RIVER
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PENOBSCOT RIVER  WATERSHED DRAINS 8,592 SqUARE MILES
Campus Stormwater: Existing Conditions
The site surfae over of the ampus inludes forested areas, wetlands, 
waterways open spaes and uran onditions ontaining roof tops, streets 
and parking areas. Eleven perent (176 ares) of the total ampus area is 
onsidered highly developed. Environmental degradation generally ours 
in watersheds with greater than ten perent impervious surfae area; some 
aspets of degradation are reversile. 
1
A stormwater analysis was performed during the planning proess on the 
existing ampus onditions to inform the Master Plan and identify existing 
prolem areas. The analysis was ased on site topography and surfae over. 
The land in the ampus oundary reaks down into twelve different water-
sheds, seven of whih drain into the Stillwater River. The remaining five drain 
to various points along the east perimeter. Soils on ampus are hydrauli, 
with slow infiltration rates and high runoff potential. These soil types are a 
result of dense glaial till, deposited on oastal lowlands and valleys. Two 
types are present on the ampus:
 Type C Soils: moderately fine to fine textures and layers whih an impede 
the downward movement of water.
 Type D Soils: haraterized y permanently high water tales or near surfae 
lay layers and high lay ontent.
In the developed ampus ore, impervious surfae ranges from 26 perent to 
48.5 perent. The hief onerns in this developed setion of ampus area are 
water quality, peak run off volume and total run-off volume. Maine’s Site Law 
requires that the University develop strategies for addressing these issues. 
Sine most of the area disharges diretly to the Stillwater River, addressing 
water quality is an important issue. The initial inh of rain and susequent 
stormwater runoff is known to ontain the majority of stormwater pollutants, 
thus addressing the initial run-off an greatly improve water quality.
1.  Booth, Derek, David Hartley, and Rhett Jakson. ‘Forest Cover, Impervious Surfae Area and the Mitigation of 
Stormwater Impats.’ Journal of the Amerian Water Resoures Assoiation, v. 38: 835-845 (2002) http://depts.
washington.edu/wws/Researh/Reports/impervious-surfae.pdf
•
•
Impervious Land Cover
Buildings 54.5 acres 3.41 %
Roads  54.8 acres 3.43 %
Pedestrian 20.1 acres 1.28 %
Parking 60.1 acres 3.76 %
Total:  189.5 acres  11.86%
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SOILS ANALYSIS
IMPERVIOUS SURFACE ANALYSIS Impervious Surface
Pervious Surfaces
Low Infiltration Soil (type C)
High Run off Soil (type D)
STORMWATER ANALYSIS SHOWING WATERSHEDS, UTILITY LINES, FLOOD zONES AND  WETLANDS
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2 year         10 year          25 year       100 year
0%
-0.5%
-1.0%
-1.5%
-2.0%
-2.5%
-3.0%
Overall Percent Reduction in Stormwater Runoff 
for Proposed Conditions (24 hour rainfall)
Campus Stormwater: Proposed Conditions
The Master Plan minimizes the impat of future expansion y limiting distur-
ane in the existing natural areas. The Growth Boundary is a key strategy 
for managing runoff quality and quantity. The majority of new uildings are 
loated on sites urrently used as surfae parking or for existing strutures. 
Conentrating development in the ore ampus area maintains fi elds and for-
ests as uffers whih offer natural ontrol of stormwater run-off and quality. 
The Master Plan proposes reforestation along the river edge and the eastern 
oundary. Wetland restoration is proposed to the east of the aademi ore. 
A stormwater analysis of the Master Plan shows that the proposed plan 
redues the peak runoff rate in six of twelve watersheds. Five watersheds 
maintain the existing peak run off rate and one watershed shows a slight net 
inrease. In the ore ampus area impervious surfae area is redued in all 
ut one watershed area. 
Interventions in the ore ampus area inlude redued impervious surfae 
areas and disonneted impervious areas whih enourage water retention 
throughout the ampus. Low impat development reommends managing 
rainwater at its soure, efore it eomes storm water run off. The University 
should investigate options for green roofs and storm water olletion for re-
use on-site or as non-potale water in uildings. 
Potable water
The University of Maine at Orono reeives potale water from the Orono 
Veazie Water Distrit. The University’s annual water onsumption has aver-
aged 25,732,200 ui feet in the last fi ve years.1 The university does ur-
rently trak potale water used for irrigation purposes. 
Orono has experiened several signifi ant droughts in the past thirty years, 
the most severe eing in 2001-2002. Many puli water systems were fored 
to implement water use restritions and tap into ak-up supplies.2  The sever-
ity of these droughts indiates a need for the University of Maine to e proa-
tive in its freshwater and potale water management. The University should 
investigate strategies to onserve and reuse potale water on ampus.
1. University of Maine Dataase
2.  Senator George J. Mithell Center, University of Maine. 
The Effets of the 2001-2002 Drought on Maine Drinking Water Supplies, http://www.umaine.edu/
WaterResearh/outreah/drought_digest.htm#summary
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Stillwater River
- 1%
0 %
0 %
- 5%
- 3%
+ 0.5%
- 3%
- 4%
- 7%
STILLwATER RIVE
RECONNECT WETLANDS, RE-
MOVE SURFACE PARKING
RESTORE PARADE GROUNDS, 
REMOVE PARKING FROM 
FLOOD PLAIN
FOREST 
PRESERVE 
wETLAND
DEMERITT FOREST 
wETLAND
Watershed Boundaries
Wetland Area
Pervious Land Cover
Impervious Land Cover
Proposed Retention Area
0% Change in Percent Impervious
Surface Area
NORTH
Specifi c    
Recommendations:
Narrow roads, reduce pavement 
Remove parking along the river-
front
Convert hardscape to softscape
Consolidate surface parking to 
structured or remote parking
Increase tree planting and con-
structed wetlands
 Disconnect impervious areas 
and direct run-off to small scale 
detention areas such as swales 
and greenways
Create localized retention areas 
through-out campus
Reconnect wetlands along the 
eastern edge of campus across 
Belgrade Road
Consider green roofs on future 
buildings
Investigate opportunities for rain 
water harvesting
Specify effi cient water fi xtures in 
new and renovated buildings
Educate the student population 
about water conservation
STORMwATER
PROPOSED CONDITIONS
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ENERGy AND EMISSIONS
As a signatory of the Amerian College and University Presidents’ Climate 
Commitment (ACUPCC), the University of Maine is working toward the goal 
of limate neutrality. The ACUPCC requires the University to adopt several 
immediate or tangile ations to redue emissions of the six greenhouse 
gases addressed under the Kyoto Protool, the most signifiant of whih is 
aron dioxide (CO2). The ACUPCC also requires the University to develop a 
Climate Ation Plan (CAP). The CAP will estalish a target date for ahieving 
limate neutrality; identify interim milestones; provide strategies for fulfilling 
the eduational and researh aspets of the ACUPCC inluding desriptions 
of urrent eduation and researh ativities related to limate hange and 
sustainaility; and set out ations to make limate hange and sustainaility 
part of the urriulum and researh agenda. 
In planning for limate neutrality, energy and emissions are key areas of 
fous. For the purposes of analysis and planning, energy is onsidered at 
two levels: 1) supply and 2) demand. The supply level inludes the energy 
purhased for on-site generation purposes (fuel oil, natural gas, propane, 
et.) and renewale eletriity purhased from puli utility ompanies. The 
demand level addresses energy onsumed in ampus failities (uildings 
and otherwise), as well as the ultural aspets of energy use. Cultural uses 
inlude the hoies and haits people exhiit with regard to energy use.
UNIVERSITY STEAM PLANT
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Energy and Emissions: Existing Conditions 
The limate in Orono greatly affets energy use and therefore total green-
house gas emissions at the University of Maine. Orono experienes relatively 
mild summer onditions with an average temperature of 68.4 degrees in July, 
the warmest month of the year. Winters are old with an average tempera-
ture of 17.9 degrees in January, the oldest month of the year. Preipitation is 
aout 40.27 inhes per year with Septemer typially the wettest month. 
Orono is primarily a heating limate with 1666 heating degree days and 666 
ooling degree days. Peak operations are underway at the University during 
the most energy intensive periods of the year in Orono. A fous on winter 
heating effi ieny, therefore, is a major onsideration for energy and emis-
sions planning.
Existing Energy Consumption and Emissions
Caron emissions at the University an e traed to eletriity generation; 
steam prodution; transportation (university fl eets, air travel and individual 
ommuters); heating, ooking, and ooling in ampus uildings; agriulture; 
waste disposal; and refrigerants.
A preliminary student initiated inventory developed utilizing the Clean Air–
Cool Planet aron alulator was utilized during the planning proess to 
estimate emissions. The  University will need to omplete a full greenhouse 
gas inventory as per the requirements of the ACUPCC. 
The following hart summarizes energy onsumption and the related green-
house gas emissions reported in aron dioxide equivalents (eCO2). In total, 
the University is estimated to have emitted 70,000 tonnes of aron diox-
ide equivalents in 2005 (most reent data at time of alulation). It should 
e noted that a detailed analysis of emissions will e neessary with more 
emphasis plaed on alulating the transportation element. At present, suf-
fi ient data is not availale on the loal addresses of students, vehile types, 
distane and frequeny of ommutes to the ampus. 
Per Capita Emissions Summary
Based on the preliminary Clean Air–Cool Planet estimates, the per apita 
emissions for the University have also een alulated for the period from 
2002 to 2005. Emissions have steadily risen from 4.94 tonnes to 6.02 tonnes 
per apita refl eting inreases in population and total square footage. 
Total Building Area by year
450,000
400,000
350,000
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
CO2 Emissions per year
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66% of energy
534,000 mmBtus
Fuel Oil
55 % of emissions
39,000 tonnes eCO2
Electricity
26% of emissions
18,000 tonnes eCO2
19% of energy
153,000 mmBtus
11% of energy
93,000 mmBtus
Transportation
12% of emissions
8,000 tonnes eCO2
4% of energy
27,000 mmBtus
Natural Gas
6% of emissions
5,000 tonnes eCO2
NORTH
SUMMER SUN ANGLE
WINTER
 SUN 
ANG
LE
Per Square Foot Emissions Summary
Relating generation and uilding emissions (exluding 
transportation) to the spae onditioned and oupied 
on the ampus reveals emissions inreases from 2002 to 
2005. In 2005, the University oupied approximately four 
million square feet. Total uilding related emissions in 2005 
totaled 0.015 tonnes per square foot. From 2002 to 2005 the 
total square footage of the ampus inreased y 1.7 perent 
while emissions inreased 24 perent. (2002: 46,754 tonnes; 
2005: 62,005 tonnes). For omparison, CO2 emissions per 
square foot (annual) at Bowdoin College, were 0.009 tonnes 
in 2005.1 
1.  Bowdoin College, Emissions per Square Foot (2005) http://www.owdoin.edu/sustain-
aleowdoin/pdf/fall2006.pdf
Energy Emissions  (2002 - 2005)
FISCAL yEAR NET EMISSION (TONNES eCO2)
PER CAPITA NET 
EMISSIONS 
(TONNES eCO2)
2002  54,421    4.94 
2003 65,597 5.70
2004 68,899 5.90
2005 70,251 6.02
ELECTRICITy*
(BTU)
NATURAL GAS
(MMBTU)
FUEL OIL
(MMBTU)
TRANSPORT
(MMBTU) TOTAL
Consumption 153,488,748,348 27,070 533,830
Emissions (eCO2) tonnes 18,443* 4,592 38,970 8,246 70,251
*does not inlude the 30 perent renewale power purhased y the University
FISCAL yEAR TOTAL BUILDING SPACE (SQ.FT.)
EMISSIONS / SF 
(TONNES)
2002 3,996,513 0.012
2003 4,029,572 0.014
2004 4,033,617 0.015
2005 4,063,901 0.015
Total Energy Consumption & Emissions (2005)
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Per Capita Emissions Summary
Based on the preliminary Clean Air–Cool Planet estimates, the per apita 
emissions for the University have also een alulated for the period from 
2002 to 2005. Emissions have steadily risen from 4.94 tonnes to 6.02 tonnes 
per apita refl eting inreases in population and total square footage. 
Existing Energy Demand
In 2008, the University oupied 4.46 million square feet of spae. University 
uildings range in age from 168 years to the reently ompleted Campus 
Rereation and Fitness Center. Many of the existing uildings have signifi -
ant deferred maintenane issues. Energy performane of older uildings 
is a major onsideration that must e addressed as renovation projets 
are undertaken.
Energy and Emissions: Proposed Conditions
Although the ACUPCC requirements will e addressed y the forthoming
Climate Ation Plan (CAP), the Master Plan provides physial design 
strategies and reommendations for assisting the University in reduing 
aron emissions.
Energy Supply
As part of the overall strategy to redue eCO2 emissions, the energy soures 
of the University will need to e transitioned to renewale soures. In 2005, 
the University used almost 500,000 MMBTUs of Fuel Oil. This translates to 
the emissions of approximately 38,970 tonnes of eCO2 (while total emissions 
are 70,251 tonnes). The University is onsidering a omined heat and power 
plant (CHP) ommonly referred to as a ogeneration faility to redue emis-
sions. Cogeneration is a more effi ient method of generating power and ther-
mal energy from a single fuel soure. Potential options inlude a ogenera-
tion faility utilizing iomass or natural gas. 
In 2005, the University purhased 30 perent of its energy from renewale 
soures. This resulted in a savings of approximately 5,500 tonnes of aron 
dioxide in that year alone. Maine state law stipulates that 30 perent of ele-
triity e generated from renewale soures. It should e noted that the pre-
liminary aron alulations developed y the University do not aount for 
the 30 perent renewale power.
Energy Demand
The performane of existing uildings is a key onsideration on the energy 
demand side and should e reviewed as the University moves forward with 
the development of a Climate Ation Plan. As uildings are renovated, em-
phasis should e plaed on the overall energy performane and energy us-
age intensity of the uildings with a goal of reduing energy onsumption. 
In order to redue energy demand, the University will need to address the 
ultural aspets of energy use through eduation and hanges in operational 
proedures and poliies. The University ommunity will need to aept respon-
siility for energy use and the assoiated emissions. It will also e important 
that the onnetion etween spae, energy and emissions is more widely un-
derstood and that energy e reognized as a signifi ant ost to the University. 
Emissions Reductions Targets
Strategies for limate neutrality will e developed as part of the University’s 
Climate Ation Plan (CAP). The University will need to redue emissions in 
the ontext of inreases in total square footage as well as potential inreases 
in enrollment. 
The timeline for ahieving limate neutrality will e determined during the 
development of the CAP. For planning purposes, the timeline estalished for 
ampuses y the National Wildlife Federation1 has een utilized to illustrate 
targets for overall emissions redution:
30% redution y 2030 to 49,000 tonnes
80% redution y 2050 to 14,000 tonnes
1.  Eagan, David J.; Keniry, Julian; & Shott, Justin. Higher eduation in a warming world: the usiness ase for 
limate leadership on ampus (National Wildlife Federation: Reston, VA. 2008).
•
•
Soure: University of Maine at Orono Utilities Data (2005)
SEqUESTRATION EMISSIONS
14% 27% 59%
transportation purchased electricity on-campus stationary energy production
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UMaine Emissions Reduction Targets
The hart elow  is a summary of  Total Annual Emissions for the aseline year, 
1990, and for 2005 as estimated utilizing the Clean Air-Cool Planet Campus 
Caron Calulator. The hart shows eCO2 Emissions Redutions Targets if  the 
University eliminates use of Fuel Oil y 2015, ahieves a 30% redution in 
emissions y 2030, and ahieves an 80% redution y 2050.
The hart also shows the possile redution in Total Annual Per Capita emis-
sions if redution targets are ahieved and the ampus population (numer 
of students and faulty) remains onstant.
FISCAL yEAR NET EMISSIONS TONNES eCO2
PER CAPITA NET EMISSIONS
TONNES eCO2
1990 48,145 4.02
2005 70,251 6.02
2015 60,342 5.17
2030 49,176 4.21
2050 14,050 1.20
The elow hart is a summary of Total Annual Emissions per Square Foot 
at the University. This aounts for all uildings for the aseline year, 1990, 
and for 2005 as measured y the Clean Air-Cool Planet Campus Caron 
Calulator. The hart shows CO2 Emissions Redutions Targets provided that 
the University of Maine eliminates use of Fuel Oil y 2015, ahieves a 30% 
redution y 2030, and ahieves an 80% redution y 2050.
The elow hart is a hypothetial example of the redutions that ould e 
realized if the Total Square Footage of Building Spae remained onstant; that 
is, if the University of Maine met all future aademi needs using existing 
FISCAL yEAR TOTAL SQUARE FOOT OF BUILDING SPACE
TOTAL EMISSIONS PER SQ FT 
BUILDING SPACE (TONNES)
1990 3,539,708 0.014
2005 4,063,901 0.015
2015 4,063,901 0.015
2030 4,063,901 0.012
2050 4,063,901 0.004
spae rather than onstruting new uildings. The hart shows the possile 
redution in Total Annual per Square Foot emissions if redution targets are 
ahieved and the square footage remains onstant through the year 2050.
Growth and inreases in square footage are antiipated in the Master Plan, 
whih identifies opportunities for additional development totaling approxi-
mately 1.7 million net gsf on the ampus. Assuming existing average emis-
sions per square foot (0.015 tonnes/sf), the potential outome is an estimated 
additional 25,829 tonnes of eCO2 released into the atmosphere. This illus-
trates the importane of  a Climate Ation Plan that addresses energy sup-
ply; emissions from existing uildings; and the need for high-performane 
uildings. 
Building Energy Usage Intensity—Architecture 2030
In addition to transitioning toward renewale energy, the University will 
need to estalish targets for reduing energy demand in existing and pro-
posed uildings.The EPA’s Energy Star program and Arhiteture 2030 offer 
guidane on energy planning oth of whih must e onsidered in onjun-
tion with hanges to the energy supply. 
Arhiteture 2030, a non-profit, non-partisan and independent organization, 
was estalished in 2002 to address the greenhouse gas emissions assoi-
ated with uildings. Endorsed y the Amerian Institute of Arhitets, 2030’s 
mission is to transform the Building Setor from the major ontriutor of 
greenhouse gas emissions to a entral part of the solution to the gloal-
warming risis. The goal is to ahieve a dramati redution in greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions y hanging the way uildings and developments are 
planned, designed and onstruted. All new uildings and major renovations 
should redue their fossil-fuel GHG-emitting onsumption y 50% y 2010, 
inrementally inreasing the redution for new uildings to aron neutral 
y 2030 (see www.arhiteture2030.om for more details).
The 2030 Challenge suggests the following targets:
 All new uildings, developments and major renovations should e designed 
to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy onsumption performane 
standard of 50% of the regional (or ountry) average for that uilding type. 
(The national average Soure Energy Usage Intensity (EUI) and Site EUI for 
aademi uildings (ampus level) in the United States is 280 kBtu /sf/ year 
and 120 kBTU / sf / year respetively (63 perent eletri load) aording 
to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Energy Information Ageny’s 2003 
Commerial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS).
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 At a minimum, an equal amount of existing uilding area should e reno-
vated annually to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy onsumption 
performane standard of 50% of the regional (or ountry) average for that 
uilding type.
The fossil fuel redution targets estalished y Arhiteture 2030 for all new 
uildings are as follows: 
 50% prior to 2010 (uildings should use 50% of average uilding type in 
the region)
60% in 2010
70% in 2015
80% in 2020
90% in 2025
The goal is to uild only aron-neutral uildings in 2030 (using no fossil 
fuel GHG emitting energy to operate). Aording to Arhiteture 2030, these 
targets may e aomplished y implementing innovative sustainale de-
sign strategies, generating on-site renewale power and/or purhasing (20% 
maximum) renewale energy and/or ertified renewale energy redits. 
•
•
•
•
•
•
Energy and Emissions Recommendations
The following reommendations are provided for onsideration as the 
University develops its Climate Ation Plan:
Energy Supply Recommendations
Eliminate the Use of Fuel Oil
As noted, heating is a major soure of ampus emissions. Transitioning to a 
less aron intensive fuel soure is ritial to reduing overall emissions.
Eliminate Purchase of Non-renewable Electricity
In 2005, the University of Maine emitted approximately 13,000 tonnes 
of eCO2 from eletriity alone. Thirty perent of eletriity, y state law, is 
soured from renewale eletriity soures. In 1999, the State of Maine en-
ated a Renewale Portfolio Standard requiring 30% y 2000; and 10% new 
resoures y 2017 (and for eah year thereafter).
1
 The emissions for Maine 
are alulated using state-level eletriity emission fators whih represent 
average emissions per kwh generated y the utility providers in the state 
of Maine.
2
  While these fators provide reasonaly aurate default values 
for eletriity distriuted in Maine, the University is urrently saving 30% on 
emissions from eletriity through utility ontrats as required y the State. 
Without state standards, eletriity-related emissions at the University of 
Maine ampus would e higher—the regulation dereases annual CO2 emis-
sions  y approximately 18,400 tonnes eah year, equal to 8% of the total 
annual CO2 emissions.
Using the eletriity demand for the year 2005 as a hypothetial test, the 
University ould ahieve the following savings y purhasing 100 perent of 
renewale eletriity.
 2005 Eletriity Emissions aounting for 30% from Renewale Soures = 
12,910 tonnes
2005 Total Net Emissions = 64,718 tonnes
 Potential Redution if all eletriity purhased is from renewale soures = 
12,910 / 64,718 or = a 20% redution
1.  U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Effiieny and Renewale Energy, State Ativities and Partnerships,  
http://www.eere.energy.gov/states/maps/renewale_portfolio_states.fm, Updated June 2007.
2.  Energy Information Administration, Updated State- and Regional-level Greenhouse Gas Emission Fators for 
Eletriity (Marh 2002), http:/www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/e-fator.html.
•
•
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Buildings Recommendations
Utilize Existing Building Space Efficiently
Reognize the onnetion etween spae, energy and emissions. Before on-
struting new non-speialized spae, make sure existing spae is utilized as 
intensely as possile. It will e important to stress that ALL ampus spae 
onsumes energy and therefore has an emissions omponent. This requires 
a new mindset with regard to the true ost of spae.
Improve the Energy Performance of Existing Buildings
Redue energy onsumption as deferred maintenane and uilding renova-
tion projets are arried out. The energy usage intensity of (EUI) of existing 
uildings will need to e dereased, stailized or minimalized as existing 
uildings and systems are remodeled—a signifiant hallenge. The University 
has over 4.46 million ASF in existing uilding spae, whih will need to e 
improved in terms of performane. 
Establish Target EUI for New Construction
Utilizing data ompiled y the Environmental Protetion Ageny’s Target 
Finder tool (Target Finder assists arhitets and uilding owners in setting 
aggressive, realisti energy targets and rate a uilding design’s estimated 
energy use) and the emissions redution targets suggested y Arhiteture 
2030, estalish EUI targets for all proposed new uildings on the ampus. 
This will help the University with energy and emissions planning and help 
with the new “aounting” proedures for emissions. 
Utilize Building Integrated Renewable Energy 
 Passive Solar:  Orient uildings for passive solar to the greatest extent 
possile. Utilizing Ecotect software, the solar potential of various uilding 
orientation options have een examined. Buildings with good southern ex-
posure (uilding elongated on the east/west axis) have a higher solar gain 
in the winter and a lower solar gain in the summer as opposed to uildings 
elongated on the north/south axis as expressed in wh/m2. To that end, 
proposed uildings have een oriented on an east / west axis where pos-
sile and spaed to ensure maximum solar aess on the winter solstie, 
Deemer 21. Where east/west orientation is not possile due to site on-
straints or uran design onsiderations, solar shading will need to e in-
orporated on uilding façades. 
•
 Solar Hot Water and Photovoltais (PV) : Plan to inorporate solar hot wa-
ter tehnology and photovoltai tehnology in proposed uildings and 
existing uilding retrofits (with the assumption that osts and tehnologi-
al developments will eome more favorale in the future). This requires 
that uilding orientation e a major onsideration for future failities 
favoring southern exposure. To that end, signifiant new uildings in the 
plan are oriented on an east/west axis. 
Landscape Recommendations
Landsape and Building Plaement Framework—The Master Plan inludes 
a series of east/west windreaks onsisting of onsistent rows of evergreen 
trees. Over time the trees will assist in mitigating winter winds and reduing 
infiltration on the north sides of uildings. The uilding plaement strategy 
provides sheltered outdoor spaes on the south side of proposed uildings 
and ensures maximum solar aess for passive solar heating of the uildings. 
Transportation Recommendations
Work with BAT over time to improve servie and inrease transit aess. 
Develop parking poliies on ampus that enourage ampus users to "park 
one and walk.” The Master Plan alls for the pedestrianization of the ampus 
ore and enhanements to the overall pedestrian network. The goal is to in-
rease alternative transportation options.
•
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IMPLEMENTATION AND GOVERNANCE
Implementation
The Master Plan provides a framework of open spae, irulation and site de-
velopment opportunities to guide the inremental transformation of the am-
pus over next 20 years or more. The framework is intended to e flexile and 
will require periodi updates and distrit studies in response to the hanging 
development needs and other irumstanes that affet projet implementa-
tion on the ampus. 
The illustrative nature of the Master Plan is provided to indiate one poten-
tial development outome that responds to the goals and priniples of the 
Plan. The uilding sites identified will e developed in response to program-
mati need, as will infrastruture upgrades and other fators that arise in the 
ongoing evolution of a ampus environment. While the development sites 
provide flexiility in terms of use and phasing, the open spae and irula-
tion framework provides an overlay to enale the University to move forward 
with improvements to the ampus landsape, pedestrian realm and vehiular 
irulation systems, independent of major uilding projets. This framework 
serves as the armature for uilding plaement and for reating a well on-
neted and oordinated ampus environment.
Implementation of the Master Plan an egin with the major landsape and 
irulation projets with the aim of improving the ampus environment and 
the pedestrian experiene in the short term. The Landsape and Cirulation 
Frameworks have een designed to enale the University to maintain major 
failities and parking areas (with minor modifiations) while moving forward 
with these improvements as illustrated in the graphi on the adjaent page. 
LANDSCAPE AND CIRCULATION 
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECTS
Landscape and Circulation 
Implementation Projects
1.  RECONFIGURE INTERSECTION OF LONG 
ROAD AND FLAGSTAFF ROAD
2.  STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS TO  
FLAGSTAFF ROAD
3. CLOKE PLAzA
4. PEDESTRIANIzATION OF BEDDINGTON ROAD
5. MLK PLAzA
6.  IMPROVEMENTS TO MLK EAST / WEST 
CONNECTOR
7.  RECONFIGURE INTERSECTION OF FLAGSTAFF 
AND BELGRADE ROADS
8. RECONFIGURE SEGMENT OF SEBAGO ROAD
9.  STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS TO  
SEBAGO ROAD
10.  TRAFFIC CALMING ON SEBAGO ROAD ALONG 
SOUTH MALL
11. SOUTH MALL LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
12.  CONSTRUCT “MISSING” SEGMENTS OF THE 
PROPOSED LOOP ROAD
13.  CONVERT GROVE STREET TO 
PEDESTRIANIzED GROVEWALK
14.  BEGIN TO REPLACE SURFACE PARKING IN 
SOUTH CAMPUS WITH ACADEMIC BUILDINGS 
AS NEEDED
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As with all distrits of the ampus, detailed preint studies will e required 
in onjuntion with landsape, irulation and parking improvements and 
prior to major faility onstrution projets. Looking ahead, the major phas-
ing and implementation onsiderations for the Master Plan inlude: 
South Campus
The South Distrit landsape and irulation improvements an proeed 
while maintaining the existing parking areas and many of the existing faili-
ties until suh time that the parking areas are required for development. The 
South Mall, Grove Walk, West Walk and the Loop Road have een designed 
around existing parking areas and uildings to failitate implementation. As 
parking lots are identified for future development, a garage will most likely 
e required to ensure the highest and est use of land for aademi, researh 
and support funtions. As development in this distrit moves forward, a more 
detailed analysis of parking demand should e onduted with the aim of 
identifying strategies for postponing the need for strutured parking. In gen-
eral, the aim should e to onentrate new development in the parking areas 
along Grove Walk and potentially utilize peripheral areas for parking
East Campus
Reommendations in the East Campus area fous on landsape, pedes-
trian and vehiular route improvements and new onstrution, inluding 
the replaement of Shiles Hall. The proposed irulation and landsape 
improvements an e implemented independently of the new onstru-
tion. Pedestrian route improvements inlude the reation of MLK Plaza and 
Walk, Cloke Plaza, the pedestrianization of Beddington Road, and hanges 
to the diagonal walk leading to the northeast ampus area. Roadway im-
provements inlude alternations to the intersetions of Long Road / Flagstaff 
Road and Belgrade/Flagstaff to resolve vehiular movement patterns and 
pedestrian / vehiular onflits. The proposed onsolidation of parking east 
of the Collins Center for the Arts and the wetland restoration projet are 
oordinated with the proposed parking garage and an e implemented on 
an independent timeline. 
west Campus
The proposed hanges at the Long Road entrane to the ampus inlude 
Blak Bear Village, a parking garage and the removal of the riverfront parking 
lot to re-estalish Olmsted’s Parade Grounds. These projets are interrelated 
and will need to e oordinated to ensure that parking is in plae to serve ur-
rent demand assoiated with the sports failities as well as potential demand 
resulting from Blak Bear Village.
Parking
In addition to identifying uildings sites, three garage loations are reserved 
in the Master Plan: South Distrit; Collins Center for the Arts; and Long Road. 
The garages are intended to failitate the onsolidation of parking and there-
y enale the University to utilize existing surfae parking areas for mis-
sion-related aademi, researh and support funtions as well as to remove 
parking from sensitive wetland and riverfront areas.  It should e noted that 
the deision to onstrut the garages raises finanial and parking alloation 
issues that will require further study and analysis, inluding a fous on de-
mand management strategies that ould redue the need for parking. Of the 
three, the South Garage is viewed to e the most ritial in that it will e re-
quired to develop future aademi and researh failities in the South Distrit. 
The Collins Center Lot will e required if the University elets to move for-
ward with the wetlands restoration projet to the east, and the Long Road 
Garage will e required if the University moves forward with the rereation 
of the Parade Grounds on the Riverfront or with the onstrution of Blak 
Bear Village. Depending on the priorities estalished y the University, the 
Collins Center Garage and the North Garage may e optional; however, with-
out them, the environmental goals of the Plan annot e fully realized.  
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Governance
The Campus Master Plan is a dynami tool whih shapes ampus ommu-
nity, ampus development, planning, and spae management.  To fulfill the 
harge, the following reommendations desrie general proedures for ad-
ministration and maintenane of the Master Plan and for the design review 
proess intended to make the Plan a ontinuing, renewale endeavor.  Addi-
tionally, these reommendations ensure that environmental sustainaility is 
an institutionalized goal in ampus planning and spae management.   
These reommendations will need to e onsidered y the University in the 
ontext of the UMaine organizational and adminstrative struture. The fol-
lowing setions desrie the reommended poliies, priniples, and proe-
dures for two ongoing proesses:
 Administration and Maintenane of the Master Plan: Estalishes the pro-
edures for arrying out and updating the Plan, implementing the Plan and 
reviewing projets and hanges in the ontext of the Plan. 
 Design Review Proedures: Sets forth a proess for review of the design of 
projets under an advisory ommittee to e alled the Campus Planning 
and Design Review Committee.  The Design Review Proedures desrie 
goals and ojetives, projet review riteria, omposition of the Committee, 
and administrative proedures.  They desrie oordination of the review 
proess with the existing University administrative proedures in order to 
ensure that the reommendations of the Campus Master Plan are arried 
out faithfully. 
The Offie of Administration and Finane will e responsile for the imple-
mentation of the Master Plan.  The offie will report diretly to the President 
and will have the authority to advise the President on matters related to 
implementation of the Plan inluding arhitetural, landsape and planning 
projets.  The Offie will advise the President ased on the Master Plan, teh-
nial and design review, and a onsultation proess.
Administration and Maintenance of the Master Plan 
The following Advisory ommittees and proedures are reommended to ad-
minister and implement the Master Plan: 
Campus Planning Committee (CPC) 
Design Review Committee (DRC)
Sustainaility Committee 
Histori Preservation Committee (HPC)
•
•
•
•
•
•
The Campus Planning Committee 
The University will estalish the Campus Planning Committee as either a 
freestanding ody or a sugroup of an existing University ody vested with 
the authority to review and advise on failities and property planning and 
site development ativities.  The CPC should onsist of senior representatives 
from the University’s aademi, failities, development and student life od-
ies, and may all for representation from the roader ommunity.  The fun-
damental harge of the CPC will e to oversee the ontinuing administration, 
maintenane and implementation of the Master Plan. 
Advisory memers of the CPC should e identified from the following aa-
demi, administrative and operational units: 
Engineering 
Failities 
Sustainaility Offie 
Spae Management 
Energy Management 
External Design or Planning professional 
College of Natural Sienes, Forestry and Agriulture 
Campus Master Plan Review and Updates 
The CPC will periodially review the status of land and failities program 
development on the ampus. The harge will e to identify trends or the need 
to hange use patterns, density, program affinities or relationships to open 
spae, irulation and utility patterns that might affet the land use plan, and 
to determine whether suh irumstanes should e orreted to maintain 
the integrity of the land use plan or ause the Master Plan to e altered or 
amended to reflet valid needs. 
The University will undertake an annual review of the shedule of apital im-
provements to ensure that the apital improvements are onsistent with the 
land use, density and development fators as desried in the Master Plan, 
and that suh improvements are aknowledged in the periodi review of the 
Master Plan. 
•
•
•
•
•
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The CPC will advise the University on failities spae planning, spae needs 
analyses, and ampus-wide spae alloation.  This funtion will e oordi-
nated with other funtions of the CPC to ensure that there is a rigorous on-
netion etween spae alloation, failities loation, and land use/density 
patterns, and natural resoure/infrastruture needs. 
The CPC will advise the University on the siting of proposed projets y om-
paring them with the land uses, densities and open spae provisions of the 
Master Plan, verifying the appropriateness of their loation and onsisteny 
with land use and density provisions.  It will e important to oordinate with 
the Design Review Committee, the Histori Preservation Committee and the 
Sustainaility Committee. 
The University may diret staff and/or onsultants to assess proposed proj-
ets in a omprehensive manner taking into aount the suitaility of the 
site and the umulative onsequenes of development with regard to on-
ampus and off-ampus development onstraints, onflits or limits vis-à-vis 
traffi, infrastruture and drainage.  Site suitaility will address topography, 
soils onditions, drainage, utilities and infrastruture, vehiular and servie 
aess, and program affinities.  Site suitaility shall also e determined 
through oordination with the Sustainaility Committee in order to ensure 
optimum energy effiieny, appropriate orientation, and minimal impats to 
natural resoures. 
The University will onsider land management measures neessary to guide 
the areful use of the University’s existing land resoures and infrastruture. 
The University will oordinate the Master Plan with plans and studies for 
aquisition, disposition and leasing of property within and ontiguous to the 
ampus. 
Periodic Plan Updates and Sub-Studies 
The Campus Master Plan may e periodially updated to reflet internal and 
external hanges that our in the life of a dynami institution suh as the 
University of Maine.  
Beause the total land area of the ampus is extensive and is differentiated 
in its environments, more detailed area plans may e neessary from time 
to time to provide a asis for failities aommodation and ampus improve-
ments appropriate to the partiular irumstanes of eah area.  The deter-
mination of priorities for distrit or su-distrit planning will e ased on 
onsiderations, inluding: 
 Identifiation of areas of the ampus sujet to imminent or sustantial 
hanges suh as major failities expansion or alteration, new program ini-
tiatives or irulation/ infrastruture improvements. 
 Identifiation of areas where land use, density, open spae, irulation and 
ivi design fators may have an impat on (or e impated y) impend-
ing external fators suh as puli infrastruture projets, on-ampus real 
estate initiatives or adjaent neighorhood land use hanges. 
 Identifiation of areas where it is deemed suitale or neessary to make 
area-wide site improvements suh as streets, streetsapes, onneting or 
redefining open spaes, et. 
 Identifiation of areas for whih a distrit or su-distrit plan does not exist 
or is more than ten years old.  This provision applies in partiular where 
a singular projet is ontemplated, ut laks a ontextual framework or 
guidelines for development due to the lak of a distrit or su-distrit plan. 
Design Review Committee 
In order to ensure projet development to the highest design standards, the 
design review proess will e enhaned under the auspies of the proposed 
Design Review Committee (DRC).  The harge to the DRC is to review projet 
design in onjuntion with the Offie of Administration and Finane and in 
aordane with the Master Plan. 
The DRC’s review responsiility is the “ivi” mission of a projet, not its 
“private” or funtional one.  This inludes review of the projet in light of 
the Master Plan, with emphasis on sustainaility, the quality of puli open 
spae and landsape, on arhitetural form and exterior appearane, on the 
design of primary interior puli spaes, and the relationship and ontriu-
tion of the projet to its immediate surroundings and to the larger ampus 
ontext.  The DRC will seek advie from the Sustainaility Committee on is-
sues of sustainaility. 
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Project Review Criteria 
A review is triggered y any new arhitetural and/or site development proj-
et or any projet that affets or hanges the puli spaes of the University 
or a uilding appearane through replaement, repair or restoration.  All ma-
jor landsape projets with a onstrution ost of over $100,000 and uilding 
projets with a onstrution ost of over $500,000 will e reviewed.  Smaller 
projets will also e onsidered for review, although an areviated adminis-
trative proess may e employed.  In some ases, these projets may reate 
opportunities to initiate a transformation in the design harater of the am-
pus, and should always e evaluated for that potential.  The primary riterion 
that triggers review y the DRC is whether the projet affets or hanges the 
puli spaes and skyline of the University, inluding uilding loies. 
Design Review Committee Membership 
The Design Review Committee will e appointed y the President and will e 
made up of memers of the University ommunity and seleted design pro-
fessionals who have a demonstrated interest and sensiility to the oherent 
development of the ampus and quality of ampus design. 
It is reommended that the DRC inlude a President’s representative and a 
representative eah from the aademi ommunity and the Campus Planning 
Committee.  There should also e two outside professionals on the Committee 
and a representative of the Failities Division.  Consideration needs to e 
given to filling one of the outside professional positions with a nationally or 
regionally reognized arhitet, landsape arhitet or planner with a strong 
akground in ampus planning and design.  Design professionals should 
e preluded from working for the University at a projet level during their 
term on the DRC. 
Appointed memers will have staggered terms of three years to ensure in-
remental turnover.  To ensure the partiipation of the entire DRC, memer-
ship will e linked to reasonale attendane at meetings.  The President will 
appoint as Chair a person of judgment, diplomay and onvition as these 
qualities relate to the larger interests of the University as a whole. 
The DRC is primarily a review ody, not an ation ody.  Its role is as an ad-
visor to the President’s offie and the Offie of Administration and Finane 
onerning the diretion of ongoing ampus projets.  The DRC may also 
have seondary, more proative roles, inluding making reommendations 
regarding the need for revisions and refinements of the Master Plan. 
At least one a year, the DRC should failitate a walking tour of the ampus, 
tendering invitations to the President and others, for the purpose of oserv-
ing progress and hange in ampus design harater. 
Design Review Procedures 
The DRC will have regularly sheduled meetings with set proedures and an 
agenda.  Additional meetings should e sheduled as demanded y projet 
volume and shedule.  Projets will e presented to the DRC y the partiipat-
ing Users Committee and the projet design team, whih might inlude arhi-
tets, landsape arhitets, engineers or other professional onsultants.  Af-
ter every projet review, lear instrutions to the projet design team will e 
provided for review to the President’s offie.  Susequently, those instru-
tions will e onveyed to the Projet Committee and its onsultants in writing 
in a timely manner.  The sequene of ations/ reviews will inlude, ut not e 
limited to, the following: 
 Make availale to eah design team a omplete opy of the Campus Master 
Plan, inluding relevant design priniples and guidane. 
 Require an initial meeting with the arhitet or designer to larify the 
University’s intent. 
 Require formal intermediate and final reviews of the shemati design 
phase. 
 Require formal intermediate and final reviews of the projet y the 
Sustainaility Committee and the HPC, if loated within or adjaent to the 
Histori Distrit. 
 Require a review near the end of the design phase and, if there are sig-
nifiant hanges, there should e equivalent reviews for onstrution 
douments. 
 Condut a post-onstrution projet assessment. 
A determination may e made at the outset of the review proess that fewer 
review steps may e undertaken if the sale or impat of the projet is learly 
not so signifiant as to require extensive review. 
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Administrative Integration of Design Review
The suess of the DRC and the design review proess is prediated on the 
areful integration of the DRC into the existing University administration, es-
peially as it relates to ampus development and projet initiation. The entire 
development proess involves many different individuals and departments 
whose ontriutions will e more signifiant with lear delineation of ap-
propriate roles, responsiilities and interrelationships. It is expeted that the 
University will define the speifi roles and relationships of the following 
parties in the administration of the design review proess:
Design Review Committee (DRC)
Failities Division
Sustainaility Committee
Users Committee
Arhitet Seletion Committees
Projet Design Consultants
Campus Planning Committee (CPC)
Relationship of the Campus Master Plan to Project  
Programming, Planning, Design and Implementation
The proess is oneived to integrate aademi, fisal and physial planning 
as a omprehensive means of making sound deisions on the development 
of ampus failities and improvements. The Campus Master Plan is a ontri-
uting resoure to University-wide planning, programming and design pro-
esses. In summary, the relationship to suh proesses is as follows:
 For Spae and Faility Management, whih is the University projet needs 
assessment phase, the Plan provides a framework for assessing spae and 
faility needs in a omprehensive sense. Plan elements defining land use, 
development apaity and organization of the ampus an, for example, 
influene the determination of priorities and sequening in the identifia-
tion of needs. The Campus Planning Committee may e a suitale ariter in 
disussions aout projet needs and general spae needs.
 For Coneptual Feasiility, whih is primarily the projet planning phase, 
the Master Plan provides data and ontextual information that ontriute 
to ojetive analysis of loation and impat fators to e onsidered in 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
determining oneptual feasiility. Suh fators inlude land use suitaility 
and ompatiility with other uses, program apaity and density, aess 
harateristis, utility harateristis, and other loation irumstanes 
partiular to given areas of the ampus. The Campus Planning Committee 
should monitor projets at the oneptual feasiility level.
 For Projet Feasiility, whih is typially the design phase, the Master Plan 
provides information with respet to speifi site fators suh as uilding 
plaement, massing, servie aess, pedestrian and open relationships, 
and other partiular irumstanes that ear on site planning and design 
alternatives undertaken to determine projet feasiility. Design guidelines 
similarly inform the investigation of site and design alternatives. Early dia-
log with the Design Review Committee and Sustainaility Committee may 
e useful in strengthening the feasiility assessment of projets likely to 
have a signifiant impat on (or ontriution to) the ampus as a whole. 
Suh review may also define the “ivi domain” to e enompassed in the 
projet, whih will ear on its feasiility.
 For Projet Implementation, the Master Plan provides pratial guidane as 
to the form, massing and site relationships to e inorporated in the spe-
ifi design of the projet. The formal proedure of review y the Design 
Review Committee applies oth the monitoring proess and the requisite 
dialog to ensure design quality and ivi ontriution to the ampus envi-
ronment through the projet implementation phase.
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APPENDIX A: LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN GUIDANCE
The design guidelines are developed to offer the University with more spe-
ifi diretion for rehailitation, new onstrution and maintenane of the 
ampus landsape onsistent with the environmental, eonomi, and aes-
theti ojetives of the Campus Master Plan. These guidelines uild upon 
those estalished in the 2007 Histori Preservation Master Plan to promote 
onsisteny and effiieny in estalishing an aestheti rationale to aid in uni-
fying the ampus landsape. 
The landsape guidelines are sudivided into four major omponents that 
detail the ampus landsape:
Cirulation
 Landsaping: plantings, lawns, and natural areas  
(inluding rehailitated and reforestation)
Lighting
Furnishings
•
•
•
•
MASTER PLAN LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK
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Circulation Design Guidance 
The irulation system on ampus onsists of roads, parking lots, ikeways, 
pathways and plazas/gathering areas. Eah of these has individual design 
omponents that address adherene to overall goals of sustainaility, osts 
(life yle and routine maintenane) and appearane to promote a ompre-
hensile and rational ampus aestheti.
Campus Drives
Roadways through ampus should e designed to keep vehile speeds at 
a minimum and aknowledge pedestrian movements along and aross the 
drives. For ost onsiderations and ease of maintenane, plowing and repair, 
surfaing should e ituminous onrete, using reyled asphalt wherever 
possile. Drive width should not exeed 22 feet. Pedestrian rossings should 
e learly noted. In areas of heavy use, unit pavers should e onsidered to 
demarate rosswalks and aid in slowing traffi through ampus.
Munson Road
Loop Road
Saago Road
Flagstaff Road
Long Road
Hilltop Road
Pedestrianized Drives
Pedestrianized drives are roads whose loations require them to support oth 
heavy pedestrian use and routine ross-ampus vehiular traffi. The shared 
nature of these drives and their key loations neessitates design solutions 
that redue traffi speed and provide readale onnetions to the ampus 
walkway system.
These roads should e twenty feet in width, and surfaed with asphalt. Use 
of reyled asphalt is enouraged where tehnially feasile and appropriate. 
Unit pavers should e used for rosswalks whih should e set as lose to the 
adjoining walkway as possile. Curing should e avoided for these roads.
Grove Walk
Beddington Walkway 
Aess roads in Residential areas
Entry Servie area north of the Union
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
Pedestrian walkways
Walkways should e loated to reognize desired pedestrian routes to the 
greatest extent possile. They should e designed to e ontinuous, enaling 
arrier free, ovious onnetions through ampus. All pathways should e de-
signed to meet urrent aessiility standards for outdoor use areas. A stan-
dard for new and reuilt ampus walkways, all pedestrian ways should have a 
minimum surfaed width of eight (8) feet. As it is most ost effiient and prati-
al to lear walkways of snow y truk or trator, the eight (8) foot width is the 
minimum needed to avoid impating the adjaent landsape.
The reommend nine (9) foot wide pathway setion illustrates a omination 
of materials to provide a durale and attrative pathway surfaing. Asphalt 
(or related material) is the most ost effetive, durale material on a per unit 
asis and should form the internal walkway orridor with a minimum paved 
width of six feet. Reyled asphalt aggregate may e used, ut are should 
e taken in speifying aggregate size as often inder and ase are mixed 
in reyled material, resulting in a ourser mixture than the B-type typial-
ly used in sidewalk appliations. Similarly, use of porous asphalt paving is 
limited y the appliation of fine aggregates in sand/salt mixtures during 
winter months. 
A two perent rown on the asphalt surfae will promote drainage toward the 
eighteen (18) inh permeale shoulders that flank the entral rion of pav-
ing. Comprised of onrete unit pavers set in aggregate drainage medium, 
these ands will armor the edge of the walks to protet the adjaent land-
sape, aid in reduing the sale of the walkways, and will provide a visual 
CAMPUS DRIVES - FLAGSTAFF ROAD
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PEDESTRIANIzED DRIVES - GROVE WALK
The design guidelines are developed to offer UMaine 
with more specific direction for rehabilitation, new con-
struction and maintenance of the campus landscape that 
is consistent with the environmental, economic, and aes-
thetic objectives of the Campus Master Plan. 
onnetion to the surfaing of plazas and gathering areas loated along the 
walks. Susurfae perforated drain lines may e emedded in the aggregate 
ase of the shoulders and onnet to io-infiltration ells if needed to ad-
dress storm water requirements.
Walk alignments should avoid tight turns and ninety degree orners for ease 
of snow removal and minimizing impats to the landsape. To the greatest 
extent possile walkways should e plaed over steam lines.
Bike-Paths and Trails
New trails and pathways, partiularly those that will serve multiple purposes 
and reeive heavy use should e developed with good internal drainage and 
stale surfaing. The ase should have a minimum of fourteen inhes of MDOT 
Type D and four inhes of Type C aggregate material with a surfae mix of the 
following gradation. All surfaes should e rowned to promote drainage. 
Currently, rereation trails and non-paved surfaes in outlying areas are re-
surfaed with sweepings from winter sanding. This is an eonomi re-use of 
waste material, ut are should e taken in the appliation of this material on 
newly onstruted trails so as to not redue surfae porosity.
SIEVE DESIGNATION PERCENT PASSING (By wEIGhT)
1/2” 100%
3/8” 90-100%
No. 4 60-81%
No. 8 44-60%
No. 40 20-33%
No. 200 12-16%
WALKWAY WIDTH SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF EIGHT FEET TO ALLOW FOR SNOW PLOWING AND 
MIMIMIzE IMPACTS TO ADJACENT LANDSCAPES
PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
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PLAzAS AND COURTYARDS SHOULD PROVIDE ADEqUATE AREAS FOR SEATING
Plazas and Courtyards
Plazas and ourtyards are important spaes with the framework of the am-
pus landsape, providing opportunities for pedestrian movement, soial in-
teration, gathering and quite relaxation. These spaes often omine oth 
hardsaping (paved surfaes) with softsape (landsaped areas). Although 
the design of plazas, gathering areas and feature loations will e driven y 
the loation, program and requirements of the individual spaes, a palette of 
materials is reommended to promote a degree of onsisteny and onne-
tion etween the spaes.
 Surfacing—These spaes should e surfaed with unit pavers. These pavers 
should e either an interloking onrete unit or lay rik pavers with a 
minimum depth of two and half inhes. (Clay should e used only if nees-
sitated y design ojetives/requirements due to expense). Conrete unit 
pavers should have integral olor to avoid loss of surfae olor over time. 
Units should e set on an asphalt ase (over a minimum of 18” of ompat-
ed MDOT speifi ed aggregate) with a one-inh sand-mortar (6:1 ratio) set-
ting ed. Where servie lanes are required within a plaza area, unit pavers 
with pores for turf growth set on a minimum eighteen inh aggregate ase 
should e used to minimize impervious surfaes and improve aesthetis.
 Drainage—Stormwater should e treated loally to the greatest extent 
possile, inorporating io-retention ells into the landsape design
of the plaza. These an provide visual interest and eduational / interpretive 
opportunities.
•
•
 Seating Areas—Plazas and ourtyards should inlude adequate areas for seat-
ing. These are est inorporated into landsape omponents of the spae 
and oriented to oserve ativity and movement. Seating should e provided 
through enhes, low retaining/planter walls, landsape stones and granite 
loks. Use of onrete masonry unit (CMU) walls should e avoided. 
Surface Parking Lots
The design of new and rehailitated parking lots should seek to meet mul-
tiple design goals:
Address quality and quality of stormwater run-off.
 To meet regulatory requirements as well as overarhing ampus goals of envi-
ronmental stewardship, the design of individual parking lots must ollet and 
treat stormwater in a manner onsistent with the Best Management Praties 
(BMP) and ampus stormwater plan. Solutions that omine stormwater miti-
gation with infi ltration and/or landsape treatments are enouraged. In ondi-
tions where opportunities to treat runoff are limited and visual appearane of 
the lot is important, onsider use of porous unit pavers for parking ays.
Effi ciently accommodate vehicle access and parking needs.
Parking lots should e learly designed, allowing for ease of aess and ir-
ulation. Internal plantings should e loated so as to not redue driving and 
turning visiility. 
•
BIRDS EYE VIEW OF THE CLOKE PLAzA AND MLK PLAzA AREAS
CLOKE
PLAzA
MLK
 PLAzA
FOGLER
LIBRARY
UNION
CCA
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PARKING LOT DESIGN CURB CUTS DRAIN RAINWATER 
TO SWALE
 Allow for efficient snow removal operations.
Snow removal represents a signifiant expense to University operations. 
Parking lot layout should allow for the moving and storage of snow without 
removal of snow to an offsite loation. Snow storage must e separate from 
landsape areas dediated to stormwater treatment.
Clearly connect to pedestrian pathway system. 
Gateways to pedestrian pathway system at parking lots should e easily a-
essile, learly marked and well lighted. Where possile, loate onnetions 
to enourage walking down parking isles rather than aross them. Where 
rossing isles is needed, provide designated walkway onnetions. Where 
possile, use unit pavers to designate walkways. These may doule as 
rumle strips or speed tales to slow traffi within lots.
 Reduce visual impacts of lots.
Parking lots annot e totally hidden, ut effetive landsape treatments at 
the edges of the lots as well as internally will help soften the visual impat of 
the lot. To the greatest extent possile, parking lots should e sreened with 
ontinuous hedge plantings that take into the aount snow removal/storage 
needs. Internal parking lot islands should e a minimum of twelve (12) feet in 
width and onfigured so as to not impede effiient snow removal. To redue 
the heat island effet of the lot, provide some shade for vehiles and improve 
the aesthetis of the parking lot, islands should e planted with drought tol-
erant trees and shrus (see plant list). 
Service Areas
Existing dumpsters, reyling, and temporary trash storage should e on-
solidated into an area with servieale aess and e oriented away from 
major view orridors, foal points and axis of pedestrian routes. Servie ar-
eas either adjaent to uildings or ativity areas should e sreened y a ma-
sonry wall, at a minimum height of 6 feet. Design plans for new onstrution 
or renovations of existing uildings should inlude enlosed areas with oper-
ale gates for trash and reyling. Isolated dumpsters outside of designated 
servie areas should e eliminated.
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INFORMAL TREE PLANTING
Landscape and Plantings Design Guidance
The vegetative features of the landsape—the trees, shrus, groundovers 
and lawns are an essential and defining part of the University of Maine am-
pus. This green infrastruture plays an essential role not only in reating an 
attrative, livale ampus, ut also in fostering the long term goals of sus-
tainaility adopted y the University. From the earliest history of the ampus, 
as depited in the 2007 Histori Preservation Master Plan, the miro-limate 
enefits of vegetation were reognized as plantings were designed to reate 
shade, estalish windreaks and aid in the delineation of exterior spaes. 
As part of the implementation of the Master Plan, new plantings should re-
infore estalished landsape patterns and strengthen the onnetions e-
tween the histori and modern landsapes. As with all ampuses, landsape 
improvements are implemented in setions, typially on a projet y projet 
asis assoiated with irulation or uilding improvements. It is the purpose 
of this plan to set asi parameters for plantings to ensure that as the land-
sape omponents are implemented gradually, the piees will unite into a 
rational whole. In the roadest sense, new landsape improvements should 
serve to improve the livaility of the ampus while minimizing demands 
plaed on ampus resoures. Considerations of duraility, maintenane, and 
requirements for are should fator into future planting and landsape de-
sign of exterior spaes.
As a general guideline, use of native plants is enouraged throughout the 
ampus in new installations and rehailitations. Native plants that are adapt-
ed to the limate and environmental onditions in Orono should form the 
overall struture of the ampus landsape. However, in keeping with the 
landsape hortiulture traditions of the ampus, the use of non-native plants, 
those that have historial or ustomary uses and are found to e appropriate 
y ontemporary standards (i.e. low maintenane, non-invasive, non-toxi, 
et.) should e used in selet loations. The ongoing effort to eautify the 
landsape y designating the UMaine ampus as an aroretum is an oppor-
tunity to omprehensively integrate the native plant framework with non-na-
tive feature speies. It is reommended that this effort should e oordinated 
though the development of a ampus wide Planting Master Plan to diret 
future plant seletion, loation and maintenane. This plan would assist fu-
ture designers and failities staff in ensuring that the overall arhing goals of 
the sustainaility, funtionality, and eautifiation as they relate to landsape 
improvements are losely integrated. 
Plantings on ampus are reognized to serve a host of environmental pur-
poses—from influening the mirolimates around uildings and pedestrian 
zones to humanizing the sale of exterior spaes. These funtion and values 
of plants within the ampus landsape an e summarized in the following 
ategories. Reommended speies for speifi purposes an e found in the 
Plant List. 
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PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYSWINDBREAKS
Shelter, Shade and windbreaks
Strategi plaement of seleted trees and shrus an e effetively used 
to offer shelter from prevailing winds, redue snow aumulation and re-
infore irulation patterns. The strengthening of the east/west onnetions 
envisioned y the plan allows for the development of vegetated orridors 
that an help mitigate the impat of prevailing winter winds and promote 
the ooling effets of summer reezes. Proper plant seletion and loation 
an aid in limate/lighting ontrol in uildings y uffering northerly winter 
winds, promoting southerly winter light and shading in the summer. 
windbreaks
Vegetation an reate effetive windreaks for pedestrian movements 
through ampus. Properly loated and sized vegetation will redue the 
strength of winds and filter them rather than deflet them elsewhere, as with 
the eddie effet aused y uildings and solid arriers. The general priniple 
for planting a windreak is to estalish a row of evergreen trees with smaller 
plantings on oth the windward and leeward sides. This will allow for filter-
ing of winds oth at and aove the pedestrian level, reduing the veloity 
in the leeward diretion of the windreak. Typially, the effetiveness of an 
estalished windreak extends approximately four to six times the height of 
the trees leeward of the vegetated line.
Where east-west walkways pass along the southern edge of open spaes, 
a ontinuous planting of oniferous vegetation with a minimum height of 
twelve (12) feet should e installed approximately ten to twelve feet from the 
edge of pavement. Where spae permits understory plantings should front 
the evergreens to provide additional uffering. 
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Shade and Sun Control
Plantings an e used to provide shade and ooling for uildings, the am-
pus irulation system and open spaes. Proper loation of shading deidu-
ous vegetation adjaent to south and west faing uilding exposures an sig-
nifiantly lower summer ooling loads while allowing penetration of winter 
sunlight. Typially, deiduous trees with higher anopies and denser foliage 
provide more effetive shading and ooling for uildings and walkways than 
those with lighter, less dense anopies. While deiduous trees provide effe-
tive summer shading, they also reate some shade in winter. The year round 
shading effets should e onsidered in landsape design strategies.
 Evergreen tree plantings should e kept at a suffiient distane from south 
faing uilding exposure to ensure low angle winter sun is not ostruted. 
Proper seletion (speies harateristis suh as form, height, density, and 
growth rate) and plaement (quantity, distane from uilding) of vegetation 
for shading will e dependent upon the loation, orientation, height and de-
sign of the uilding. 
In general, the optimal relationship of the tree height to uilding for maxi-
mum shade effet an e summarized as a onstant 0.4 (ased on a o-ef-
fiient of the Orono’s latitude) times the differene etween the design height 
of the tree anopy (expeted mature height for speies in that loation) and 
the maximum height of area to e shaded. For instane, a red maple with a 
mature (design) height of 50 feet should e planted a minimum of 9 ft. from 
a uilding with a glazed height of 27 feet: <(.4)(50-27)= 9.2 feet. 
Focal Points, Space and Corridor Definition, and Screening
As detailed in the Histori Preservation Master Plan, vegetation has een 
used sine the founding of the institution to define spaes (as opposed to fill-
ing them), serve as foal points (Campana Elm), and distinguish irulation 
routes. As a twenty first entury initiative, the Master Plan envisions a more 
ompat pattern of development that emphasizes onnetivity through pe-
destrian and vehiular orridors and a well defined series of interonneted 
open spaes. As a departure from the pituresque and informal plantings 
along road and pathways (with the notale exeption of the mall) that his-
torially developed on ampus, new plantings should serve to oth reinfore 
these linkages while at the same time, when appropriate, offer environmental 
enefits of shade, solar aess, wind mitigation and storm water treatment. 
Corridor plantings should e onsistent with standards set forth in earlier 
landsape reommendations: prevalent use of native speies, road ano-
py as opposed to narrow growth hait (unless otherwise ditated y spae 
limitations), avoidane of monoulture plantings and use of differing speies 
to define nodes and intersetions. As in previous reommendations, are 
should e taken in the seletion and plaement of shrus in proximity to oth 
pedestrian and vehiular intersetions. As line of sight and visiility are key 
design parameters in these loations, shrus should not exeed three feet 
height within eight feet of an intersetion. 
The amount of soil availale for root growth has a diret relationship to the 
size, health and growth rate of trees. To optimize availale root growth areas, 
orridor tree plantings should e installed in ontinuous soil eds with a pre-
ferred soil volume of 1,000 ui feet per tree. Where pratial, trees should 
e not plaed in landsaped medians etween roads and walkways, unless 
medians are a minimum of ten feet wide and avoid eing plaed within the 
temperature gradient of underground steam lines.
A mixed planting of evergreen trees and deiduous and evergreen shrus 
should e used for sreening of parking lots and servie areas. Plantings 
should e informal and nonlinear to de-emphasize the size and regularity of 
the ojet eing sreened. As noted aove, plantings within parking lots are 
intended to provide shade, redue the visual impats and aid in design and 
organization of the lot. Speies should e seleted for duraility, drought and 
salt tolerane, and aility to form a shading anopy.
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WETLAND RESTORATION AND REFORESTATION ALONG BELGRADE ROAD
Restoration, Revegetation, and Reforestation
The Master Plan identifies a numer of degraded landsapes that an e 
restored as part of the onsolidation of developed footprint of the ampus. 
These projets, aimed at reonneting fragmented natural systems on am-
pus inlude restoration of wetlands, re-vegetation of impervious areas and 
reforestation of distured or grassed areas to re-unite loks of existing for-
est. These efforts should seek to restore the integrity and natural funtion of 
the eosystem and should do so in a way that is self-sustaining, requiring 
minimal intervention after installation and allowing for natural suession. 
These efforts should e used as an eduational tool, engaging suessive 
lasses of students in the design, installation and monitoring of the restora-
tion proess. As a variety of natural systems will e reated through these ef-
forts, restoration plans will need to take into aount the hydrologi regime, 
soil harateristis (existing and amended), availaility of sunlight, exposure 
and orientation of the sites.
Reforestation of distured areas will improve haitat for native flora and fau-
na, inrease opportunities for limited on-ampus aron sequestration and 
enhane rereational opportunities. As envisioned in the Master Plan, the 
reorganization of the entrane off Rangeley Road and onsolidation of park-
ing at the east side of ampus will allow for a signifiant northward expan-
sion of the Forest Preserve. This reforestation will allow for a green linkage 
through the northeast quadrant of ampus, onneting the Forest Preserve 
to the Demeritt University Forest. As with restoration, the reforestation effort 
presents a dynami learning opportunity and should engage students in the 
design, installation and monitoring proess, oordinated through the Shool 
of Forest Resoures. 
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wetland Reclamation and Restoration 
The restoration of wetland systems is a omplex proess, the design for 
whih will e ased on numerous fators inluding hydrologi, topographi 
and soil harateristis. As envisioned in the Master Plan, the wetland om-
plex off Rangeley Road urrently fragmented y parking lots and roadways 
and degraded y a managed stormwater system will e largely relaimed, 
and reonneted to the wetland omplex within the Forest Preserve. The 
stormwater funtions of the existing wetland will e enhaned y the intro-
dution of su-watershed treatment, removal of grassed retention areas, and 
the integration into a restored native haitat. The design for the restoration 
will e highly dependent upon the planned hydrologi regimes and topo-
graphi harateristis of the system: lowland wet areas, those sujet to 
frequent flooding and slow surfae drainage will have differing plant speies 
than those of lowland wet—mesi zones whih are haraterized y more 
pronouned yles of flood and drought. A multidisiplinary team of wetland 
sientists, stormwater design professionals and landsape arhitets should 
e retained to design the system. 
Stormwater Mitigation
Addressing stormwater needs on a loal level will redue investment in infra-
struture and downstream environmental effets of large sale stormwater 
treatment. Within su-watersheds, loal treatment of stormwater an often 
e integrated into or omined with landsape features. Rain gardens and 
ioretention ells offer opportunities to store, treat and slowly release storm-
water. These Low Impat Development (LID’s) praties are an integral part 
of the Best Management Praties (BMP’s) developed y the Bureau of Land 
and Water quality, Maine Department of Environmental Protetion, the agen-
y harged with regulating stormwater management.
It is reommended that landsape design solutions e developed for treat-
ment of stormwater on a site speifi asis. The size, shape, loation and 
exposure of the treatment area are important determinants in the seletion 
and funtion of vegetation for stormwater mitigation. The Plant List identifies 
plants suitale for these purposes.
As envisioned in the Master Plan, the east-west landsaped orridors link-
ing the Forest Preserve and the wetland omplex to the east with the am-
pus ore an aommodate loations for stormwater treatment and serve as 
onduits for disharge. Within the orridors, the zone of anopy vegetation 
an serve to delay and partially asor stormwater, direting it to landsape 
io–retention ells free of deep root strutures for infiltration, treatment and 
slow disharge. These ells should e positioned to aept oth general site 
run-off and drainage from strutures adjaent to the orridors. 
VEGETATED SWALES  WITH GRASSES CAN PROVIDE LOCALIzED  TREATMENT
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UMAINE CAMPUS LAWN
Lawns
Lawns play a key role in the soial and rereational funtion of ampus. On 
aount of the University of Maine’s agrarian roots and the relatively low in-
stallation ost, lawns have evolved to form the dominant ground over type 
on ampus. As a result, a signifiant amount of resoures (energy, time and 
money) are spent in maintaining lawns. In many areas ompation, lak of 
water and the effets of winter plowing leave turf areas are, promoting ero-
sion and unsightly onditions. 
As part of a more sustainale approah to the design and maintenane of 
the ampus landsape, maintained lawns should e limited to those areas 
used for rereation, ativities and funtions, and areas of histori/visual sig-
nifiane. Bakground, intersties, and un-programmed spaes ould e on-
verted to more sustainale ground over types. These inlude:
Unit Pavers—Small areas where lawns are diffiult to keep estalished due to 
heavy foot traffi, underground steam lines and other mehanial damage 
should e surfaed with a more durale, porous over suh as unit pavers 
set on an aggregate ase. Use of asphalt and impervious materials should e 
avoided. Unit pavers should e set on a minimum 18” aggregate.
Vegetation—Smaller lawn areas that are not ativity enters or informal gath-
ering areas (suh as lawn panels etween uildings and walkways) or are dif-
fiult to mow (emankments, small areas with aess issues, et.) are andi-
dates for onversion to shru and trees plantings. Where feasile, these eds 
an e designed to serve as rain gardens or loalized storm water treatment 
areas. As lawns are relatively sterile environments, removal of turf grass in 
favor of plantings will help promote overall ampus goals of iodiversity. 
Alternative grasses—Larger areas that do not serve a soial, ultural or re-
reational funtion on ampus and need to remain open are andidates for 
onversion to a lower maintenane meadow grass. These grasses require far 
less mowing, usually one to three times a growing season, as opposed to the 
weekly mowings typial of ampus maintenane today. 
Grasses reommended for this purpose are slow growing, hardy fesue 
mixes whih grow to form a dense turf, suitale for sun and partial shade, 
and resistant to weed growth. These lump grasses take some time to get 
estalished, ut one in plae an thrive in a variety of moisture and ex-
posure regimes. The University of Maine Cooperative Extension Servie has 
experimented with a numer of these mixes and has found No-Mow Lawn 
Mix (sown at 5 l/1000 sq ft) to yield the est results:
24.5% SR5100 Chewings Fesue
24.5% Azay Sheep Fesue
12.25% SR3100 Hard Fesue
12.25% Saldis Hard Fesue
12.25% Creeping Red Fesue
12.25% Dawson Red Fesue 
Soure: Prairie Nursery, PO Box 306., Westfield, WI 53964   
1-800-476-9453  / www.prairienursery.om
A omprehensive review of ampus lawns should e onduted to determine 
the est approah to reduing maintenane needs. Consultation etween the 
failities division and university departments and affiliates with expertise in 
turf grass management will aid in developing a viale strategy for reduing 
high maintenane turf grasses. 
Plant Recommendations
The following is a list of primarily native and ommonly used speies hardy 
in USDA zone 4—5a, for Orono, Maine. This is a partial list of speies ap-
propriate to various uses and onditions addressed in the design guidelines. 
Additional speies may e onsidered when developing detailed plans for 
speifi areas on ampus.
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LATIN NAME COMMON NAME NATIVE REMARkS USES
DECIDUOUS CANOPy TREES 
Acer rubrum Red Maple Y Several varieties available. Durable, drought tolerant and attractive. P&D, S, L, R
Acer saccharum Sugar Maple Y “Green Mountain” and “Legacey” common varieties. Drought tolerant but cannot withstand winter salting. P&D, S, L
Betula nigra River Birch N Native to So. New England. “Heritage” most common variety. More resistant to pests than native Paper Birch P&D, L
Betula alleghaniensis Yellow Birch Y Light shade, beautiful bark L, R
Betula populifolia GrayBirch Y Good for difficult sites  R
Carpinus betulus European Hornbeam N “Fastigiata” most common variety in commerce- good for confined spaces  drought tolerant P&D, S, L
Fraxinus americana White ash Y “Summit” common variety. Limit extent of planting due disease susceptibility S, L, R
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green ash Y “Marshall’s Seedless” common variety. Limit extent of planting due disease susceptibility P&D, R
Ostrya virginiana American Hophornbeam Y Good medium size tree. Can be difficult to establish P&D, S, L
Quercus alba White Oak Y Slow growing  and long lived, good for areas where space is not limited. S
Quercus rubra Red Oak Y Long lived, good for areas where space is not limited. P&D, S
Quercus palustris Pin Oak N Native to So. New England. Drought tolerant, not good for confined spaces due to branching pattern P&D, L
Tilia americana Basswood Y Tolerant of poor soils, suckering tendancy. “Boulevard” and “Redmond” common varieties P&D, S, L
Tilia cordata Littleleaf Linden N Traditional street tree with regular, pyramidal form. Variety “Greenspire” most common P&D, S, L
Ulmus americana American Elm Y Several varieties (“Valley Forge”, “Princeton”) show good resistance to Dutch Elm Disease. P&D
EVERGREEN TREES 
Abies balsamea Balsam Fir Y Open, sunny locations, not choice for continuous windbreaks W
Abies concolor White Fir N Blueish color W
Juniperus virginiana Eastern Redcedar Y Forms dense edge, susceptible to several pests, attractive to deer W, L, R
Juniperus chinensis
var. “Hetzii Columnaris” Chinese Juniper N Good hedge for tighter spaces, deer resistant. W
Picea glauca White Spruce Y Most commonly used for wind screens. Retains lower branches W, R
Picea abies Norway Spruce N Pendulous, retains lower branches. Large tree needs adequate space. W, L
Picea mariana Black Spruce Y Tolerates wet sites We, R
Pinus strobus White Pine Y State tree of Maine. Good in youth for windbreak. Can be trimmed to remain dense. W, L, R
Pinus resinosa Red Pine Y Not dense, looses lower branches over time. Attractive W, L, R
Pinus sylvestris Scotch Pine N Good in youth for windbreak. Best planted in masses. W
Tsuga canadensis Eastern Hemlock Y Graceful, slow growing. Potential pest problems. L, R
Thuya occidentalis Northern white cedar Y Forms dense edge, susceptible to several pests, attractive to deer W, R
UNDERSTORy / SMALL TREES AND ShRUBS 
Amelanchier canadensis Shadblow Y Good for shade locations, early spring bloom L, We, S, R
Amelanchier laevis Alleghany Serviceberry Y Fall color, wet sites L, We,
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LATIN NAME COMMON NAME NATIVE REMARkS USES
UNDERSTORy / SMALL TREES AND ShRUBS 
Cornus alternifolia Pagoda Dogwood Y Good for shade locations L, 
Cornus sericea Redtwig Dogwood Y Winter interest We, L, S, R
Cornus racemosa Gray Dogwood Y Adaptable, good for difficult sites We, L
Clethra alnifolia Sweet Pepperbush Y Fragrant midsummer blooms, shade tolerant We, S, L
Dirca palustris Leatherwood Y Good in mass plantings, wet sites We, L, S
Hamamelis virginiana Common Witchhazel Y Fall flowering, shade location We, L
Ilex verticillata Winterberry Y Good for wet sites male needed for berry set We, L, S, R
Fothergilla gardenii Dwarf Fothergilla N Good landscape plant in groupings L
Kalmia angustifolia   Lambkill Y Good for naturalizing, best in very acid soil L, R
Myrica gale   Sweetgale   Y Bushy; dark green, aromatic foliage L
Rhododendron canadense   Rhodora Y W, S, R. L
Rhodendron sp Rhodendron Y, N Acidic soils, light shade, protected sites  L
Taxus x media, Yew cultivars N Selected cultivar for screen, windbreaks. Taxus canadensis is species W, L
Vaccinium corymbosum   Highbush blueberry   Y Wildlife and landscape value L, R
Viburnum acerifolium   Mapleleaf viburnum   Y Suckering; good for mass plantings in shady sites. R, L
Viburnum lantanoides Hobblebush Y Open shrub; good for naturalized landscape R,L
Viburnum dentatum var. lucidum   Arrowwood viburnum   Y Durable; good for hedges; tolerates alkaline soil W, R, L
Viburnum lentago   Nannyberry   Y Good for wildlife and naturalized landscapes R, L
Vibrunum opulus Highbush cranberry   Y Screening; good for wildlife landscapes W, R, L, We
PERENNIALS AND FERNS 
Adiantum pedatum Maidenhair Fern We, S
Athyrium filix-femina Lady Fern
Caltha palustris    Marsh marigold Y We, S
Campanula rotundifolia Harebell Y We, S
Eupatorium maculatum   Joe-pye weed   Y We, S
Eupatorium perfoliatum   Boneset Y We, S
Iris versicolor   Blue flag   Y We, S
Onoclea sensibilis Sensitive Fern Y We, S
Legend
P& D—suitable for use in parking lots and drives – generally tolerant of reflected 
heat and drought
S— suitable for shading buildings and landscapes
L—general landscape use
R —Reforestation and rehabilitation
We—Wetland applications
S—Stormwater mitigation/ rain gardens
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Lighting 
Currently there are a variety of pedestrian, roadway and parking lot lighting 
types on ampus. In reent projets UMaine has sought to standardize pedes-
trian and roadway lighting y adopting an energy effiient, full ut–off light 
standard from the Promenade Series® manufatured y Arhitetural Area 
Lighting (AAL). (light photo) Preferred height for fixtures along pedestrian 
ways is fourteen feet, spaing ommensurate with level of lighting desired. A 
minimum of one foot andle is reommended for lighting levels along path-
ways. The range of fixture types availale in Promenade Series allows for 
flexiility in the seletion of lighting for various purposes while maintaining 
the integrity of an overall ampus lighting design standard. The seletion of 
fixture style, heights and lamping in speial areas suh as plazas and ourt-
yards should e differentiated from orridor (pathway and roadway) lighting. 
Bollard and low level lighting should e avoided due to potential damage 
aused y snow plowing.
Lighting for ampus should e provided in the amounts needed for safety 
and visiility and that onsume the minimum amount of energy possile. All 
ampus lighting should e IES (Illuminating Engineering Soiety) designated 
“full ut-off” fixtures (Dark Sky Friendly) that ensure that no light is emitted 
aove the lowest part of the fixture. Lamps should e olor orreted High 
Pressure Sodium (unless used for motion sensing), wattage determined y 
the speifi appliation. A lighting designer with Dark Sky experiene should 
e retained for projets in exess of 10,000 lumens.
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Furnishing 
Exterior ampus furnishings inlude enhes and seating surfaes, trash 
reeptales, ash ins and iyle raks. The styles, materials, finishes, and 
olors should e oordinated to lend onsisteny to overall level of finish in 
the ampus landsape. Produts need not e seleted from the same manu-
faturer so long as the individual elements orrespond. 
Benches and Seating Surfaces
Seating should e omfortale, durale and attrative. Manufatured enh-
es should have a wood seating surfae (wood from FSC ertifiated soure) 
and metal frame (reyled ontent preferred). As with lighting, a onsistent 
style should e used throughout ampus. Variations within this style an e 
used to distinguish areas or uses on ampus. 
Other materials used for seating surfaes suh as stone, onrete or masonry 
should e designed to e omfortale for seating with a height of 18 to 20 
inhes and a minimum of 15 inhes deep. Edges should e rounded and seat-
ing surfaes smooth (thermal finish on granite is aeptale). Use of preast 
onrete lok walls for seating should e avoided due to instaility.
Trash and Recycling Receptacles, Ash Bins 
Trash reeptales should e attrative, easy to empty and have a fixed over 
for moisture protetion. The ampus has adopted a ommonly availale trash 
reeptale that meets these standards. Reyling ins and ash urns are avail-
ale in styles similar to the trash reeptales. 
Bicycle Racks
Biyle raks should e funtional, durale, and unotrusive. They should e 
in-ground mounted on a onrete pad, loated out of the path of pedestrian 
movement and allow for loking of ikes. The U Series from Madrax (used 
at Oak Hall) (photo) have proven to e a durale and attrative produt. The 
quantity, size, and finish should e determined y the site speifi appliation.
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APPENDIX B: COMMUNITy 
COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
The following ommunity ollaoration opportunities paper was reated dur-
ing the planning proess to review and assess potential options for partner-
ing with the muniipalities of Orono and Old Town on soial and eonomi 
development initiatives. It is inluded in the Master Plan to failitate future 
planning disussions with the host ommunities. 
A reurrent theme among UMaine’s strategi priorities is to develop more 
roust eonomi, soial and ultural ollaorations with the University’s im-
mediate host ommunities. That theme is expressed as an important ampus 
planning goal, as well. 
The following summarizes potential options for ampus initiatives that ould 
e undertaken in and with the ommunities off-ampus, as diret investment 
or as ollaorative puli/private investments. The options disussed here-
in are independent of the planning onepts for on-ampus development 
outlined in the Master Plan, and are not ontingent on either the sequen-
ing of ampus development proposals or the land use patterns emodied 
in the Master Plan. Rather, the off-ampus options are ontingent on the 
University’s strategi interests in pursuing suh options at any point in the fu-
ture. Consequently, several possile rationales for the pursuit of off-ampus 
development options, as well as potential opportunities and onstraints to e 
onsidered in deating the merit of the options are onsidered in this paper. 
DOWNTOWN ORONO
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Town Center Revitalization Strategies
The University and the ommunities of Orono and Old Town have a mutual 
stake in the vitality of the enters in eah ommunity. For the University, the 
stake is to have thriving downtowns that are appealing to students, staff and 
faulty and visitors. The quality of the town and ity enter environments 
ears not just on reruiting of students, faulty and staff, ut on the asi 
sense of amenity, interest and hoie that sustains the quality of life for mem-
ers the University ommunity. Clearly, it is in the interest of the towns to 
have thriving enters that provide jos and tax ase, and the same qual-
ity of life fators for town itizens as would e sought y the University. A 
roadening of the town enter use and the eonomi mix provides diversity 
and staility. 
The institutional reasons for the University to have a role in ommunity eo-
nomi development have een artiulated in UMaine’s strategi douments. 
The pratial reasons are that the University, as the prinipal eonomi entity 
in the area, has the ivi leverage to ontriute to a town enter revitalization 
role in onert with the muniipalities.
The preursor to suh a role is to estalish a dialogue with either or oth 
muniipalities to determine mutual interests in town enter revitalization 
and improvement. It is reasonale to antiipate that any endeavor should 
e approahed strategially and in onert with mutually identified interests. 
Following are possile development options in whih the University ould e 
a partner or initiator:
Adaptive Re-Use
Either “Storefront” or new onstrution of University –related failities lend-
ed into the fari of the town enter(s)
 University offie spae for operations that do not have to e loated on 
ampus. This option would add working population and use diversity to 
the town enter(s)
Cultural use (gallery, exhiition spae, ultural event spae)
 Institutional outreah uses (extension or loal fous programs, eduational 
programs, meeting spaes)
•
•
•
Opportunities/Benefits
Enhane/diversify town enter ativities
 Demonstrate institutional ommitment y ringing ampus use to the 
town enter(s)
Inreases exposure of the University ommunity to town life 
Constraints/Cautions
 Proess of finding loation and estalish ompatile use aeptale 
to ommunity
 Need to rigorously validate the eonomis of the venture relative to 
institutional priorities 
 Ensure that separation from ampus doesn't ompromise institutional 
priorities
 Need to ensure reliale transportation onnetions with ampus to miti-
gate physial separation
Mixed Use Development
Partiipation in mixed-use development with private setor developers and 
town(s) that ould inlude any of the aove uses as well as ommerial and 
residential uses. 
This option is a more amitious endeavor than the University-related op-
tions, oth in its impat on the town enter and the omplexities of organiz-
ing the endeavor. It would depend on a prior onurrene with the ommu-
nity that a sustantial initiative is desirale and appropriate for oth parties.
Opportunities/Benefits
Signifiantly expands, enhanes and diversifies town enter ativities.
 Demonstrates institutional ommitment to town enter eonomi 
development
Builds on estalished usiness enter ase rather than ompeting with it
Expands tax ase, working populations, living population in town enter
 Potential soure of inome to University, depending on finanial relation-
ship with developer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Constraints/Cautions 
 Need to undertake market study to determine feasiility of development 
program
 Complexity of formulating finanial and operating agreements with 
town(s) and developers
 Complexity of identifying suitale sites and agreeing on projet sale and 
uses ompatile with town needs and interests
 Need to estalish rigorous quality ontrol measures to protet University 
and ommunity interests
In-town University-oriented housing with private  
sector developers.* 
This option is prediated on the notion that off-ampus housing in or near 
a town enter would offer roader hoies for mature (staff/faulty and or 
graduate students) memers of the ampus ommunity. It ould e aom-
modated through adaptive reuse of existing uildings or new onstrution.
* A development partnership ould entail a sustantial level of University investment or susidy to ensure afford-
ale housing, with a guarantee provision for oupany during amortization. This will e a onsideration given  
the age and ondition of University Park, the existing housing availale for families, graduate students and  
visiting faulty / staff.
Opportunities/Benefits
 Adds a resident population to the town enter, supporting loal usinesses
Adds to tax ase (assuming market-ased development)
 Possile reruiting tool, partiularly for young faulty/staff needing reli-
ale housing until settling into loality
Constraints/Cautions
 Complexity of formulating finanial and operating agreements with 
developer
Complexity of site seletion, projet ompatiility and town approvals
Need to ensure reliale transportation onnetions with ampus
 Community onerns aout student resident ehavior (prinipal reason 
that student housing should e oriented to a "mature" population of staff/
faulty and/or graduate students)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Industrial Park Partership
Partiipation in future development of proposed industrial park site on Old 
Town property east of ampus.
The goal of suh partiipation ould e two-fold:  (1) to support industrial-
type R&D/tehnology transfer ativities diretly or indiretly assoiated with 
ampus researh on a loation proximate to ampus; (2) to set a “tone” for 
the harater of usiness enterprises loating in the industrial park while 
helping to spur suh development. This option has omplexities, as noted e-
low, ut also interesting opportunities to the extent that it ould omplement 
the amitious researh goals of the University. This endeavor would have to 
e ased on delierate, strategi deisions y the University to emark on a 
tehnology transfer initiative. The nature of the partiipation ould e either 
to lease or to purhase lots on a portion of the site or seure a “first right” 
option to lease or purhase. Either approah would have to e presaged on a 
defined strategy for future development of University uses and/or usiness 
allianes atively marketed y the University.
Opportunities/Benefits
 Provides proximate environment for applied researh and tehnology 
transfer to omplement University ativities and reation of  potential 
usiness allianes
 Assists Old Town in generating usiness ativity and jos in the 
industrial park
 Potentially redefines harater of Old Town's development model for the 
property in terms of quality and sustainaility (this infers an ative role y 
the University in planning the development layout or a part thereof.)
Constraints/Cautions
 Potential ompetition with Maine Tehnology Center (although Old 
Town site laks the proximity to I-95 that is a primary attriute of the 
Tehnology Center.)
 Involves the University in forest removal, whih is ounter to goals set for 
the ampus Master Plan
 Reinfores the need for a road onnetion etween the Old Town property 
and the ampus, raising issues of further forest fragmentation and indu-
ing non-ampus traffi through the University.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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CAMPUS FARMERS’ MARKET
 Unertainty of R&D market reates potential risk to University investment 
ommitments
 Complexity of finanial, operating, land planning and quality ontrol rela-
tionships with the town
Retirement Community
This option is put forth as a “generi” opportunity that is eing seized y nu-
merous institutions around the ountry to take advantage of alumni interest in 
returning to ollege ommunity for retirement. The attration for older adults/
retirees is the opportunity to live in small town setting that has the rih edua-
tional, ultural, and rereational resoures of a university. For the University, 
the attration is to strengthen alumni relationships and provide eduational 
and ultural offerings to a mature population that roadens the University’s 
demographi profile. The degree to whih formal eduational relationships are 
offered varies sustantially in suh endeavors around the ountry, depending 
on the strategi goals of the institutions. So, too, does the degree to whih 
retirement ommunities are physially integrated with ampuses. Physial in-
tegration is usually tied to the institution’s need or desire to generate inome 
y real estate development. The inlusion of this option does not inlude any 
site reommendations. It is intended solely for onsideration as a potential off-
ampus venture should the University see merit in sponsoring or partiipating 
in suh a development. The appendix to this rief inludes referene artiles 
disussing University-related retirement ommunities.
Programmatic Participation in Community Development
The University’s goal for ommunity development doesn’t neessarily have to 
fous on physial development options, as suggested aove. Programmati 
measures to support ommunity development an inlude measures ranging 
from loal purhase poliies to ollaoration with puli and non-profit orga-
nizations in loal usiness development strategies and training for loal enter-
prise development, researhing and developing strategies for import replae-
ment renewing loal housing, or upgrading eduational resoures. Institutions 
suh as Trinity in Hartford, CT and Clark in Worester, MA stand out among 
New England olleges that have een proative in ommunity development.
A regional soure for more information on programmati relationships with 
ommunities is the Training and Development Corporation, a non-profit or-
ganization loated in Buksport, Maine (www.td-usa.org/aout-us). Mihael 
Shuman, Vie President for Enterprise Development at TDC, is a frequent 
speaker and writer on ommunity-ased development, inluding university-
government-usiness ollaorations.
•
•
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APPENDIX C: ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
AND SPACE PLANNING ISSUES
Programmatic Needs
Surveys were onduted during the master planning proess to identify spe-
ifi onerns and foreseeale programmati needs for eah of the Colleges. 
On-line resoures availale from the Offie of Institutional Studies were also 
referened to estimate the spae needs for the College of Business, Puli 
Poliy and Health.1
The spae standards referened in the development of the spae pro-
grammati needs list inlude the Rikes Assoiates study of instrution-
al spae. As detailed programming was not part of the master planning 
sope of work, it is reommended that an additional study e onduted 
to understand speifi researh la, offie, student servie and athleti 
spae needs.
1.  Offie of Institutional Studies. (http://www.umaine.edu/ois/index.htm:  
June 12, 2008).
FOGLER LIBRARY
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Classroom Space
The instrutional spae study y Rikes Assoiates, In. ategorized lassroom 
spae into three lassifiations for analysis: omputer las, leture halls and 
general lassrooms. The overall findings reveal a shortage of spae on a per 
student asis and lassroom sizes that are often too small to aommodate 
teahing demands. Sine overall lassroom utilization falls elow reom-
mended levels, the study suggests reduing the numer of lassrooms while 
inreasing the spae per room. Likewise, in the ase of large leture halls, 
spae ould e used muh more appropriately. Updating general lassrooms 
with speial audio-visual equipment ould redue ineffiienies oserved in 
leture room sheduling. 
Space Needs by College
Several signifiant spae needs were identified during the planning proess:
College of Business, Public Policy & health
The College of Business, Puli Poliy and Health urrently resides in four 
uildings in various areas of the ampus. 
 Address Business Shool expansion
Provide spae for growth of the Shool of Nursing 
College of Education & human Development
The four uildings that house the College of Eduation and Human 
Development are spread out aross the ampus. One of the College’s ex-
pressed goals is to onsolidate its failities.
Create New Assessment Center for Eduation and Human Development
Add graduate assistant offie spae
Replae Shiles Hall  (63,500 to 80,000 gsf)
•
•
•
•
•
College of Engineering 
The College of Engineering enjoys a ompat onfiguration of uildings; 
however, Engineering needs larger lassrooms to seat 100 to 150 students 
and additional laoratory spae. Engineering expets ontinued growth and 
will need to identify new expansion options. 
Expand to aommodate inreasing enrollment
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
The College of Lieral Arts and Sienes is the largest ollege with over 30% 
of the University’s enrollment and 20 departments. It oupies 26 uildings 
with the highest onentrations in Auert Hall and the Class of 1944 Hall. 
 Add studio spae for the Art Department (urrently planned for Alumni Hall 
Renovation and Expansion)
 Expand or reloate Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium and Oservatory for 
Physis
 Modernize and add new researh and teahing las for Chemistry and 
New Media
Add psyhology researh las
 Reloate Hithner Animal Diagnosti Las (potentially off-ampus)
•
•
•
•
•
•
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College of Natural Science, Forestry & Agriculture
The College of Natural Sienes, Forestry and Agriulture is spread aross 
28 uildings and is responsile for managing the Demeritt Forest and other 
forest and farm land eyond the ampus ore. 
Consolidate  Marine Sienes program in a new uilding 
 Add joint USDA/UMaine Aquaulture la faility (40,000 gsf)
Renovate/Replae:
Deering Hall Life Siene las
Rogers Hall las
Murray Hall
Nutting Hall
Older setion of Hithner Hall
Holmes Hall
honors College
The Honors College is experiening inreased demand for Honors Housing 
and ontinued growth. 
Utilize Colvin as residene hall
Renovate remainder of Balentine for Honors Staff
•
•
•
»
»
»
»
»
»
•
•
Other Space Needs:
In addition to the programmati needs identified in surveys, several addi-
tional needs were noted:
Larger lass/leture hall spae
Flexile, multi-use spaes
Researh failities:
More laoratory spae is needed
 Need 2,000—3,000 s.f. modules for las 
Utilization of Maine Tehnology Center—20,000 s.f. inuator faility
 Inuator spae loation options: on-ampus or Orono/Old Town
 Interdisiplinary researh—70% of researh is onduted in institutes 
and enters
Lirary addition and interior renovation
 Joint Puli Works Faility (requires aess from ampus)
Athletis Needs:
 Basketall Arena (urrently planned as renovation to Memorial Gym)
Improvements to Alfond Sports Arena
•
•
•
»
»
»
»
»
•
•
•
»
»
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Mohamad Musavi, Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Friends of UMaine
John Bradson, Orono Town Councilor
Harold Brown (Brownie), Retiree and Alumnus
Joe Cloutier, Realty Resources Group
Catherine Conlow, Orono Town Manager
Jill Conover, Niemann Capital
Margaret Daigle, Old Town City Manager
Christopher Dorion, Orono Land Trust member
Allen Fernald, Alumnus and Chairman of Down East Enterprise
Bion Foster, Innovative Solutions Now, LLC , Real Estate Developer and Alumnus
James Francis, Penobscot Nation Historian
Geoff Gordon, Orono Town Councilor
Mark Haggerty, Orono Town Councilor
Lianne Harris, Orono Town Councilor
Terri Hutchinson, Orono Town Councilor
Sally Jacobs, Instructor Emerita in Biochemistry and Founder of Orono Land Trust
Shawn Lewin, ESTIA (Eco-Peace, Sustainability, Training, International Affiliations)
Claudia Lowd, ESTIA(Eco-Peace, Sustainability, Training, International Affiliations)
Michael Lynch, Realty Resources Group 
Pasquale (Pat) Maiorino, Alumnus and Attorney at Law
Al McNeilly, Class of 1944 Alumnus
Miigam’agan, Elder of the Mi’kmaq Nation
Valerie Mitchell, UMaine Alumni Association, Class Advisor and Alumna
Peter Moore, Corporate Finance Associates
Amos Orcutt, University of Maine Foundation President/CEO and Alumnus
Bucky Owen, Orono Land Trust Member
Tom Perry, Orono Town Councilor
Evan Rickert, Town of Orono Town Planner
John Rohman, WBRC Associates CEO and Alumnus
Kevin Mahany’s Representative from Olympia Companies 
George Sakellaris,  Alumnus and Founder of Ameresco, Inc
Todd Saucier, UMaine Alumni Association President & Executive Director and Alumnus
John Simpson, Innovative Solutions Now, LLC, Founder and Alumnus
Shawn Small, Co-founder CES, Inc
Donald Soctomah, Passamaquoddy Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Terry Turner, Realty Resources Group
Gail White, Orono Land Trust Member
David Wight, Old Town Public Works Director
Charles Yelton, renowned Permaculture expert and Still Water Fellow
Julia Yelton, renowned Permaculture expert and Still Water Fellow
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Committees and Interest Groups
Campus Planning Committee
City of Old Town Administration
Faculty Senate
Greek Housing Committee
Green Campus Initiative
Native American Group
Orono Land Trust
Parking & Transportation Committee
Provost’s Council
Public Private Partnership Group
Town of Orono Administration
University of Maine Sustainability Alliance
Consultant Team
Sasaki Associates, Inc Watertown, MA
Gregory Havens, Principal In Charge
Janne Corneil, Design Principal
Perry Chapman, Participating Principal
Beth Foster, Project Manager 
Matt Brownell, Project Manager / Planner
Adalie Pierce-McManamon, Urban Designer / Planner
Richard York, CAD and 3D
Neda Movaghar, Graphic Designer
Tyler Brooks, Graphic Designer
Coplon Associates Bar Harbor, ME
Sam Coplon, Landscape Architect
Rob Krieg, Landscape Architect
Anderson Illustration Associates Madison, WI
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